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The glossing of the Latin hymns of the Anglo-Saxon

Church in the latter half of the tenth century reveals the

richness of Old English measured against the Latin of the

hymns. The unexpected capacity of this early form of

English to reproduce grammatical niceties as well as tropes,

figures, allusions, and other poetic devices is demonstrated

in the line-by-line analysis of the Latin and the Anglo-

Saxon gloss. The ten hymns of this study cover such

overlapping categories as doctrine, solemn occasions in the

rites of the Church, and hymns prescribed in the Regularis

concordia for the "little hours" of the daily Office, as

well as a historical overview from the fourth to the early

tenth centuries. For the most part, all the hymns appear

more or less intact in the Hymnals 1940 and 1982 of the

Episcopal Church in America. Background notes include

literature in which references to the hymns have appeared,

from the writings of Ambrose (340-397), Augustine of

Canterbury (d. 605), and Bede (673-735) to nineteenth- and

twentieth-century writers such as A. S. Walpole, Helmut

Gneuss, and Gussie Hecht Tanenhaus. The text furnishes

copies of the hymns as they were printed in The Anglo-Saxon



Hymnarium, the Surtees Society's project for 1851, and dual

translations of the Latin and Anglo-Saxon for reference and

comparison. Also included are explanations of the scribal

abbreviations, some pertinent examples of grammatical

oddities or rarities in both the Latin and Anglo-Saxon, and

comments upon the possible psychological responses of the

glossator to the content of the hymns as evidenced in his

word-choices. The bibliography is limited to the most

useful sources.
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PREFACE

In 1981, 1 left West Texas State University after

fifteen years of teaching and gave myself a retirement gift

--seven weeks of wandering about England, Scotland, France,

and Norway. There were no more schedules, deadlines,

record-keeping, or responsibilities, except to my own whim.

An adult life spent with all the above strictures evidently

will not admit so much freedom, because three weeks into my

vacation, a casual stroll thorough the Bodleian exhibits

brought me face to face with another project which for the

next ten years would absorb my interest, dominate my

thinking, and channel my energy.

A glass case devoted to ancient hymns included examples

of fourline staves with neums, square-note manuscripts, and

an Anglo-Saxon gloss of the Latin hymns of the Church in

England before 1100 AD. Being a church organist, lover of

Latin, and dabbler in Old English, I was at once attracted

to a book open to the words, Lucis Creator optime, and

written above them in Old English script, leohtes 6 eala pu

scyppend se smlosta. Into my American Episcopal mind popped

the words, "0 Blest Creator of the light," and the tune sang

itself along.

Nine years of thinking about these hymns, going back to

England five times to seek out and study the original

manuscripts, and for nearly six years working on phases of

iv



this current project both in and out of classes have given

me the most intense intellectual pleasure I have ever known.

As a churchman and musician, I have found great emotional

satisfaction in my study of the personalities, the locales,

and the historical perspectives associated with these hymns

and their settings. Finally, the spelling of a word, the

choice of one ecclesiastical term over another, an

inflectional ending or the lack of it--these have also

become meaningful to me, and I have even begun to think of

this Hymnarium as "mine."

I thank the Creator optime that, however far I may go

from the surface toward the heart of these ancient hymns,

they still open up for me new questions, new problems to be

solved, and new depths of meaning to be plumbed.

Si hit swa.

V

________ ___________ _________
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT AND PROCESS

The only profitable and dependable "market" for the

works of poets, artists, and musicians in the Middle Ages

was the Church (Hoppin Medieval Music 503-04).. It is true

that some rich and powerful individuals were for brief

periods of time secure enough politically to patronize the

arts, but their proteg6s were, for the most part, a handful

out of every generation. With or without this kind of

sponsorship, the great ferment of creative imagination was--

as it still is--working mightily in the minds and hearts of

those possessed by a fascination with the word, the line,

and the melody. As the centuries wore on from the fifth to

the seventh, civilization began to rise up again out of the

wreck of the Roman world, and there were fleeting times in a

few places for the rededication of the artist in any field

to his art.

By the sixth century, one of the most significant

events in the development of such centers was the entry into

England of Augustine of Canterbury, who brought with him the

Benedictine devotion to the civilizing effects of music and

the graphic arts. From that time on through the seventh and

eighth centuries, despite the savage incursions of the

Vikings, the English Church continued to gain strength as it
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attracted scholars, musicians, and artists; and by the end

of the tenth century, the balance of learning and its

practical application had shifted from Rome to Canterbury.

Under the aegis of the Church and its representatives,

sanctuaries such as Iona, Lindisfarne, Durham, Canterbury,

Glastonbury, and others sheltered the artist from the

barbarian world and gave him the incentive to compose poetry

and music and to create manuscripts embellished with figures

and abstract designs--all to the greater glory of God.

This single-minded purpose of the Church became the

conduit for creative genius: the great flood of released

emotion (Beare 14) carried along the poetic craft that

reached back into the prescribed forms of the Classical Age

and forward into new patterns and techniques; music spanned

the range from monophony to antiphonal singing to the

beginnings of polyphony; and in Britain the unfolding of the

artistic vision progressed from the simple red or green

initial to the eighth-century Book of Kells.

One factor in this vigorous activity was of supreme

importance: the hymn. Although the daily Office of the

Church, the form of prayers, the communion, baptism, and the

burial of the dead had long been unchanging, the hymn was

free to mourn or to rejoice, to worship or to commemorate.

More important still was its role as a device for teaching

the doctrines of the Church. The congregational singing of

hymns, encouraged by Ambrose, St. Augustine of Hippo, and
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others, had been abandoned for the most part as the form

itself had become more complex. The simple hymns of

Ambrose, set to familiar melodies, were joined by forms made

antiphonal, ornamented with solos and responsory passages,

and, by the ninth century, interwoven with the music of the

pipe organ in one integrated organum of voices and

instrument.

However, the chief effect of all this complexity was

that the congregation listened to the old principles of

their religion as if they were fresh and new, though few

understood the words until by the ninth century, they heard

the words translated into their own language and used by the

parish priests as illustrations and points of emphasis in

their homilies and sermons. This translation of hymns into

the vulgate of whatever people the Church--Eastern or

Western--could reach was spreading, a device that exactly

achieved the purpose of Ambrose and the early Fathers. In

addition, hymn translations paved the way for modern

developments in the languages of many countries--most

particularly for the purposes of this study, in English. As

with all such intimate encounters, one language profited

more than the other. Lexically, rhetorically,

grammatically, the unbroken flow of Anglo-Saxon poured into

ink on parchment and, far from hardening, swelled into what

Thomas Pyles termed "one of the most highly developed

vernacular tongues in Europe . . . with a word-stock capable
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of expressing subtleties of thought elsewhere reserved for

Latin" (Pyles 134-35). Every kind of writing--literature,

grammar, astronomy, mathematics, geography, history,

patristics, biblical explication, homily--was produced in

Anglo-Saxon, but the hymn, because it was heard and

internalized by ordinary people, who might or might not

read, had an effect both wide and incisive. Over the

centuries, the Church had erected a Latin monolith, and now

the rich embroidery of the Anglo-Saxon gloss of the Latin

hymn in its performance warmed the structure and made it

both attractive and accessible.

* * *

A close study of the tenth-century Anglo-Saxon gloss of

the Latin hymns of the Church as they appeared in the New

Hymnal reveals the substantial development of the vernacular

in its contact with the Latin. One of the& most valuable

sources of evidence for such a study is the Anglo-Saxon

Hymnarium, the project of the Surtees Society for 1851.

Their reproduction of Durham MS B.III.32, with its

interlinear gloss of the Latin hymns, provides the scholar

with 154 hymns, most of which are from the New Hymnal.

Some, glossed or not, are taken from other sources, as the

prospectus of the project explains. However, a sampling of

those which appeared in the ninth-century hymnal can be

chosen to cover a wide range of topics germane to this

study: the glossator's method of dealing with the more

qp 
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highly inflected Latin, the lexical problems growing out of

the differing cultural backgrounds, the glossator's effort

to express abstract theological ideas not native to the

Anglo-Saxon experience, and his faithful, but not

mechanical, reproduction of tropes, figures, and other

rhetorical devices which had not been part of Anglo-Saxon

prosody.

In the process of dealing with his material, the

glossator had a conscious purpose--to give the parish priest

a source of material for use in sermons and homilies in the

language which both priest and congregation could understand

and one also tied to the Latin hymns for the day, service,

or occasion. The Anglo-Saxon love of singing drew worshipers

to the service, and the words, now in their native tongue,

reinforced the teachings of the Church as the priest

repeated them to make his points. However, there was a

result not consciously prepared for. The glossator , one of

many generations of Anglo-Saxons educated in the only

institution--the Church--and the only language--Latin--in

which that education was available, was well acquainted with

the grammar and syntax of both languages and had

internalized the lessons in Latin rhetoric, in theology and

its terms, and in the classical allusions which had been

part of his study. That this knowledge was unavailable to

the ordinary lay person goes without saying. But as

generations of glossators and translators transmitted it to
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those native speakers who would become poets and scholars

(Godfrey 46), the old habits of thought deepened and

broadened; the literal and imagistic began to take on the

qualities of the metaphorical and the symbolic. The amazing

revelation in this change is that the Anglo-Saxon had little

need of outright borrowing from the Latin, because the

language itself was rich in vocabulary and flexible in its

ability to express ideas heretofore alien to the native

thinker and writer. Except for a more elaborate system of

Latin tenses and a slightly extended declension, there was

every element in the Old English that the glossator needed

to render the text of the Latin hymns in the vernacular.

Aside from the usual sources of grammar and rhetoric,

the glossator gave himself additional problems. His

project--to produce a word-for-word gloss--was doomed to

compromise from the beginning. In the first place, the

Latin enclitic -que 'and,' attached to a noun or other

structure, was always transposed as 7 at the beginning of

the Anglo-Saxon phrase. Also, the legitimate Latin practice

of separating an adjective from its noun by another

structure (Eterna Christi munera, literally 'Eternal of

Christ the gifts') must have made the glossator

uncomfortable, but he followed his model faithfully. In

other places, as in Nunc sancte nobis spiritus, nobis 'to

us' in the first line is not only between sancte and

Spiritus, but does not find its verb Dignare 'think [us]
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worthy' until the third. In the matter of tenses, the Latin

may show a perfect tense, but in the Old English, the

preterite is the glossator's choice, since there is no other

single-word verb form to express a completed past action.

Even the manner of direct address, such as Creator optime

'Creator best,' involves the glossator in a dilemma: shall

his gloss be 6 eala Du scyppend se selosta '0 lo! Thou

Creator best,' or shall he reduce this traditional phrase to

or simply to 6? In another situation, if the Latin is

tecum 'with Thee,' should the Anglo-Saxon include the

preposition mid 'with' as in Qui tecum 'Who with Thee,'

glossed De mid De 'who with thee,' or is De Pe 'who [with]

Thee,' sufficient? In many such cases, the glossator seems

to feel the lack of the ablative in his own language, adding

the preposition to clarify the meaning of the dative. In

these and many other instances, the glossator must have

remembered his word-for-word stipulation and have thought to

himself, "But not in just this line!" I, too, have tried to

make my translations of the Latin as nearly literal and

word-for-word as possible in order to show as clearly as may

be the correspondence between the Latin and the gloss, but

this procedure has been at the expense of a literary

translation of the hymns into Modern English from either

language.

Although this study finds itself much concerned with

the word of the gloss, the format is organized around the

.W."
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line. Any format will be cumbersome, if not ponderous,

treating as it must details of case, tense, meaning, word-

order, etymology, dialect, rhetorical devices, variant

reading, orthographical peculiarities, and many other

matters. But it is in just these tedious observations that

the glossator enables the reader to glimpse the emerging

shape of tenth-century Anglo-Saxon and to gauge its ability

to maneuver in tandem with such a complex language as the

Latin of poetry. Fortunately for both reader and writer,

since this is the study of a gloss, there is no necessity to

go into matters of syllable-count, metre, accent, and stanza

form. In only one probable piece of evidence is there a

hint that someone expected the Old English gloss of these

hymns to be sung. J. Mearns, in his Early Latin Hymneries:

An Index of Hymns in Hymneries before 1100, with an Appendix

from Later Sources, lists one such source, "Oxford Bodley MS

Laud Lat. 95. Ps[alter], etc. of C. 1200 . . . with MFS

[music on fourline staves]" (Mearns 3). But this is only a

possible exception, tempting though it is to study the four-

line staves with their faint shadow of old neumes scraped

off and new ones added to accommodate the gloss.

More to the point are the breviaries and hymneries of

the late tenth and early eleventh centuries. Not only are

they more beautiful and better preserved than most

manuscripts of the era, but their language is often the

"latest word" in scribal reproduction of forms that would
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later become standard. For such matters as scribal hands,

general remarks about dialect, provenance, and anecdotal

information, Neal Ripley Ker's catalogues of Anglo-Saxon and

medieval manuscripts are revealing, but mercifully succinct.

Gernot Wieland, in his edition of The Canterbury Hymnal (s.

VIII), uses a manuscript that, though it contains no gloss,

was evidently known to the glossator, who, on at least two

occasions, follows the Latin in that work rather than in the

Durham manuscript. Most valuable for commentary on thorny

passages in the Latin is A. S. Walpole's Early Latin Hymns,

which provides insights not available in any single Latin

dictionary. Often, Walpole's remarks on the Latin text

allow the reader to grasp the thought process of the

glossator in a particular passage of the gloss. Another

excellent source for obscure forms of both Latin and Anglo-

Saxon words is Arthur Sampson Napier's Old English Glosses,

Chiefly Unpublished, where his list of "Doubtful and

Spurious Words and Forms" often saves time and patience.

Such is not the chief virtue of Harvey W. Chapman's "An

Index to the Old English Glosses of the Durham Hymnarium" in

Mattie Anstice Harris' Indices to Old English Non-poetic

Texts. Chapman gives thorough coverage of case, number,

gender, and form (weak or strong) for nouns and pronouns and

the page and line numbers in the Hymnarium where each is

found; for verbs, he provides the infinitive, the weak or

strong designation, and the number, tense and mode of each,
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with the hymn page and line; other parts of speech also have

their designations and locations. All forms are followed by

the Latin word; there is, in addition, an alphabetical list

of the Latin words with the appropriate gloss for each. The

difficulty with using this source is Chapman's occasional

lapse of memory and his assignment of Anglo-Saxon infinitive

forms which do not appear in any of the major dictionaries,

although they are often logically deduced from the finite

verb that is found in the Hymnarium. Besides these rather

specialized reference works, the best standard texts and

dictionaries of Latin and Anglo-Saxon are necessities.

No matter how many authoritative works may be

available, a study of the gloss must begin with the

selection of hymns that are representative of as wide a

range of types, authors, purposes, and forms as possible.

The selection must be limited by some specific

consideration, and there must be certain exclusions. Once

the parameters are set, each hymn considered for inclusion

must be measured by the breadth of its range. For this

study, the specific consideration is that most hymns appear

in the Hymnal 1940 or the Hymnal 1982 of the Protestant

Episcopal Church in America. Not only does such longevity--

from the fourth century to the end of the twentieth--imply a

certain significance of the content, but it sets up the

exclusion of hymns for saints' days, which are most often

too localized or too personalized to have a universal
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appeal. Hymns for special occasions, such as baptism, the

dedication of a church, etc., are arbitrarily excluded, but

a hymn used at confirmation and ordination has been chosen

for the study because of the theological significance of the

content. This last consideration has been important because

of the original purpose of the hymns--to teach and reinforce

the doctrines of the Church: the concept of the Trinity; the

distinct qualities of the Father, the Son, and the Holy

Spirit; the glory of the creation and the Creator; the

doctrines concerning penitence, forgiveness, and redemption;

the Christian concept of sin; the nature of the Sacrifice;

and others. The language of the hymns--the vehicle by which

they were conveyed to the listener in Latin or Anglo-Saxon--

was charged with emotion, not made dry and pedantic like a

manual of Christian thinking. This expression of intensity

and involvement would stretch the abilities of the Old

English to the proving point. Was it equal to the task of

reproducing the power and impact of the Latin? That is one

of the questions which the study must answer.

Another measuring stick for the inclusion of the hymn

is whether the content presented the glossator with a

significant number of abstract ideas, classical or biblical

allusions, cultural peculiarities, or figurative and

rhetorical devices of Latin poetry contrasted with the

largely literal and unmetaphorical character of the pre-

Christian Old English. The demands upon the glossator in
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expressing such unfamiliar ways of seeing the world and

thinking about it were severe, but he had some resources,

such as the Venerable Bede's little textbook (AD 701 or 702)

added to his larger work, De arte metrica. As Gussie Hecht

Tanenhaus notes in her article, "Bede's De Schematibus et

Tropis--a Translation," this teaching device for students at

the monastery at Yarrow was an addition to the grammars that

had been available by the end of the seventh century,

presenting as it did a key to their understanding of the

Latin poetry that was part of their education (Tanenhaus

237a&b). Also, Jackson J. Campbell's article, "Learned

Rhetoric in Old English Poetry," analyzes the changes which

such understanding brought about as the scop became a

Christian poet and learned to write (Campbell 189-90a).

Campbell's study shows clearly how the quick mind of the

traditional scop adapted old words to new meanings and found

ingenious ways of manipulating the old language through

situations it had never encountered before (190a&b). Thus

the glossator's work was prepared for by scholars and poets

who were not primarily focussed upon the priest who had

little Latin and the layman who had none. As the music drew

worshipers into the Church, the glossator provided new uses

of their common language to open up this new way of

perceiving the world. Rather than seeing life as a series

of images in physical action and one's reactions to it as

emotional, the new uses of language provided intellectual

4- No.-Awk,"W"
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dimensions that took into account abstractions expressed in

metaphoric or symbolic terms. When the late Anglo-Saxon

scribe ceased to give all his energies to translation and

began to apply these characteristics to his own original

works, the glossator's place in the development of the

language became clear.

The final element of the above parameters is the value

of the hymns for the "little hours" of the daily Office as

it was prescribed in the Benedictine Rule that, codified by

St. Benedict in 530, came to England with St. Augustine in

597 (Adey 37, 71; Hoppin Medieval Music 41-42, 96 [Table 5],

98 [Table 6], passim; Douglas 96, 167-68). Some of these

hymns are short, but the volume and variety of the

literature about them attests to the density of their

content and significance. In these, the question is not how

grand the language of the glossator needs to be, but how

simple and precise he can make the gloss in order to do

justice to the Latin. Only one exception to the

characteristic of simplicity is Nocte surgentes vigilemus

omnes, the only representative in this study of the popular

stanza and meter form, the sapphics, probably composed by

St. Gregory (540-604). If he was indeed the author, he

introduced the form into the early hymn-cycles of the

monasteries (Routley Panorama of Christian Hymnody 56b).

Ruth Ellis Messenger indicates that Nocte surgentes was

probably brought into the hymnals of the Carolingian court
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after having been revived by the poets of the eighth and

ninth centuries. The convoluted meter, in a way, convulses

the sense of the lyric and puts enough difficulties in the

way of the glossator to make an examination of his solutions

worthwhile.

There are a number of considerations of format which

directly impact upon this study. Hymns do not suddenly

appear in a hymnarium. They have a history and a

literature, and a company of human beings--some well known,

some faceless and nameless--attended their entry into the

hymnody of the Church. In this study each hymn from the

Surtees Society's Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium (1851) is followed

by a translation of both the Latin and the Anglo-Saxon.

These in turn are followed by a brief essay, including such

matters as the uses of the hymn, its author, if known, the

literature in which it appears, important historical details

and other miscellaneous information. These matters and more

comprise a short introduction, mostly for the convenience of

any student of the subject whose time is limited. The line-

by-line commentary on the hymn is indented, and the stanza

and line (sometimes, lines) are clearly indicated. A

concluding paragraph or two treat any subject that seems to

be left incomplete.

The Latin or Anglo-Saxon word or words are underlined;

the meaning appears in single quotation marks, without other

marks of punctuation. Words not appearing in the original
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line, either implied by the content or inserted as an

alternative, are enclosed in brackets. The spelling is

recorded as it appeared in the Hymnarium, but often,

alternatives are included. Scribal abbreviations, such as 7

'and,' -i for -um, P 'that,' I [vel] 'either . . . or' e for

-a-, and others, are noted and translated. The thorn and

the eth (edh) are reproduced as k and 6. Capital letters

are as they were shown in the Hymnarium at the beginning of

lines. Punctuation, though very sparse in the Hymnarium, is

added where it was found in other sources and is attributed

to them. Macrons are provided where they appear in sources

other than the Hymnarium, although they are seldom

attributed. In dictionaries, especially Bosworth and Toller

or Toller's Supplement, the heading and its numbers or

letters are noted, where they indicate a special use of the

word. Manuscript designations are recorded as they were

found in the catalogues or other sources, including the type

of punctuation used. Both bibliographical references (in

lieu of either end- or footnotes) and dates appear in

parenthesis. The asterisk denotes other readings than the

word-for-word translations of the Latin, suggested by Dr.

Anthony Damico, Foreign Languages Department, University of

North Texas and a member of my dissertation committee.

This very brief presentation of objective and method is

the end-result of the effort, over the span of several

years, to collect, organize, and apply notes taken from many

1 4- o"OOL- .- --- - - 11, -- , . - -
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sources, including the ancient manuscripts themselves,

interviews with a number of scholars in the fields of Latin,

Anglo-Saxon, and church music, and uncounted hours of

thought. The actual presentation of the hymns, their

analysis and the commentary, was for the presenter both

tedious and exhilarating, but the hope that some questions

which lovers of the English language and the hymns of the

church have looked elsewhere for may have their answers

suggested or implied here will make the effort worthwhile.



CHAPTER II

REPRESENTATIVE HYMNS: MATTERS HUMAN AND DIVINE

If a living language is one that is in the process of

changing its structure and expanding its lexicon, Anglo-

Saxon was among the liveliest of languages early in the

tenth century. Many factors were responsible for this

ferment. In the sixth century, the Roman Church returned to

Britain, bringing with it the swift spread of learning. In

the seventh, the synod of Whitby insured the establishment

of the Roman over the Irish rite with the result that the

majority of monks and priests trained in the monasteries

were native speakers of Anglo-Saxon, a race whose literary

traditions were already established and whose language was

one of the most developed of vernaculars in Western

countries. Although the Viking raids and incursions slowed

and in many cases destroyed the centers of learning in the

eighth and ninth centuries, such figures as Wilfred of York

(634-709), Theodore of Canterbury (602-690), the Venerable

Bede (683-735), and Alcuin (735-804) had kept alive and

furthered the advance of learning until, in the late ninth

century, a tentative truce with the Vikings allowed a still

more vigorous growth of schools and scriptoria.

By the middle of the tenth century, the body of

translations from Latin into Anglo-Saxon had reached

17
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extensive proportions and a high level of proficiency in

both prose and poetry. The scribes who had copied the Bible

and the great books of the classical world which had begun

to filter into Britain had learned, along with their Latin,

the lessons of rhetoric and prosody and were now engaged in

finding ways to express new concepts in their own less

metaphysical language.

With the coming of the Benedictines, a new emphasis

upon the hymns was introduced on a broad scale. The

Regularis Concordia prescribed hymns for every hour of the

Office. Other new hymns were written for local saints or

local celebrations of saints' days. From the time of John

the Chanter of Rome in the seventh century, schools of

singing had sprung up and flourished all through the land.

The use of the organ expanded with the coming of such organ-

builders as St. Dunstan and St. Ethelwold in the mid-tenth

century. The old Anglo-Saxon passion for song was as strong

as ever and in spite of the turmoil of raids and invasions,

never allowed the centrality of the Benedictine dedication

to music to falter. Monks were no longer workers in the

fields, but had become choir monks, choirmasters, composers,

arrangers of musical settings and--after the late eighth

century in widely scattered locations--organists.

The hymn was the focus of musical development because

the Office itself was set and unchanging. The translation

of the hymns into English was a natural outgrowth of the
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ninth- and tenth-century zeal among native churches all over

the Christian world to reproduce in their vernaculars

everything Latin. Scholars are divided over whether the

Anglo-Saxon glosses of the Hymnarium were ever meant to be

sung. But the "Oxford Bodley MS Laud Lat. 95. Ps[alter].

etc. of c. 1200 . . . with MFS [Music on fourline Staves]"

(Mearns 1913) offers examples which seem to prove that they

were. Of more importance is the evidence that the gloss was

intended to be used by the parish priest in homilies and

sermons and in devotional writings. The fact that it was a

gloss may be judged of more value than the consciously

literary translations of the Bible stories and the Anglo-

Saxon Psalter, because the glossator in--for instance--the

Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium is very probably not a poet, but a man

who is simply making Latin hymns, which he knows well,

available to others who are not so well educated as he. In

the process, the glossator often betrays how much he has

absorbed of grammatical and literary devices, and

occasionally he seems almost unconsciously to choose words

in the gloss that produce the old alliteration. Add to this

glossator all the other glossators who were at work in the

same era, and the influence on the native language is

increased by just such a factor. Anglo-Saxon grammar,

syntax, and prosody were all in use alongside the Latin

which, as the responsibility of the Church, was the basis of

all learning in the Middle Ages, and the result was a

ow
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language which was "capable of expressing subtleties of

thought elsewhere reserved for Latin" (Pyles 134-35). The

English language was on its way to Chaucer and to

Shakespeare, via the Anonymous Glossator.

Our own examination of what the glossator did with the

Latin will reveal clearer insights into the capabilities of

the Anglo-Saxon language. His word-for-word gloss sometimes

parallels the syntax of the Latin model; in many cases, he

asserts the integrity of his own word-order. Occasionally

he borrows a word whole out of the Latin lexicon; usually,

he finds a satisfactory Anglo-Saxon word or phrase to

express the Latin concept. Where there are rhetorical

elements--long a part of the Latin literary development--he

shows his understanding of them in his meticulous rendering

of not only the sense but the structures necessary to

reproduce them. Most encouraging of all, the glossator's

freedom to express abstract ideas, not originally a large

part of the thought-processes of the Anglo-Saxon, clearly

shows how flexible and adaptable the native language was,

and had always been. The result was that the glossator's

work helped to push the language out of a collection of

regional Germanic dialects into a unified tongue with

lateral roots in Aramaic, Greek, and Latin.

Fortunately for the significance of the glossator's

work, the hymns offered multiple levels of theology,

prosody, rhetoric, and history. For the congregation, the
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emotional responses to the music and spectacle were balanced

by the intellectual reinforcement of the Church's teachings

through the medium of the hymn. On those two levels, the

emotional and the intellectual, the appetite of the

congregation was both satisfied and whetted for more.

Although there are only 154 hymns in the New Hymnal, there

were many other hymns available from which the Surtees

Society could have chosen more to add to their Hymnarium.

It is obvious that there was a growing body of music and

lyrics to fill the needs of choirs, instrumentalists, and

liturgists as new churches were built, most with increased

facilities for music, singing, and solemn processions. The

hymn had indeed become the "thing" wherein the heart and

conscience of the congregation were caught.

A close study of the hymn yields many unexpected

rewards, but the greatest reward of all is set forth in a

quotation from Henry Ward Beecher: " . . . he who knows the

way that hymns have flowed, knows where the blood of true

piety ran, and can trace its veins and arteries to the very

heart" (Ryden vii).
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iEterna Christi munera

6 ece cristes Eac
Eterna Christi munera

apostola puidor
Apostolorum gloria

iofua ingendo neadyiso
Laudes canentes debitas
mid blikum utn singan modum
Lztis canamus mentibus.

gelapunga ealdres
:Bcciesiarum principles

gepinnes SiaOriice herelogan
Belli triumphales duces
pmn heofunlicaa iteallc cemnan
Caelestis aule milites
-7 so)e middaneardes lcotta
Et vera mundi lumrina.

estiull halgona pieleai
Devote sanctorumi fidus

un-ofenpikcd hilt gelfendra
Invicta spes credentium
fulfremed criutee so-lufti
Perfecta Christi caritas
middan-eardes siaonrS ealdor
MIundi triumphat principle.

on I'isunhuederlic puldesr
I1 his Paterna tloria

on j'isum pilla P1stes
In Ids voluitas Spirinus

Idisa1tS (I InIpiam siu1i1a

Exultat in his Iiiius
hcnfu gefelled mid eftanuai

Celurn repletur audio.
Pe nu cala SU aiyscsd " Ibidd.A

Te nutic Redemptor qetstuiits
i on iscom gefyrmdcne

Ut ipsorurn consortio
pu gepeodc biddende peoptdinnis
Juugas prccaites servlits
on eve rorulde
In smipiterna secula.

Fig. 1



Translation of AEterna Christi munera

Anglo-Saxon

Eternal gifts of Christ

Glory of the Apostles

Praises hymning dutifully

In a glad spirit let us sing.

Princes of the Church

Triumphant war leaders

Soldiers in the heavenly hall

And true lights of the world.

Devoted faith of the saints

Unconquered hope of believers

Selfless love of Christ fulfilled

Triumphs over the Prince of the world.

In these the Fatherlike glory

In these the will of the Spirit

In these the Son rejoices

Heaven is filled with joy.

To Thee now Redeemer we pray

That in their companionship

Thou shouldst unite [your] little praying

servants

In everlasting life.

AMEN.

o eternal gift of Christ

Glory of the Apostles

Praises singing needfully

With glad minds let us sing.

Princes of the churches

Triumphal war leaders

Warriors in the heavenly hall

And true lights of the world.

Devoted faith of saints

Unconquered hope of believers

Perfect love of Christ

Triumph over the Prince of this world.

In these the Fatherlike glory

In these the will of the Spirit

In these the Son rejoices

Heaven filled with joy.

To Thee now 0 Thou Redeemer we pray

That in their close companionship

Thou shouldst unite praying [your] little

servants

In everlasting life.

AMEN

Latin

23
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Eterna Christi munera is designated Item Ymnus in the

Durham MS fol. 37b and appears on 123r of the Anglo-Saxon

Hymnarium. In the Canterbury Hymnal, the number of this

hymn is #80; it is 50.125 in the Analecta Hymnica. A

possible early setting is Medieval Plainsong in Mode VII

(Hymnal 1940 #132), which fits its metrical description:

Long Metre (88 88) (Hymnal 1940 815).

The use of this hymn is "uncertain," although it is

prescribed for Nocturns (Canterbury Hymnal #80). The Hymnal

1940 Companion assigns its use for Matins on Feasts of

Martyrs, and later, Apostles and Evangelists (94). A. S.

Walpole describes it as the oldest martyr-hymn because of

its mention in a sermon by Maximus of Turin, which is not

decisive evidence, but does place it in the correct century.

Bede also refers to it by name and calls it ambrosianus

(ambrosiani), but Bede also calls other hymns of the same

characteristics by that term. Nevertheless, the chief

evidence of authorship is that the hymn appears in "the MSS

of the Ambrosian use," and even more important, rests "on

its intimate correspondence in vocabulary, phraseology, and

thought with the prose works of Ambrose" (Walpole 104).

Adey sees it from a different perspective as the earliest

Latin hymn of heaven:

[it] combines the palace (or rather the court)

image with that of spiritual warfare to develop

the Christian paradox or reversal that transforms
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martyrs into ecclesiarum principes (princes of the

churches), belli triumphales duces (triumphal war

leaders), and caelestis aulae milites (soldiers of

the court of heaven). (91)

Walpole, accounting for the changes that occurred in the

text over the centuries, explains that the hymn was

originally used in natali martyrum (on the day the saint was

"born" into eternal life), but it was changed to celebrate

days assigned to the apostles or evangelists: some stanzas

were omitted; martyrum became apostolorum or ipsorum

(Walpole 104-05). By the tenth century, when these changes

began, the hymn was so popular that restricting it to

martyrs was too narrow an application, as the third stanza

illustrates:

Devoted faith of the saints, three

The unconquered hope of believers, theological

Selfless love of Christ, virtues

Triumphs over the Prince of this wo ld.

As Walpole explains for those without a classical

background, "In a Roman triumph, the captured leader

[princeps] of the enemy walked [in chains] before the

general's chariot" (Walpole 107).

These general remarks are at best a sketchy background

for a closer study of the stylistic and structural aspects

of the hymn. The rhetorical devices, the figures of speech,

and the broader areas of analogy and allusion--long before
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developed in Latin poetry--had become available to the

scribe and, in the case of such quasi-original works as The

Phoenix and the Anglo-Saxon Metrical Psalter, had already

been assimilated into the Anglo-Saxon poetry, supplementing

but not supplanting the traditional techniques of the oral

tradition. By the tenth century, a word-for-word gloss of

the Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium appears to have been sufficient:

the glossator either was not a poet or, if he were, felt no

primary need to attempt a poetic rendition of the original

Latin text. However, as will be demonstrated, traces of the

old oral techniques may be found in a line-by-line

examination of the glosses to a number of hymns.

Although the Canterbury Hymnal presents all eight of

the stanzas in the (presumably) Ambrosian original, the

Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium includes only stanzas 1L, 2, 5, 6, and

7. The doxology for this hymn is the same as for Hymn 2

(Wieland 115), corresponding to their meter--88 88--and

asserting the trinitarian concept as opposed to the Arian.

Stanza 1

1.1 The glossator makes no attempt to duplicate the

eight-syllable, 4-stress meter of the Latin,

reducing the word-for-word translation to seven

syllables, 3 stresses. He could as easily,

however, have maintained the original meter: 0 ece

wuldor Christes lac, without doing undue harm to
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the literal sense or to the acceptable word order

of Anglo-Saxon.

1.2 Apostolorum 'of the Apostles' in the Latin was

originally martyrorum 'of the martyrs' but after

the age of genuine martyrs, i.e. the age of

persecutions, the popularity of this hymn and the

growing number of occasions for a hymn to the

Apostles (Nocturns, Lauds, Vespers) made the

change justifiable. As Wieland points out, #80

could have been used for any Apostle or martyr,

since only John, of all the Apostles, was not a

martyr (Wieland 114).

11.3&4 For some reason, the glossator repeated the idea

of "singing," which the reader may take as another

sign of deliberate haste. He might, however, have

translated the two lines more simply and as

accurately, omitting neadwise, since even debitas

in the Latin was probably a line-filler:

gesingende we herena

wi8 bli6um modum gala6 nu.

Although nu does not appear in the Latin, the

Anglo-Saxon poet, as Diamond says, was free to add

"a colorless adverb" wherever it was needed to

complete the meter of his line (Diamond 7). In

fact, he might add "any words to satisfy the

requirements of meter and alliteration" if they

.........
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did not in any way add to the sense of the Latin.

The glossator in this instance, by deliberately

imitating the Latin original, introduced the

principal verb between the adjective and its noun,

a perfectly legitimate Latin structure. Campbell

remarks that when enough of such imitations by

educated speakers of Anglo-Saxon had occurred,

they would inevitably bring about a further

loosening of grammatical and syntactical rules and

the copying of some of the Latin rhetorical

figures into original poetic works (Campbell, 195-

7b).

Stanza 2

11.5-8 The punctuation at the end of these lines in the

Hymnarium obscures the fact that they constitute a

schesis onomaton, "a series of synonymous phrases"

(Tanenhaus 243a), which are tied together by the

verb possident in line 12 of the hymn as it

appears in the Canterbury Hymnal, but which is

omitted from the Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium (Wieland

115).

In 1.5, gelapunga ealdres, 'elders of the

assemblies [churches],' as a translation of

Ecclesarium principes, 'princes of the churches,'

is evidence that 'prince' and 'church' had not yet

worked their way into the lexicon of English.
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However, the metaphor of cempan in a heavenly

[beer]hall was literally and faithfully

reproduced.

1.8 Et might have been intended for 'also' or

'indeed,' but the glossator indicates his choice

of 'and' by the symbol or abbreviation 7. This

line might have been one of Bede's examples of

metaphor as a transference of qualities from an

inanimate object to an animate creature (Tanenhaus

244b), and may remind the reader of the phrase "by

the light of burning martyrs," #519 in the 1940

Hymnal of the Protestant Episcopal Church of

America.

Stanza 3

11.9-12 These three lines embody the church's teaching of

the three theological virtues and for that reason

give this hymn an even greater claim to

popularity.

1.10 uses ten syllables to translate Invicta spes

credentium, but nevertheless renders the idea

literally, being included as one of the examples

of un-oferswiped hiht in Bosworth and Toller. If

the glossator had been intent upon keeping the

meter, he might have translated the line

gelefendra unscamid hiht 'putting trust in

unabashed hope.
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1.12 is what Bede describes as a synchysis, "a

completely perplexing hyperbaton (a "transposition

of words which upsets their natural order" and

which may be endlessly explained) (Tanenhaus

248b). Another term for this figure is enigma.

Bede would have termed principem an example of

antonomasia because of the allusion to the Roman

practice of leading the chief of a defeated enemy

in chains before the chariot of the victorious

Roman (Walpole 107).

Metaphorically, the martyrs (later apostles) in

the scenes of their martyrdom are translated into

the "court of heaven," now peopled with

"warriors," "princes (war leaders) ," and beacons

for the rest of Christian manhood to emulate. Adey

calls this "the Christian paradox or reversal that

transforms martyrs" into victors (Adey 91).

Stanza 4

11.13-15 The figure Anaphora (on pisum . . on isum 'in

this') occurs in the first two lines of this

stanza, and in the third, the phrase in his/on

Disum continues the figure, even though the

controlling verb precedes it. The glossator again

follows the Latin explicitly.

1.16 This line of hyperbole substitutes the Anglo-Saxon

past participle gefelled 'filled' for the Latin
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repletur 'is filled,' which also has the

connotation of being made to vibrate or resound.

Whether the glossator was a poet or not, the line

may stand as an example of alliteration, perhaps a

subconscious echo of techniques well-known to

any audience or scop of the day, when the oral

tradition was still in force.

Stanza 5

1.17 Since the Anglo-Saxon phrase 0 eala could, by the

tenth century, be eliminated and 6 could be

substituted for it, the glossator was either

elderly or merely conservative. He could have

deliberately translated the line We bidda6 nu 6

Alysend or 6 Alysend we bidda6 nu if he had wished

to preserve the eight-syllable line. The Anglo-

Saxon word alysend 'one who frees or delivers'

from the verb alysan was well adapted to the Latin

meaning; and since the concept was already clear

in a native word, 'Redeemer' did not enter the

English language until the fifteenth century

(Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology).

1.18 In the tenth century, Ipsorum was substituted for

Martyrorum at the beginning of this line in the

longer martyr-version of this hymn as it appears

in the Canterbury Hymnal.
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11.19-20

Consortio was one of Ambrose's favorite words,

signifying for him the 'close communion' of a

monastic brotherhood. The glossator, rather than

borrow the word, had to create a circumlocution:

gefirradene 'far-riding'--not an exact match, but

an evocative picture of close companions on an

arduous pilgrimage. In this line also is

exemplified the Bedonian idea of metonomy--a state

described by an activity which brings it about

(Tanenhaus 246b).

Another favorite word of Ambrose was servulos, and

in this case he gives their name to those not

named--'little servants,' 'monks,' in other words.

This figure of antonomasia in Bede's De

Schematibus et Tropis (Tanenhaus 246), with its

overtones of compassion and tenderness from

Ambrose's own attitude, makes still greater

emotional resources available to the Anglo-Saxon

poet of later days. Indeed, the term Peowtlingas

'little [affectionate diminutive) servants' is an

agreeable match, both lexically and psycho-

logically, for the Latin, and one readily

available to the glossator.

In line 20, the idea of everlasting life was one

sufficiently alien that the glossator seems to
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have shied away from it, focussing instead on

something more like 'world without end.'

Speaking of abstract qualities, "faith, "hope," and

"love," lines 9-11, as "gifts" would have been unthinkable

for a scop of the fifth century; but it seems not to have

troubled the tenth-century glossator at all. Also, line 12

would have made no sense to that earlier singer, until the

image of the Prince of this world had been explained to him.

The Church's mission for the hymns had been accomplished,

and the glossator had made his contribution to its success.
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'Eterne rerum conditor

6 cala Pa ece gesafta scyppend
Eternc rerum conditor
nihte - dag Pu Pe gepissast

Noctem dicrnque qui regis
1 tidena pu aclst tida
It t Cfmporum das tllpora
r5 Pu gelitcepco apytnyvssc
Ut alleves fastidium.

bydel dregps e nu speg-S
Proco dici jam sonat

nihte deopro purh pacol
Noctis profunde pervigil

nvhtlic lcoht peg ferendum
Nocturna lux viantibus
fra nyhte nyht osendrigende
A nocto noctem segregat.

Jisum astyred dcg steorre
Hoc excitatus Lucifer

tolysp heofan fram dymnisse
Solvit polum caligine
Pysum xlC ged peldri perod
Hoc omnis erroruin chorus

peg to derigenne forInt
Viam nocendi deserit.

pisum scypman mvgnu gader
loc nauta vires colligit
i sxs gchicpvecaS brymmas

Pontique mitescunt freta
pitim so syiia stan golnpung
-Joc ipsa petra accelesiac
crapendum gylt adyligodo
Canente culpam deluit.

uton arysan cornostlice hrmdlico
Surgamus ergo strenue
hana Ja licgenda apecI

Gallus jacentes excitat
P Jpa slapola l he $preat

Et somniolentos increpat
cocc pa pipsacendan cit

Gallus iegantes arguit.
hian crapendan bopa gehpcrp
Gallo ncnente spes redit

adlirum hxl US onecan gesend
Aegris salus refunditur

spurd scatan hyi behydd
IIlucro LiAtronis conditur
alidennm gvILaf ongean gecyrryd
Lapsis fidces revertitur.

6 cala Pit haelnd )a xtslidan beheald
Jesu labentes respice

- us gesconde gcrihtilmxc
Et nos videndo corrige
gef )u beheealdst slidas fcallap
Si respicis, lapsus cadunt
- mid pipe gyit by)' tolysed
IF"Ituqlue ctilpa solvittir.

PU n leolit scin andgituln
'Tu lux refuge sensibus

-7 modes shp to sceac
iMliitisque soumn urn discute

pc ure stefn rercst spego,
Te nostra vox prinium sonet
' behat PC tolesan pe
Et vota solvzuus tibi.

godo fitdcr sy pulidor.
Dco Patri sit gloria.

Fig. 2
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Translation of lEterne rerum conditor

Latin

o Author of eternal things

Night and day Who rulest

And of the seasons Thou givest the

times

So that Thou mightest alleviate

weariness.

The herald of the day now sings out

Watchful throughout the depth of night.

At night, light for those going on their

way

From [one part of] night [another part of]

sets night apart.

At this [note] the risen Sun

Looses the heavens from dimness.

At this [note] a mob all of roving spirits

The road to harming abandons.

At this [note] the sailor gathers his

strength

And the seas make gentle the waves.

At this [note] the church's rock himself,

[At this] crowing, guilt washes away

[with tears].

Anglo-Saxon

o Thou of eternal things the creator

Night and day Thou who governest

And of the seasons Thou givest the

times

So that Thou mightest mitigate

weariness.

[The] herald of [the] day now cries

out

From the depth of night, throughout

watchful.

Nightly, light on its journey

From night separates another part of

night.

At this [note] the risen Day Star

Releases heaven from dimness.

At this [note] all of a band of roving

spirits

The road to harming forsakes.

At this [note] the sailor his strength

gathers

And the seas diminish the waves.

At this [note] the stone of the church

himself,

[At this] crowing, guilt obliterated [with

tears].
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Let us arise therefore vigorous.

The cock the lie-abeds awakens

And the drowsy chides.

The cock the deniers denounces.

[With] the singing of the cock, hope returns.

To the sick, health pours back.

The sword of the brigand is put away.

For those sliding away,* belief is returned.

Jesus, look upon the tottering [ones]

And glancing at us, correct.

If Thou beholdest [us] back-slidings fall

from us

And in weeping, guilt is dissolved.

Thou light, blaze on our thoughts

And from [our] souls sleep disperse.

Thee let our voice sound first

And [our] vow let us pay to Thee.

Let us arise therefore immediately.

The cock those-who-lie-there wakens.

And the sleepy rebukes.

The cock those who deny [he]

convicts.

[With] the cock singing, hope returns.

To the sick, health is sent again.

The sword of the enemy is sheathed.

For those backsliding, faith again

returns.

O Thou Holy One, look back at

[those] backsliding

And us beholding, correct.

If Thou beholdest, backslidings fall

away

And with weeping, guilt is absolved.

Thou 0 light, shine on [our]

understandings

And from [our] soul sleep be shaken.

To Thee our voice first cries out

And [our] vow we pay to Thee.

To God the Father be glory.

* 1.20 For those who have slid away

'III NM I 10MIN! it
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Another hymn definitely attributed to Ambrose by St.

Augustine is Aternt rerum conditor. It appears in Durham

MS. B. iii. 32. fol. 3; in Vespasian D. XII. 3; Julian A.

vi. 1; in the Analecta hymnica 50. 11; the Anglo-Saxon

Hymnarium 6; Wieland Canterbury Hymnal, 2; Walpole 29 and

30; and Gneuss 271.

The use of this hymn, "Lauds, Sundays during winter,"

in the Canterbury Hymnal, is confusing because of the

inconsistent references during the Medieval period to Lauds

as matutina, although from time to time Lauds--prayers at 3

AM or 2 AM--also referred to Nocturns--prayers at 6 AM or 4

AM. The Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium designates the hymn "ad

matutinas" (Wieland 26). Walpole adds that the Mozarabic

rite (Madrid MS 1005 Hh 60, p. 125, Xth century) prescribed

it for "a very early service ad pullorum cantum 'at the

crowing of the cock.' In the early Roman use, the

designation is for "Sundays at Lauds or Mattins, " but in the

oldest Ambrosian manuscripts, the rubric states merely ymnus

nocturnalis (Walpole 30). In consideration of the scholars'

idea that whatever is simplest is probably oldest, these

manuscripts may preserve the form closest to that of Ambrose

himself. Mearns adds that this hymn is to be used at

services for SS. Placidus and Sigibertus of Dissentis

(October 26), and he also ascribes it to Ambrose (Mearns 4).

Hoppin remarks that this hymn was the only one "retained in

OWN
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the Roman liturgy (for Sunday at Lauds)" (Hoppin Medieval

Music 112).

It is possible that the glossator either had the

Canterbury Hymnal for reference or knew the text well, since

he occasionally appears to substitute the grammatical form

of the Canterbury text for the one found in the Durham

manuscript. As for the content of the hymn, Walpole notes

that St. Augustine identifies it as one of the great

teaching hymns against polytheism, since it emphasizes in

dramatic action the work of the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Spirit--one of Ambrose's well-loved themes (Walpole

28). In this connection, the Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium gives

only the first line of the appropriate Doxology, but it may

be found in full in many sources (e.g.: Wieland Canterbury

27).

From the first stanza on, the concepts are far from the

roots of Anglo-Saxon ideas. The constant metaphorical

images and allusions obviously gave the glossator problems

which poetry in his native language had done little up to

that time to solve.

1.1 The scribal abbreviation for m (j) marks the

genitive singular and identifies rerum as its

referent in a traditional phrase '[the] creation.'

It seems that Chapman mistook Etern; for the

vocative, but the glossator was not deceived. His

scyppend 'creator' has traditional overtones of

Bowl WOMM-41-
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'shaper.' The Anglo-Saxon gescafta, with its

invariable ece, is a match for the Latin.

1.2 The glossator had no choice but to balk at the

idea of putting and in second place in the line,

much less at using it as an inclitic. He also

chooses a particular shade of meaning in gewissast

'thou who dost direct,' not simply meaning "thou

who hast the power to do so," implied by rego

'rule, govern, sway, have supremacy over,' etc.,

(White 530a).

1.3 The glossator preserves the pun in the Latin line

without effort: temporum/tidena 'of the seasons':

tempora/tida 'times (acc.).' Also by apocapating

the ending of sellan 'to give,' he would be able

to maintain the eight-syllable pattern of the

Latin line.

1.4 None of the sources consulted lists geliewacan as

a translation for allevare 'to lighten, alleviate'

(White 34c), although gelibigian alone is a valid

translation.

Evidently, because the glossator had no difficulty

in finding a bona fide Anglo-Saxon word to

translate fastidium, the concept of 'tedium' or

'weariness' was an old emotional response, well

known to both cultures. But perhaps the notion of

transferring the human emotion to a Germanic diety

-
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seemed alien to the glossator, though he may have

readily understood the metaphor.

Stanza 2

1.5 The glossator could have been aware, from his

study of Latin poetry, that the Latin preco

'herald' was a metaphor for both the cock and for

Christ (Wieland 26 note), but he preserved the

figure of the herald in bydel as the announcer of

the day. As for swegO 'cries out,' with its

connotations of confused and disorganized noise

(Bosworth and Toller 946b) , neither is the Latin

sono a choice that complements the idea of the

cock--canire 'to crow' (White 92a). In neither

case does the poet or the glossator make the

connection between Christ and the cock at this

point.

1.6 The glossator had difficulty with a word-for-word

translation. Wieland translates this line "of the

dark night the watchman" ( Wieland 26 n.). turh

wacol may be easily translated into 'throughout,

watchful,' but the Latin line still does not yield

a sensible Anglo-Saxon counterpart. Deopre may be

an error for deopne 'through the deep [depth],'

and if nihte were changed to nihtes, perhaps the

line would straighten itself out: nihtes deopne

pj
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purh wacol 'from the depth of night, throughout,

watchful.

1.7 The word viantibus 'wayfaring' or 'journey' was a

favorite of Ambrose, though his near-contemporary,

Quintillian, objected to its use, remarking that

uio pro eo infelicius fictum 'vio for eo ['go']

[is an] unfortunate fallacy.' Ambrose, however,

saw this recent innovation--vio--as connoting the

vias, that network of military roads which had

been the pride of the Romans, and in his poetic

way associating it with the idea of a highway to

heaven (Walpole 31a).

The glossator had no trouble with the translation,

though Bosworth and Toller show the two words as

one: wegferende 'wayfaring, journey.'

1.8 The Anglo-Saxon present participle asendrigende

'separating' seems to be a translation of the

Canterbury Hymnal's segregans 'separating,' rather

than the ymnarium's segregat 'separates.'

Walpole very kindly translates this line as

"marking off one part of the night from another"

(Walpole 31a). Wieland points out that, in 11. 5-

8, the herald, no longer a generic term for

'cock,' becomes overtly a symbol of Christ and

becomes indistinguishable from him (Wieland 26

note). The glossator betrays no reluctance to
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Stc

accept the metaphorical idea which transfers

emotion from an inferior being to a superior being

(Tanenhaus 244).

anza 3

1.9 Hoc refers to the 'crowing' of the 'herald' and

may be translated 'At [upon] the sounding of this

note,' though the glossator contents himself with

merely reproducing the ablative of the Latin in

the dative of the Anglo-Saxon pisum, since long

before the tenth century, the Anglo-Saxon ablative

had disappeared, swallowed up by the dative forms.

The Latin Lucifer refers to the sun, although it

may also mean 'morning star.' The glossator uses

'day star' d&g starre, and probably implied

'risen' in astyred, as excitatus does in Latin.

1.10 Walpole points out that polum was a Greek word

meaning 'pivot' "on which a thing turns,

especially the axis of the earth, 'the pole,'

hence . . . the 'vault of heaven'" and eventually,

'heaven' itself. The Anglo-Saxon tolys6

'releases' is an accurate translation of the Latin

solvit, 'looses,' and for once the preposition is

in its proper place fram dymnisse 'from dimness,'

as in caligne '[from] dimness.'

11-16 From this point on, the glossator is dealing with11.
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what he probably recognized from his study of

Latin poetry--rhetorical repetition, a favorite

device of Ambrose: hoc, hoc, hoc; gallus/gallus/

Gallo; Tu/te/tibi. He no doubt recognized also

the rhetorical movement from the heavens to the

supernatural world of spirits to the world of men

to a particular man. The cock, as a

representative of the natural world, with his

message of the active life, now becomes the

Christ, the bringer of hope and health and faith.

1.11 Walpole translates errores as 'roving demons' and

points out that chorus was used by Ambrose in

another context to signify something "sinister,"

though it more often indicated merely a band or

company. The glossator chose werod 'band' over

weorod, the older form as Bosworth and Toller

record it under wernan. Toller's Supplement does

not list it under any spelling. As a translation

of chorus/werod 'mob' is probably satisfactory,

since it is in conjunction with gedweldra, bearing

the connotation of 'up to no good.' The form is

also late Anglo-Saxon.

1.12 This line fits neatly into an eight-line pattern

and is a straightforward gloss of the Latin

'[it=chorus/werod] gives up the path of doing

harm.'
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These two lines continue the progression of ideas

into the world of men as they interact with the

world of nature.

The previous two lines lead quite naturally into

the allusion to St. Peter as a human being with

the characteristic steadiness and strength of the

rock, an inanimate being, Bede's metaphor by

transference.

In 1.16, the glossator remedies what he must

perceive to be an error in the Latin: petra is

feminine, but ipse is masculine; stan is masculine

and so is sylfa. He may have known that Ambrose

made this same error in other writings: ipse

ecclesiae petra 'this same rock of the church,'

etc. (Walpole 32 note).

Also in 1.16, Canente/crawendum 'crowing' look

back to Hoc/pisum for their ablative agreement.

As for the verbs deluit/adyligode 'washed away,'

the glossator uses the preterite, although the

poetic present is also possible. Perhaps he could

not bring himself to use the present in a

reference to a specific action in a specific past

time. He also neglected to maintain the water

metaphor, since adyligode usually meant

'destroyed' or 'obliterated.' Perhaps he thought

of it as a scribe would (not as a poet would be
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likely to) in the sense of 'blotted out' (Bosworth

and Toller, Hall and Merritt).

Stanza 5

111

;*, V &-4 k, -, .. wm . - mall-gowm i i i

1.17 The glossator, in his effort to make a word-for-

word translation, uses the adverb eornostlice to

translate ergo 'therefore,' a legitimate

procedure; but if he had been more intent upon

writing in a prose style, he would no doubt have

begun his line with bAne [(onne] 'therefore.' The

awkward-sounding eornostlice hradlice would have

been avoided if he had been writing as a poet

rather than as a glossator.

He must still use the cumbersome uton (from witan

[wuton]) infinitive plus participle to express

'let us.'

L7-24 Both the glossator and Ambrose now abandoned the

notion of the 'herald' for the more concrete

concept of the cock, and the still more immediate

figure of Jesus in the last eight lines is

prepared for.

1.18 The syncopation of the unstressed syllable of a

disallybic verb-form had already taken place (c.

700) before the glossator translated excitat

'awakens' as awecb, but the reinforcement of such

processes led toward Modern English 'awakes.' The
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glossator translated jacentes '[the] lie-abeds' as

6a licqenda 'those lying down.'

1.19 The word 8rea6 'rebukes' (from 6rEagan, Robinson)

is again a shortened form, looking toward the

Middle English 6rEan.

1.20 It is possible that there was not a word meaning

'deniers,' but forming one--wipsacendum--from the

verb wi~sican was no problem, patterning the new

word on such examples as slapolan '[those]

addicted to sleep' (Bosworth and Toller) from

slapan 'to sleep.' (Also see Lee's Functional

Change in Early English for order of change [not

as here, but from verb to noun] 14 ff.). Walpole

translates the Latin arguit as 'convicts,' which

the glossator produces as cit from cidan 'to

chide.'

1.21 The glossator substitutes the form gehwer6 for the

older and more predictable gehwerfe6 as a

translation of redit 'returns' and imitates the

ablative forms of Gallo canente 'with the cock

crowing' in hana crawendan (dative) 'with [or at]

the crowing of the cock,' although to himself he

may have thought mid to introduce his Anglo-Saxon

line.

He also introduced the form hana--employed in

Elfric's writings (fl. 10th C) for the more usual

.+-li-4jm".-'--", -, - , - _": 
"Ovoip OKnoilm"MOM 1-1-1.
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term cocc (also used by Elfric, but often

appearing in Gregory's Pastoral Care and other

earlier writers, as pointed out in Hall).

1.22 The glossator reproduces the dative in the Latin

Egris in adligum 'to the sick.' Then he must make

a long phrase of six syllables to translate the

one four-syllable refunditur 'is sent again.' The

Canterbury Hymnal writes agris as egris, a form

not listed in most dictionaries.

1.23 This line is glossed in a straightforward way

except for the glossator's need to use the

auxiliary + past participle to translate the

passive conditur 'is sheathed.' Scea6a has become

sca6a [scaban] 'criminal, assassin [of the

criminal, etc.]' (not included by Bosworth and

Toller).

1.24 Aslidenum 'for the backslidden' is formed from

islidan in the conventional way, but with

gecyrryd, there seems to be an error, since

gecyrre6 is the proper form for 'returns.'

Was the glossator thinking of the past participle

in the line above? If he intended to allow the

passive is to be "understood" before gecyrryd, he

has made the meaning obscure.

1.25 The glossator once again returns to a traditional

phrase to gloss the two-syllable Latin word, Jesu

IN Sim, I
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[Iesu in Canterbury]: 6 eala pu hmland Da &tslidan

beheald '0 Thou Holy One, the backslidden

[tottering ones, in Walpole 34] look back upon

[regard].'

If the glossator had the Canterbury Hymnal before

him, as he seemed to have in other places (cf.

Eterna Christi munera), he would have had to

choose between labentes 'tottering ones' and

pauentes 'terrified ones.' Since, as Walpole

says, the allusion is to "the cowardice through

which St. Peter fell," the glossator might have

made his choice based on knowledge of the

Ambrosian manuscripts and St. Ambrose's same use

of the word labor in other writings and thus have

made a conscious choice.

1.26 In 'and seeing, correct us,' the position of us is

ambiguous to modern eyes.

1.27 Without the comma, introduced into the Latin of

the Hymnarium after respicis 'Thou Beholdest,' the

Anglo-Saxon gloss is confusing.

1.28 A concept highly uncharacteristic of Anglo-Saxon

thought is the dissolving of guilt in tears. Such

a figure of speech is added to the glossator's

mental and spiritual lexicon to the enlargement of

both. Again, the 7 must come first, certainly not

as an enclitic, and this time the glossator
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introduces mid into his translation rather than

leave the case to the inflectional ending. Also

again, he has to use the phrase byD tolysed 'is

dissolved [washed away]' to form the passive.

Stanza 8

1.29 Walpole translates refulge as "almost 'blaze,'"

but the glossator contents himself with scin,

though he might have chosen scimerie [scimerian]

'glisten, shine' if he had been either aware of

the intensity of refulgere or intent upon

preserving it (Chapman; Bosworth and Toller; Hall,

etc.). Lux has now replaced 'herald,' 'cock,' and

Jesu, but is addressed as tu--pu 6 leoht.

The glossator translates sensibus 'in the

thoughts' as andgitum (dative plural), although

none of the major glosses or dictionaries gives

this meaning. The logic of the plural would of

course allow the meaning 'thoughts' for andgitum,

which is only recorded as 'intellect,

understanding, knowledge' (Bosworth and Toller,

etc.).

1.30 Apparently, the glossator neglected to write to

sceac as one word, but the imperative is

nevertheless intact: 'disperse' (Bosworth and

Toller, example under tosceacan II).
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Walpole translates the Latin mentis as 'of the

soul,' and the glossator in modes 'of the inner

man' [soul), follows his usual pattern of placing

7 first. Both gloss and Latin text treat the

"sleep of the soul" mentis somnum/modes slap

(Walpole 34a7b) as "slothful negligence of our

duty towards God" (Walpole 34a).

1.31 Walpole goes on to remark that "We 'discharge our

vows' to God by singing His praises." So this

line reads quite straightforwardly 'to Thee our

voice earliest sounds' (34b), but one may wonder

why the glossator did not use the more predictable

term eower stefna.

1.32 Chapman shows behat 'vows' as accusative plural as

is the Latin vota and tolesan as first person

plural, but either the glossator forgot to

substitute the 8 for the n or he was translating

his line 'and we to [thus may] discharge our vows

to Thee,' not a likely solution.

Doxology Deo Patri sit gloria

It may well be that this hymn was written long after

Eterna Christi munera. The more sophisticated rhetorical

figures, the greater density and increased number of

allusions, and even the pun in Latin preserved in the Anglo-

Saxon seem to point to a surer hand. Perhaps the

congregation was, at a date later than that of the first
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simple hymns, ready for somewhat stronger meat, or perhaps

Ambrose was, even early on, accommodating those bishops,

kings, and other nobility who were numbered among the

worshipers in his church.
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Vexilla regis prodeunt

gupfanan cynges forpsteppnp
Vexilla regis prodeunt

scinatS rode geryne
Fulgent crucis mystcria
on pam frsce florsces scyppend
Qua Lcar0 caritis C()IIitLJr
prvs abangen on gcalzan
Suspensus est J>atibulo.

afostnodo mid nzrzlum innnj'as
Confixa clavis viscera

apenigende handa fkt-spatu
'Ilndens manus vestigia

alysednysse forzvfo
Rdemptionis gratia

pxs geoffrod onsxrgednvss
Immolatus est hostia-.

on prer he pws gepundnd Prr to-ecan
Qui vulneratur iisuper
npurdo iheardan perres

Mucrotic diro lancecac
I us he IpPoge fr tleahtre

Ut nos lavaret crilmilcL
4t-flcop I aM yJ of blode
Ivanavit unda sZnguiIIC.

grfyllcdc synt pa ping Jt bleco.lsd-
lupleta sUnt (ILI cejjtlL

A.

mid geleaffidlurm leope
David Iideli carmine

seegende mxgyrZm
Dicendo natioibus

rixode fra treope god
Regnavit a ligno Ittis.

treop plitig 1 scinede
Arbor decora c fulgida

gefrxtepod cynges mid godepebbe
Ornata regis purpura
gecoren purpfulla hoge
Electa digno stipito

spa halige Jima hreppan
Tan sancta membra tangere.

eadig pes on earmum
Beata cujus brachiis
purtS hangode porulde

Pretium pependit saecli
pwge geporden lichoman

Statora facta corporis
-1 u e I raflac he zbbrcd helle

Prwdamque tulit tartaro.
ageotende pyrtbre% of rinde
Fundens aroma cortice

ofer spipende sccC hunigtearo
Vincens saporem nectaris

ecne on pmtmo pestmbwre
Foecunda fructu fertili

berende sige rpelne
Portans triumphum nobilem.

hal sy pu 6 peofud hal sy pii:6 onsxgednyss
Salvo ara salve victina

be propungo puldre
Do passionis gloria
nil tanm lit denp po odo
Qua vita mortem prtulit

for dczpe lif he aieaf
Pro morte vitam reddidit

Amen.

Fig. 3

C. . .
C



Translation of Vexilla regis prodeunt

Anglo-Saxon

[The] banners of the king go forth

Mysteries of the cross shine out

On which in flesh the Creator of flesh

Is suspended on the gallows.

His body pierced with nails

Stretching out his hands, his feet

For the favor of our redemption

The victim has been sacrificed.

Whereon he was wounded besides

By the sharp point of the spear

That from us [our] sin might be washed

away

He shed forth water, blood.

Fulfilled are those [things] which he

spoke [sang],

David, faithful [to the truth] in song*

Saying to the nations [heathen]

God ruled from the tree.

The beautiful tree, radiant and shining,

Adorned with the purple of kings

Chosen from a worthy trunk

Such holy limbs to support.

Banners of the king go forth

Mysteries of the cross shine out

On which in flesh the Creator of flesh

Was hanged on the gallows.

His body pierced with nails

Stretching out his hands, his feet

For the favor of our redemption

The victim was sacrificed.

Whereon he was wounded there

besides

By the sharp point of the spear

That us he might cleanse from sin

There he poured out water, blood.

Fulfilled are the things that [he]

proclaimed,

David, full of faith in song

Saying to the nations

God ruled from the tree.

The tree, radiant and shining

Adorned with the purple of kings

Chosen worthily from a bough

Such holy limbs to support.

Latin

53



Blessed [tree] on whose branches

The ransom of the world hung

[A] balance-beam made for the body

And [which] carries away plunder from hell.

Diffusing the fragrance from the bark

Surpassing the taste of nectar

Deriving joy from the teeming fruit*

Bearing the noble victor.

Hail, 0 altar, Hail, 0 victim

On account of the glorious passion

In which life suffered death

For death life He gave back.

AMEN

Blessed [tree] on whose branches

The ransom of the world hung

[A] balance-beam for the body

And [which] carries away plunder

from hell.

Pouring forth the fragrance from

the bark

Overpowering the taste of nectar

Increased in the abundant richness

Bearing the victor glorious.

Hail be to thee, 0 altar, hail be to

Thee, 0 Victim

Because of the suffering glorious

In which life suffered death

For death life He gave back.

AMEN

* .14 David, in faithful song

1.27 Teeming with fertile fruit

54
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A hymn of the sixth century, written by a poet famous

in his own day, will provide the glossator with material

more complex and more sophisticated than one by the fourth-

century bishop, statesman, and champion of orthodoxy,

Ambrose. A non-poet, Ambrose was writing lines that his

least-educated parishoners could understand and take comfort

in, while the bishops, kings, and lesser nobility of that

same parish could find another level of meaning applicable

to their own experience.

However, Vexilla regis prodeunt was written by Venantus

Honorius Fortunatus (c. 530-609) for a specific ceremonious

occasion--the arrival of a fragment of the True Cross, "sent

as a gift from Emperor Justin II to Queen Rhadegonda at the

monastery of Poitiers" (Hymnal Companion 48). It is in the

Ambrosian eight-syllable line, eight stanzas, plus a gloria

suitable to its metre and subject-matter; but unlike the

simple Ambrosian hymn, its language and symbols made its

application by the Crusaders something akin to the

interpretation of "Onward Christian Soldiers" by military

men of a later age.

In the Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium (78), the designation is

"Ymnus de passione Domini." In the Durham MS, it appears on

folio 23 (117v); in Vespasian, f. 64; and Julian, f. 52; in

the Analecta hymnica, 50.74; in Walpole, 174; in Gneuss,

351; in Szbverffy, 129, 135ff, and 203; in Hoppin, music and

first stanza, 114; in Adey, 56-59; in Wieland, 58-59; and
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elsewhere. Its use varies: Part I, stanzas 1-4, is sung at

Vespers during Holy Week, up to Maundy Thursday; Part II,

stanzas 5-8, is sung at Nocturns during the same time.

Fortunatus took the words of the first line from the

Vulgate, I Chronicles 16.31:

Laetentur coeli, et exultet terra; et dicant in

nationibus, Dominus regnavit [a ligno--added by

Fortunatus]. 'Let the heavens be rejoiced (rejoice],

and let the earth exult: and let them say to the

nations [heathens/peoples], God has reigned [from the

Tree]' (Hymnal 1940 Companion 57).

Stanza 1

1.1 The glossator was thoroughly familiar with the

vexilla, since the gubfanan had been part of the

language from the lexicons of Old Norse, Old High

German, Old Saxon, and Gothic.

The verb for6steppa6 shows the shortening of its

original & to e in the process of its movement

from Prehistoric Old English to Old English,

especially in Kentish and Southwest Mercian; but

it is not in the process of further development.

This example is merely an indication of the

glossator's dialect or training or the scriptorium

(whether Winchester or some other) in which the

manuscript was prepared.

-l.
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The shade of meaning the glossato: seems to be

aiming for--'[to go] stepping forth' or perhaps

'go passing by' (Bosworth and Toller)--has the

same effect as gangan cwman 'to come striding' in

Beowulf: the sense of a continual and continuing

motion (Beowulf 1. 324).

1.2 In some versions of the Latin hymn, fulget . . .

mysterium 'shine out . . . the mysteries' is given

(e.g. Adey 57), but in the Anglo-Saxon Hymnarium

and the Canterbury Hymnal, mysteria is plural,

preserving the sense of the multilevel nature of

the enigma of the Cross and implying the rites and

ceremonies which grew up around the figure of the

Cross. The glossator employed the verb scina8,

although he might have chosen scimia8 to translate

the Latin fulgent 'to blaze.' Walpole points out

that the container of the Cross was adorned with

gold and precious stones, but that the 'blaze' was

that of its spiritual significance.

Tanenhaus' translation of Bede's De schematibus et

tropis contains the latter's definition of a

trope: "a figure in which a word, either from

need or for the purpose of embellishment, is

shifted from its proper meaning to one similar but

not proper to it" (Tanenhaus 244). In the case of

the Cross--whether abstract or real--it does not
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"blaze," a function of fire. When in the

Finnsburg fragment the gables of the houses seem

to burn, the light is of a thoroughly physical

sort--the moon reflecting off polished weapons. A

blaze of glory was not a matter of speculation.

That, according to Campbell, had to be learned

(Campbell "Learned Rhetoric" 190a&b).

1.2 Campbell designates geryne [geryne] as plural

'mysteries' in agreement with scina8 'shine' or

'become resplendant,' from the verb scinan.

1.3 The glossator makes a very straightforward

translation of the Latin line, though it is hardly

typical Anglo-Saxon. Bosworth and Toller seem to

insist upon in flasce, including the preposition

in the phrase, but make no such stipulation for

flasce 'flesh,' which seems a natural order--

flasces scyppend 'the creator of flesh.' On pam is

translated 'on which'--actually 'referring to

which'--and reaches back to 'mysteries' for its

antecedent. In the Canterbury Hymnal, however,

the Latin quo neuter plural is an error if it is

meant to refer to mysteria. The proper form is

qua.

Another evidence of the glossator's ties to the

South Eastern or Mercian dialects is that he chose

1.4m,"m 1 110'' WIN 
-- - -------
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Dam rather than p for the relative pronoun

(Moore & Marckwardt 96).

1.4 The glossator evidently could not bring himself to

follow the Latin slavishly, but put the auxiliary

verb before the past participle, although in

earlier Old English, he might have written ahangen

was 'was hung [hanged].'

Both Wieland and Walpole feel it worthwhile to

note that patibulo is equated with 'cross' even

though the patibulum was actually a Y-shaped yoke

placed around the neck of the criminal and carried

on his back with his arms bound on the two upright

parts.

Bosworth and Toller list gealga as 'gallows,

gibbet, cross' and add gealgatreow as 'cross.' The

glossator, consciously or not, made a choice that

produced an eight-syllable line.

Stanza 2

1.5 Although viscera in Modern English refers to the

internal organs, both this meaning and 'body,

flesh (as being under or inside the skin)' are

listed in Cassell's and White; in Smith, 'living

flesh' is added. Bosworth and Toller give inno6

with the Latin viscera as the definition. In any

case, 'body' here is treated as plural, the past

participle confixa/afestnode agreeing with
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viscera/innobas. However, Bosworth and Toller

give inno6es as nominative plural. The glossator

seems to have felt some compulsion to insert mid,

though neglum would have been suff icient. Perhaps

he wished to assert the grammatical integrity of

his native language. As in other places, choice

may have depended somewhat on what "sounded

right." Walpole points out that confixa agrees

with hostia in 1.8 and that viscera is the

"accusative of the part affected" by confixa.

The glossator follows Fortunatus' pattern.

1.6 Here the glossator finds an exact match for the

Latin Tendens 'stretching out' (Walpole 174) in

i6enigende. It is puzzling to see fdtswa6u

'footprint' or 'track' as a translation of

vestigia if 'feet' is meant, when fdt or f&tas

would have been sufficient. But vestigia itself

means 'footprints' and both words can mean 'soles

of the feet [the parts which make the print].'

Seldom does the glossator become this literal in

his translation.

Walpole points out the lack of conjunction between

manus and vestigia as one of Fortunatus'

characteristics, but the glossator might have

known the device first from Bede as a form of

Asyndeton (Tanenhaus 244).
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1.7 Modern English translation of this line 'for the

favor of our redemption' is straightforward in

either language, although the Modern English word-

order has to be changed.

1.8 The glossator again refuses to use present passive

tense in translating Immolatus est 'has been

sacrificed,' substituting was geoffrod 'was

offered up [sacrificed].'

Stanza 3

1.9 The glossator must employ eleven Anglo-Saxon

syllables to translate five in Latin. Qui in the

Hymnarium is quo in the Canterbury and in Walpole.

Again it seems that the glossator must have had

Canterbury before him, for he translates quo 'on

which [the Cross]' rather than the qui of the

Hymnarium, 'which' (nominative masculine singular

or plural). However, quo ablativee singular

masculine or neuter) is not better, since qua is

the feminine to agree in gender with crux. The

glossator uses on 6&re 'on which (feminine to

agree with crux)' and substitutes was gewundod for

the passive vulneratur. There seems no particular

need for the adverb , unless for emphasis.

Perhaps the glossator felt a need to emphasize the

'wounding' rather than the 'place of wounding'--

the Cross.
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To-ican 'besides' could have been one syllable or

could have been simply Jacen or 6cpen--probably the

latter, since the glossator had already used the

later form, which also displays a Kentish or South

Eastern Mercian trait.

1.10 This line completes the run-on line above, 'By the

hard point of the spear.'

1.11 The glossator uses the abbreviation - to translate

the Latin ut 'that, in order that. ' His native

syntax was not uncomfortable with the objective

case before the verb. But he feels the need to

furnish he, the third singular nominative for the

past tense subjunctive apwoge 'might cleanse us.'

Fra 'from' in the Hymnarium was variously spelled

fram, fro without distinction.

1.12 The Latin of this line is quite straightforward:

'He shed forth water [and] blood' (Walpole 175a),

although the translator unacquainted with

Fortunatus' propensity for unconnected

substantives may have to blink a few times before

"understanding" the and.

Stanza 4

1.13 The manuscripts show inpleta 'fulfilled,' but all

available dictionaries refer inp-:- to - for a

later form. The glossator chose gefyllede
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'fulfilled (pl)' and followed the Latin word-order

in the line with synt 'are.'

The Latin que is listed as qu in most declensions

and appears so in Walpole, although the Canterbury

Hymnal and the Hymnarium both use the

abbreviation. The glossator indicates the plural

with ka, but he might have omitted 'thing' and

expressed the idea in gue with Pi__pe 'those

[things] which.' The verb can is most often cited

in Latin dictionaries, but not always with the

perfect active indicative on which the perfect

tense is constructed. Cecinit 'has sung' is also

given as concinit. The glossator chooses

hleobrode (from hleo6rigan) to express the same

tense. It is odd that a translator who is not

trying for special effects, and especially one who

knows very well the "songs" of David, would not

reach for the most ordinary word singan 'to sing.'

Instead, he chooses a word which has less to do

with singing and more to do with shouting or

proclaiming.

1.14 The previous run-on line now has a subject for its

stranded verb, though the glossator might have had

in mind 'he sang, David,' a valid Anglo-Saxon

pattern of word-order.

m I OWN w I==== ,
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The adjective geleaffullum 'full of belief

(faith)' or 'credible' would at first glance seem

to belong to the dative singular leope 'song,' but

geleaffullum is plural, and it will not even

attach itself to P[ ping 'those things'--plural,

but nominative. Walpole suggests that in the

Latin line, fideli 'faithful to the truth' may

also be interpreted to mean 'what David sang in

truthful strain.' The glossator, in following the

Latin line so faithfully, may have thrown up his

hands and simply copied the grammatical forms of

his model.

11.15-16 Dicendo 'saying' is the ablative gerund, referring

to carmine 'song.' The line might translate into

'in [by] a saying to the peoples.' The glossator's

secgende has no such connotations, since secgende

is simply the present participle and logically

refers to the one who is 'saying.' Nevertheless,

the line reads as well as the other .

As for nationibus, the glossator may have been

thinking of maq6um as 'to the tribes of the

Israelites,' but he was also aware that meg6 could

refer to a wider audience.

Line 16 owes its power to Fortunatus' addition of

the words a ligno (see above) 'from the Tree.'

The Latin perfect tense regnavit 'has ruled' has
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the sense of 'and does so still,' but the

glossator uses the uncompromising Anglo-Saxon

preterit rixode 'ruled' with the sense perhaps of

'once and for all.' The preterit usually

expressed finished past action, so it is possible

that the glossator had in mind the idea that God

could rule 'even from the Tree,' without needing

to imply more.

Stanza 5

11.17-18 The Tree now takes on a new aspect. It becomes a

character in its own right, recalling the

personalized tree of "The Husband's Message," or

the rood tree in "The Dream of the Rood." It is

clothed with the purple of kings, but that

gefrmtewodnes is the blood of the victim, so that,

as Walpole implies, the Tree is both an altar and

a throne.

The glossator is led into a maze of poetic devices

which his literal-minded ancestor would have found

incomprehensible. But with a second language, he

has taken a second look at the world and has found

it a many-layered place. His literary "children"

were to create such meanings within meanings as in

The House of Fame, The Pearl, and Piers Plowman,

but they could hardly have done so as early as
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Stanza 6

1.21
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they did until someone had taken that long second

look.

In line 18, the glossator feels the need of mid to

tie down the case of godewebbe 'with the purple.'

The Latin electa carries on what Bede termed a

zeugma: Decora, fulgida, ornata, electa; beata and

facta, in 11. 21 and 23, complete the figure

(Tanenhaus 241a). The glossator follows the form

of the series of like structures, starting with

line 19, with gefrmtwod and gecoren, interrupting

it until he resumes on 1. 23: gewDrden. In 1. 21,

eadig could have been given the past participle of

iadigan (or geeadigan): &adigen (ge&adigen)

'blessed [Tree]'; witlig could have been witligod

'become radiant,' and scinende could have been

scinen 'made splendid.' There is no way to

speculate about these inconsistences, when the

glossator is so particular in other instances.

In line 19, boge is dative singular (Chapman Word

Indices) 'from a bough'; wurlpfullUd appears to be

a dative plural noun used adverbially to translate

digno and modify tangere/hreppan (A. Campbell

668-69).

This line 'Blessed [tree] on whose branches' and

the next 'the ransom of the world [was] hung'

-----------
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(Walpole 176 note 21) are literal translations,

but on as would be better order.

1.22 Wieland points out that saeculi would produce

better scansion than secli, although that was not

a factor in the glossator's work (Wieland 85

1.22).

1.23 As one steeped in Anglo-Saxon lore, the glossator

would have made a smooth mental transition from

the stories of the scop in which innocent ones

were held as ransom for others to the idea of

Christ as ransom for the world. Walpole

translates lines 21-24: "0 blessed tree, on whose

arms/hung the ransom of the world!/[It was] made a

balance [beam, as in scales] for his body/and bore

away the prey [spoils, plunder] of hell."

An educated man, like the glossator, would have no

difficulty with the unexpected introduction of the

classical allusion, tartar 'from hell

(Tartarus),' but he had his own good Anglo-Saxon

word, hell [helle], though in Germanic mythology

it was a place of cold and darkness rather than of

everlasting fire, actually closer to its classical

counterpart than the to the hell of the Christian

Church tradition.

1.24 Walpole points out that praedamtulit was to be

considered one word, a fact obscured by

4 - - - --- -
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Fortunatus' insertion of -gue in an unexpected

place, although the glossator would have known

that this was a regular practice among Latin poets

of Fortunatus' day and even had a name: Tmesis

(Tanenhaus 248b).

The glossator offers the parish priest a choice:

upe 'takes away' I (vel) 'either/or' reaflac

'plunders, rifles.'

Stanza 7

1.25 This line begins another zeugma, three present

participles: Fundens/ageotende 'pouring forth,'

Vincens/ofer swipende 'overpowering, surpassing,'

Portans/berende 'bearing,' and an odd pair of

pseudo-synomyms, Foecunda/ecne 'rejoicing'

(Walpole 177 note 27)/ 'increased.' This last

gloss is a puzzle wrapped in an enigma. There is

no apparent reason why the glossator should not

have found a better translation. But Foecunda

itself is difficult to pin down, appearing as

Facunda in the Canterbury Hymnal, and Fecunda

elsewhere; also eacnian 'to add, increase, be

enlarged' (Hall and Merritt 92b) also appears as

ecan, eacan, iecan (the last in Hall and Merritt

203a). Perhaps the idea of 'be enlarged' came

into the glossator's mind as he read the Latin

line, but there is another puzzle: why did he not
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use a present participle? The word ecne itself

appears as an adjective 'great, increased'

(Bosworth and Toller).

1.27 This difficult line is perhaps one of Bede's

Synchyses (Tanenhaus 248b). If it is translated

as Chapman seems to think it should be, 'in fruit

abundant,' his assigning westme the dative

singular and wmstmbearu as an adjective to the

dative singular is logical. The glossator

followed the Latin ablatives, fructu fertili, with

the dative case, which had swallowed ablatives in

his own language.

1.28 The Hymnarium's Portans appears as portas 'you

bear'' in the Canterbury Hymnal and as plaudis

'thou clappest thy hands' in Walpole's Early Latin

Hymns (177b). But the glossator translates

Portans/berende, following the Hymnarium as he

almost invariably does.

Stanza 8

1.29 A West-Saxon expression may help to pinpoint the

origin of the Hymnarium, or of the glossator or

both: Hil sfy _6. Toller lists this phrase at the

end of his addenda to "hal VI" in the supplement

to the Bosworth and Toller. In the same place, he

gives hil alone as 'hail.' Adding this fact to

the use of 6 before weofud 'altar' and ons&gednyss

-
-
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'victim of a sacrifice' (Bosworth and Toller

onsagednyss II), and it may seem that the

glossator's sometimes perfunctory approach to his

task has warmed a bit. He has still not gone back

to the earlier Anglo-Saxon exuberance of 6 eala,

but the inclusion of 'hail [be] to thee' in a

localized expression may indicate more emotional

involvement with his subject matter.

1.30 The glossator's choice of words is made easy,

although de 'on account of' governs the ablative,

and be 'because of' takes the dative, and

passionis 'suffering [passion]' and Drowunge

'suffering ("passion III" Bosworth and Toller)

were both well-known words by the tenth century.

11.31-32 Qua/on 6am refer to the 'passion/suffering,' both

feminine. The word-order lif deapL polode is in

parallel with vita mortem pertulit 'life death

suffered [suffered death],' and then the reversal

is neatly turned, both grammatically and

theologically: Pro morte vitam reddidit 'for

death, life he has given.' The glossator can

follow until the verb agef (third singular

preterit) must substitute for the Latin perfect

tense.

Deo Patri sit gloria, etc.Doxology
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Although this hymn was written for a specific occasion

(p. 23), the quality of its poetry and the unforgettable

language in which it was composed are apropos to both

physical and psychological events. Fortunatus had an

audience better educated and more sophisticated in its

thinking than those of Ambrose. The glossator finds that

many more choices are available to him in glossing this

complex hymn, so his use of language must rise to the

occasion with words of greater subtlety and precision, as

well as more emotional intensity than he has felt necessary

before.
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Veni Creator Spiritus

cum 6 caa fpu scyppend Past
Veni Creator Spiritus
mud Jinra gencona

lentes tuorum vista
gefyll mid heofoulicre gyfe

Iuple superna gratia
[ e 5u gesceope breast

(ue Tu creasti pectora.
ku Se frofer gast cart geseal
Qui Paraclvtus diceris

selene godes J'rns helistm
Donumu iLDei altissimi

pyll litic fyr snpluftu
Fons vivus iguis karitas
1 gastlic mcInrug

Et spiritalis unctio.
pu scofonfealdre heore lacc I gvfr

TEu septiformuis rnuuere
spiran godes ['a teart tiner

Dextre Dei T1u dligitiis
Pi cart rihatlic bcbi"tt f-derei
Tu rite proutisso Patis

sprce pu gepelga [rotan
Sermuone ditas !zuttura.

olurch leoht isfauuaa
Accendc lumen seisibus

onasand lufe heuortuwi
Infunde- amorem cordibus
untrinyvivesa ires lichumnan
Iuiirma nostri curporis
mid milat getrymend: ecere
Virtute firinaus perpeti.

frond Pu ndrxfe fearran
IIostem repellas lngiu s -
1 sibbe pu selle vr riltes

Pacexuque ones protinus
latteope spa Pe furestppendum

Ductore sic Tc praevio
* ye forbugan rulk derigendlices
vitciiius onnuic IOXiumil.

putrh e pce cunnon scle fider
Per te scianus da Patrei

pe oncnnpan 1 suna
Noscamius atque Filium

Pe xgbyapdercs gast
Te utriusque Spiritum

pe gelyfan on adcero tida
Credamus omni tempore.

gefyrn halige breoste
'Dudurn sacrata pectora

mid jiure pu gefeldeat gyfe
Tua replesti gratia

forgyf nu Elenna
Dimitte nunc peccamina

-1 sele gedefa tida
Et da quieta tempora.

By lof fider mid suna
Sit laus Patri cun Genito

begra 1 frofer gaste
Aniboruin et Paraclito

bearn spa spa Pisne he behl6t
Proles ut hune promiserat

us lnu Ie forgyfe
Nobis iodoque tribuat.

sy hit spa
Amen.

Fig. 4
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Translation of Veni Creator Spiritus

Latin
Come Creator Spirit

Visit the souls of your people

Fill with heavenly grace

The hearts which Thou has created.

Thou who Paraclyte art called

Gift of Most High God

Living water, fire, love,

And spiritual unction.

Thou through the gift of seven-fold

form *

Of the right hand of God Thou the

forefinger

Thou rightly by promise of the Father

Through speech makest rich the throats. *

Kindle light in [our] minds

Pour out [your] love in [our] hearts

The weakness of our body

With courage strengthening to endure

to the end.

[Our] enemy mayest Thou drive far away

And peace give immediately

Thee as leader thus going on before

May we avoid all harm.

Anglo-Saxon

Come, 0 Thou Creator Spirit

[These] souls of Thine visit.

Fill with heavenly grace

The hearts that Thou created.

Thou who consolation-ghost art called

Gift of the Highest God

Living water, fire, love,

And spiritual unction.

Thou through the gift of seven-fold

form

Of the right hand of God Thou art the

forefinger

Thou art truly by the promise of the Father

Through speech Thou enrichest [the] throats.

Kindle light in [our] minds

Pour [your] love into [our] hearts

The weakness of our body

With courage strengthening to endure

to the end.

[The] enemy drive far away

And peace give straightway

Thee as leader thus going on before

May we shun every harm.

-- ,44AQ 'PAP"



Through Thee may we know the gift

of the Father

May we know also the Son

Thee everywhere the Spirit

May we believe in all at the same time.*

Long since the dedicated heart

With Thy grace Thou didst fill

Forgive now [our] sins

And give tranquil times.

Be praised the Father with the Son

And [of both] with the Holy Spirit

Of both the offspring, the same one

that He promised

To us and now may He give.*

Amen.

Through thee may we know the gift

of the Father

May we know also tie son

Thee everywhere the Spirit

May we believe in all at the same time.

Long ago the dedicated heart

With Thy grace Thou didst fill

Forgive now [our] sins

And give gentle times.

Be praised the Father with the Son

And [of both] with the Holy Spirit

Of both [the] offspring, the same one

that He promised

And now may He give [us]

Thus let it be.

* 1.9 Thou seven-formed in gift

11.11-12 Thou [dost] rightly enrich their throats

With the promised speech of the Father

11.21-24 Grant [dal that through Thee

We may know the Father

[And] we may believe Thee [to be]

The spirit of both in all time. [eternally]

11.29-32 May there be praise to the Father with the Son

And to the Paraclete of both,

And as the Offspring [Son] had promised Him,

May he give Him to us now.

74
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Veni Creator Spiritus, the most widely translated and

most often used of all Latin hymns, was introduced into the

Later Hymnal sometime in the tenth century (Walpole 374).

The Hymnal 1940 Companion states that scholars generally

agree that the author is Rabanus Maurus, Archbishop of Mainz

(d. 856) (Hymnal 1940 Companion 79); Walpole, in 1922, saw

no evidence that the hymn was to be credited to any known

author (Walpole 373); but Adey, in 1986, thinks it probable

that Raban(us) Maur(us) was the author (75). However, its

date c. 980 is indisputable (Mearns "B" xi).

Veni Creator Spiritus is called the greatest of three

medieval hymns concerned with the Holy Spirit. Its teaching

of the seven-fold gifts of the Holy Spirit is the basis of

its popularity at the rites of Ordination arnd Confirmation.

Its earliest appearance in manuscripts was the Durham (c.

980), from which the Hymnarium was principally assembled

(Mearns xi), but by the eleventh century, it was established

in manuscripts from "England, France, Germany with

Switzerland, Italy, and Spain" (Walpole 374). Although it

began to be sung in Ordinations at about that same time, its

use is commonly given at Vespers in Whitsuntide (Walpole

374) or Pentecost (Wieland 96). Walpole also notes its use

at Terce on Whitsunday and for three days thereafter, "when

it was to be sung with special solemnity," commemorating as

it does the coming of the Holy Spirit upon the Apostles

(374).
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Other manuscripts and sources in which the hymn appears

are B.M. MS B. iii. 32 (Stevenson 92-93); Vespasian D. xii;

and B.M. Julius A. vi. (also from Durham about 980); The

Analecta Hymnica 50.193 (with several variant readings);

Gneuss 363; Sz6vbrffy 220f., 222, 348; Walpole 374; the

Hymnal 1940 Companion 79; Wieland 96-97; Adey 74-75, 181;

Ryden 36; Preston 516; and others.

The characteristics of the hymn are Ambrosian--

octosyllabic lines, four stresses (with one irregular line),

eight stanzas, and an Amen/sV hit swa, although the eighth

stanza is not a standard doxology, but one apparently

composed for this particular hymn. Walpole calls it a

"quasi-doxology" and supplies two other appropriate

doxologies as well as the one in the Hymnarium. The

Canterbury offers still another: Deo Patri sit

gloria/eiusque solo filio (Wieland 97). Only the Hymnarium,

however, supplies the seventh stanza (11. 25-28, 93).

As might be predictable with such a subject, the

abstract and the metaphoric are everywhere in the text, and

since the reference is to a specific event set in a broader,

but still specific, context, there are allusions for the

glossator to deal with as best he can.

Stanza 1

1.1 Perhaps, because of the solemnity of the

invocation, the glossator returns to his formal

tradition, inserting 6 eala 6u. The imperative
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cum appears thus in this instance, but elsewhere

it is spelled com.

1.2 This run-on line ends, as does the Latin, with the

imperative singular of genEosigan (Chapman Word-

Indices 149a), a compound not listed in Bosworth

and Toller. Gen&osian is the only choice, even in

the Supplement. The glossator, however, seems to

have been steeped in old forms of his language and

to have been influenced by several factors.

Toller lists the meaning of "where the divine

power operates upon a person" under genosian I.c.

(Toller 421a), so the glossator, aware of the

intensive form of viso 'to see' as visito 'to

visit someone' (White 645a), was still dealing

with the active, on-going connotation in cum and

must have felt the need for reinforcement of his

verb. His choice of sigan may have been informed

by the Old Saxon idea of 'sinking down,' an idea

not explicit in the Latin visito, but easily

deduced from the glossator's vision of the Holy

Spirit and his manner of entering the human heart.

As Campbell notes, mod is both nominative singular

and accusative plural.

1.3 Campbell lists gyfe as dative singular, and

Bosworth and Toller define it as 'grace' [also

'gift'I.
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1.4 Imple/gefyll now have their object: [Qum]

pectora/(pe] breast.

1.5 Paraclytus, originally a Greek word for

'comforter, intercessor,' had long been part of

the Christian lexicon via the second wave of

translation of the Scriptures. Though some other

liturgical terms were taken whole into Anglo-

Saxon, this one was not, so even at this late date

(tenth century) the glossator was still

translating the phrase as 'consolation-ghost,'

though the Greek term was bound to have been

familiar to most Christians. In this line, the

glossator must again produce the passive as a

phrase: eart geszd 'art called.'

1.7 Fons vivus/will liflic recalls the 'well of living

water' (Joh. vii 38f.) and is quoted as a gloss of

liflic in Bosworth and Toller. Taking fons vivus,

ignis, karitas, and spiritalis unctio as ascending

in order of climax (Campbell "Learned Rhetoric"

200a), the glossator reproduces the anaphoric

series, only replacing the Greek karitas (Latin

caritas, a preoccupation of medieval poets and

philosophers) with the not-entirely-accurate

soplufu 'true love, but not necessarily

disinterested love.'

- " 44 -' -Mm iw-Amwo , , "-, .. 11-jr9jkjjjfA*v&,w,"-, , ,
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1.8 Bosworth and Toller, Toller, and Hall are no help

in unlocking the term smerung. Hall and Merritt

does give smirung 'ointment,' 'unquent, ' and from

that spelling all the other dictionaries yield the

requisite meaning. Hall and Merritt provide the

additional information that the word appeared

early in the Lindisfarne Gospels and the ancient

Anglo-Saxon Laws (311b). The concept of a

spiritual 'unguent' was very far from traditional

Anglo-Saxon thought, but exposure to a culture

accustomed to looking upon a multi-level universe

and what it perceived to be the interconnectedness

of the levels produces new applications for old

words.

Stanza 3

1.9 'Thou through the gift of sevenfold form' appeared

to inspire the glossator with uncertainty, for he

proposes two words to translate munere 'through

the gift,' lace or gyfe. His indecision was

probably occasioned by his knowledge of the

difference between the etymologies of the two

words. Gifu would seem to refer to a concrete

object, a thing granted by one source to a

receiver. But, as Bosworth and Toller point out,

lac is derived from a more ancient and complex

origin. Starting with the idea of activity--their
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example, a bird springing up into flight, a boat

riding the waves--the next application is to

dancing, singing, and playing games. Since these

activities often accompanied the offering of

sacrifices to the gods, the idea of a gift

developed. If the glossator is reading as a

religious man, one emotionally affected by the

gift of the Holy Spirit as well as intellectually

involved in word-choices, he would no doubt have

paused to consider and then not to choose, perhaps

aware that the parish priest for whom he was

writing would not see a distinction or care about

it if he did.

1.10 This line and the following two lines appeared to

give the glossator more difficulties. He inserts

the verb eart 'art,' which is not called for by

the Latin, apparently not being patient enough to

wait for the Latin verb ditare in line 12, nor

attentive enough to see that the nouns lace or

gyfe, finger, and promisso are anaphoric

appositives of gast in line one.

"Thou the forefinger of the Right hand of God"

would seem to be a reasonable translation of the

line with no necessity to "understand" eart.

1.11 Chapman gives behdt 'by the promise' as behtes

'of the promise,' but promiss~ is ablative, 'by
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the promise' [according to the promise?]. This

line again demonstrates the kind of haste that

occasionally seems to overtake the glossator as he

attempts again to insert eart. Without it, his

line would read 'Thou . . . by the promise of the

Father.'

1.12 At last, the verb for which the glossator has been

waiting appears: ditas 'makest rich,' which he

glosses as gewelgas(t) 'makest rich.' Only Smith

and Hall has alternative meanings, 'to fill' or

'to satisfy,' glosses which might give a

translation more accurate in light of Acts ii.4,

where the Holy Spirit enables the disciples in the

Upper Room to speak in other tongues.

Stanza 4

1.13 Bosworth and Toller note that although the

apparent Anglo-Saxon pronunciation of the word for

'light' would seem to call for a spelling of liht,

the West Saxon word was, as the glossator wrote

it, leoht. Chapman gives onil as the imperative

singular of on&lan 'to kindle,' a satisfactory

gloss of accende, then assigns dative plural to

sefa 'to the understanding/mind,' and the

accusative singular to leoht. Bosworth and Toller

note that a proper preposition before the dative

would be on 'into' in West Saxon, but in in other

,e A I 1 I-- - - - , -
-I - -I I-W.- ---- a, - v 081M IM445111 'amplop li
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dialects. Bede calls this a metaphor by

transference from an inanimate object to an

animate creature (or part of one), in itself a

metonymy (Tanenhous 244b).

1.14 This line is a straightforward gloss, but if the

glossator had felt much involvement at this point,

he might have added the preposition on before

heortum 'into [our] hearts.'

1.15 There are many ways of spelling the Anglo-Saxon

word for infirmity or weakness, but the

glossator's version untriunyssa is a scribal

abbreviation, represented by a bar, which has

crept in here and elsewhere, producing

untrumnyssa.

1.16 Chapman gives getrymmende as the present

participle, although the glossator writes

getrymende.

The glossator feels again the need to clarify the

dative mihte by preceding it with mid. Perpeti

'to endure to the end' appears to be a difficulty;

since the glossator has no exact grammatical match

for it, he chooses Jcere, not a form found in

Bosworth and Toller, but in Toller, under the

adjective ice, there is a gloss with the meaning

'until the end of time,' which would seem to suit

the glossator's purpose, although Chapman's entry
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is ece, labeled "adjective." The designation

adverb in this case would seem more likely.

Stanza 5

1.17 The glossator repeats the optative of repellas in

the Anglo-Saxon pu adrmfe 'mayest thou drive

away.'

1.18 Also in this line, the optative pu selle 'mayest

Thou give' follows the Latin.

Walpole translates protinus as 'continually,'

calling it a "less common sense." Cassell shows

"pritinus . . . Transf[erred]: (1) continuously,"

and Bosworth and Toller show parrihte [written as

one word] as 'immediately,' reinforced by Toller

as 'at once.'

1.19 Although Chapman lists latteowe, the reference is

to ladteowe 'with leader.'

1.20 The optative P we forbugan 'that we may avoid'

follows the Latin vitemus. Both languages use

omne/aelc as pronoun substantives to mean 'every

kind,' so that the sense of noxium/derigendices is

'of harm.'

Stanza 6

1.21 This line in the Latin is equally difficult in the

Anglo-Saxon. From an easily rendered 'Through

Thee let us know,' the rest becomes a puzzle. Is

it Per te . . . Patrem or Per te . . . dE 'through
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Thee the Father' or 'Through Thee the gift?' If

d-a and sele are verbs, Chapman gives sellan and

selle imperative singular 'give,' and the Latin d

is imperative singular of do 'give.' There seems

to be no reasonable Modern English translation.

Other translations by modern translators, not

attempting to render word-for-word, have arrived

at "Through Thee may we the Father learn," "Make

us ready to receive gifts from your unbounded

store," and "0 shed thine influence from above"

(Hymnal 1940 #108; Hymnal 1982 #228 and #229).

1.22 The optative Noscamus/we oncnawan 'may we know'

carries on the idea of the Trinity into the next

three lines. The symbol 7 here is used to mean

'also.'

The Anglo-Saxon suna equates the Latin Filium,

'son' accusative singular, since oncnawan takes

the dative for its object. Chapman designates

genitive singular for suna, but the examples in

Bosworth and Toller show the accusative: Se oxa

oncneow his hlaford, Ne ic hit . . . oncnedw, etc.

1.23 '[With] Thee everywhere the Spirit' follows the

Latin.

1.24 The glossator makes a valiant effort to render

what Walpole calls the "tremendous question which

has estranged the West from the East"--omni
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tempore 'in all at the [same] time' (Walpole

376b).

Stanza 7

11.

1.25 With this stanza, the Durham manuscript departs

from the Canterbury. These four lines do not

appear in either the latter or in the one which

Walpole uses.

Sacrata/halige may be translated 'dedicated,'

which seems to make more sense than 'sacred' or

'holy,' which are also valid.

1.26 The previous run-on line now has its typical Latin

order tua . . . gratia which the glossator

reproduces as mid pinre . . . gyfe 'with Thy gift

[or perhaps 'grace' in Latin?].' The glossator

must again use the preterit pu feldest to

translate the perfect tense of the Latin replesti

'filled/hast filled.'

Chapman gives gefellan as a variant spelling of

gefyllan. However, of the two forms, each has two

meanings: 'to fill' and 'to fell, cut down, or

destroy,' certainly not synonymous, but of no more

difficulty for the Anglo-Saxon speaker than

read/read for his modern English counterpart.

27-28 These two lines are rendered purely as glosses.

Perhaps it was again haste or perfunctoriness
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which prompted the glossator to feel no need of a

pronoun to distinguish senna.

Once more, neither Chapman, who supplies senn

'sin' without a gloss, nor Bosworth and Toller nor

Toller provide any clue to senn as a noun. Hall

lists segnian 'to make the sign of the cross,' but

does follow it,, after a semicolon, with

"senn=synn, " noting the latter's use in the

Bickling Homilies, King Alfred's Boethius, and the

Vespasian Psalter. The mystery is why it appears

after segnian. This obscure entry is repeated in

Hall and Merritt at synn, with further ancient

sources. It is interesting to speculate on the

glossator's use of senna when elsewhere in his

glosses he uses synn without a quibble.

Patri/fader 'to the Father' are not listed in

Chapman, but are dative, like Genito/suna and

Paraclito/frofer gaste 'to the Son' and 'to the

Holy Spirit,' an anaphora. Amborum/begra 'of both

[of them]' refer to 'Son' and 'Holy Spirit' and in

Modern English would likely come at the end of

1.30, attaching themselves to Proles/bearn at the

beginning of line 31; this latter pair, in the

nominative, completes the anaphora with an

appositive 'offspring.
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Swa swa here seems to mean 'the same,' meaning the

Holy Spirit. Hunc/thisne 'that which' are

accusative, objects of promisserat/beh&t 'he

promised.' This line also runs on to 1. 32.

1.32 Nobis/us 'to us' are equivalent.

Modogue/7 nu are puzzling until, as an adverb,

modo is translated 'now' (Cassell's).

Tribuat/he forgyfe 'may He give [us]' is a

straightforward gloss.

The Amen This is one of the very few such notations. Smith

lists only Amen for Latin ecclesiastical use, but

adds flat 'let it be so' for business and legal

use. Riddle adds dixi 'it has been said' "at the

end of a speech."

Moore and Marckwardt assign the i or x to late

West-Saxon, having earlier been ie and ie, as in

sie, sien, present subjunctive 'let it be,' giving

one more instance of support for Chapman's

contention that the Hymnarium displayed many West-

Saxon forms.

Sy hit swi.

'let it be thus'

This hymn engaged the glossator on several levels--

emotional, intellectual, poetical, and etymological. There

seems to be a somewhat schizophrenic quality to his work:

he is involved in the gloss in a very personal way, but he
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is rushed and impatient, puzzled and touched. If the

glossator had reached even the status of deacon, he had no

doubt been involved with the ceremonies of confirmation and

ordination and had been aware of the deep emotions stirred

by both. These emotions are played upon and heightened by

images of "living water," "fire," "the forefinger of the

right hand of God," and the "leader going on before"; the

inspiring concepts of love, spiritual unction, the seven-

fold gifts of "wisdom, understanding, counsel, spiritual

strength [to endure to the end], knowledge, godliness, and

holy fear" (Preston, quoted by Adey 218 note 7) would add

their more abstract stimuli. Then, on a physical level, the

accompaniment of the solemn chanting with the ringing of

bells and the use of incense and lights (Hymnal 1940

Companion 79) would become almost too much for nerves

already overwrought by the nature of the occasion. But the

memory of the fervor thus induced would and did endow the

concept of the Holy Spirit with vivid reality. That, after

all, is the mission of the hymns, and only when by the

agency of language the hymns became understandable to the

congregation could the mission be complete. The glossator

may or may not have been aware that he was doing "the work

of God," as the Benedictines saw it.
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Ad cenum Agni provide

to nrfen-crercordnnga lambeies fi.re--lcape
Ad cenam Agri piroridi

-1 mid gyrIum hpiturn scinendun
Et stolis albis candidi

uftwr ofer-fiereide s:U readre
Post transitum maris rubri

criste titon singan c3ddre
Christo cananus principi.

P.xs haligne lichoan
Cujus sacrun corpuscui n

o peofude rode ge1r: tlmI
In ara crucis torridum
mid blode his readum
Cruore ejus roseo
on-yrgendum pe libiap gode
Gustando uvimnus Duo.

iescilde eastran onxfe"
Protecti IPzasche respere

fri apestendum xnrle
A devastauto Angelo
generode of pa heardeitAn

Erepti de durissimo
deutii anpcalde

P1haraois iniperiO.
callunga castran tre crist is
Jam pascha nostrum C'ristizs est

so Pe ucofrod lamb i
(IQuzi ilucm)latLls \2jus est

syfervs p prarf
SImeeitaiUs a zX iua
ltesc his pins geoffrodI
caro ejus oblata est.

eala pu soplice pur~full onsn-tnlnrss
o rve digna hostia

purh ta - tobrocene synIt Ielle
Per quam fracta stimt tartara

alysedi fise1 , ge:eft
Iudemnpta pleI captivaLa

agyfan lifes 'nede
Reddita vite prenio.

krnne nrisj crist on byrgene
Consurgit I Christus tumulo

sigeftst he gehbperfde of bele
Victor rodit de barathro
rell hreopne bescufende bend

Tyrannum trudens vinculo
-7 geopenigende neoxnerange

Et reserans paradysum.
pe biddap 6 eala pu caldor calra

Quesumus Auctor omnium
on Jissere easterlican gefean
In hoc Paschali gaudio
fr i atcum dcapes onrse
Ab omni mortis impetu

pin Ju beperige foic
Tuum defondas populum.

puldor P 6 driliten
Gloria tibi Donine

Pu Se arise fra deadum
Qui surrexisti a mortuis

mid feder - fPan halen graste
Cum Patre et Sancto Spiritu
on cce porulda
In senpiterna socula.

sy hit spa
Am on.

Fig. 5
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Translation of Ad cenum Agni providi

Anglo-Saxon

To the feast of the Lamb looking

forward

And in apparel white and shining*

After the passage over the Red Sea

To Christ the leader let us sing

Whose holy [precious] body

On the altar of the cross (is) roasted.

Upon [tasting] His roseate blood

Tasting, we live unto God,

Protected on the eve of Easter

From the destroying Angel

Rescued from the hardness

Of the power of Pharaoh.

Indeed Christ is our feast

Who is the Lamb offered up

The unleavened bread of sincerity

His flesh was offered.

O true [and] worthy victim

Through whom broken open is hell.

Redeemed, the captive people

[Are] given back the gift of life.*

When Christ arises from the tomb

Victor he returns from hell

Cruelty thrusting back into bondage

And unbolting heaven [paradise].

To the evening-feast of the Lamb

looking forward

With apparel shining white

After the crossing over the Red Sea

To Christ the leader let us sing

Whose holy body

On the altar of the cross roasted.

With [tasting] His rosy blood

Tasting, we live unto God,

Protected on the eve of Easter

From the destroying angel

Rescued from the hardness

Of the power of the devil.

Indeed Christ is our feast

He who is the Lamb offered up

Exchange of purity

His flesh was offered up.

O Thou true [and] worthy victim

Through whom broken open is hell.

Redeemed, the captive people

[Are] given back the gift of life.

When Christ arises from the tomb

Victorious He returned out of hell

Cruelty throwing back into bondage

And opening up Paradise.

Latin



We pray Thee, Author of all

In this Easter feast

Against every attack of death

Thou wouldst defend Thy people.

Glory [be] to Thee, Lord,

Thou who hast risen from the dead

With Father and Holy Spirit

In eternal life.

We pray Thee, 0 Thou Lord of all

In this Easter feast

Against every threat of death

Thy people Thou wouldst guard.

Glory [be] to Thee, 0 Lord,

Thou who didst arise from the dead

With the Father and the Holy Ghost

In eternal life.

Amen. sy hit swa

* 1.2 And in white and shining apparel

1.20 [Are] given back by the gift of life.

91
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Except for the hymns of Ambrose and the first part of

Rex &terne Domine, two Easter hymns and one for compline are

represented in both the Earlier and the Later Hymnals

(Walpole 349). As might be deduced from this fact, they are

very old; but as Walpole points out, they were not written

by Ambrose himself, though they follow his usual pattern.

Walpole also conjectures that a "younger contemporary of

Ambrose--possibly . . . Niceta of Remesiana" was probably

the author of the two Easter hymns (Ad cenum Agni providi

and Aurora lucis rutilat) and possibly the Lenten hymn for

compline (Christe qui lux es et dies), of which he quotes a

mention by Caesarius (sixth century, though the hymn itself

was written earlier) as proof of its antiquity (Walpole

349).

Ad cenum Agni providi appears in the Anglo-Saxon

Hymnarium on pp. 82-83; in the Durham MS, it is on folio 24;

in the Vespasian, ff. 67b-68; in the Julius, f. 55. The

Latin is discussed and annotated by Walpole in his Early

Latin Hymns (349-53). Wieland includes the Latin with

sources, notes, use, and literature. Gneuss (353) and

Szdv6rffy (95, 163, 214) both refer to the gloss in Anglo-

Saxon, and Sz6verffy discusses several aspects of the hymn.

Routley's A Panorama of Christian Hymnody provides notes, a

Latin version different from those of the Anglo-Saxon

Hymnarium, the Canterbury, or Walpole. Only in Routley is

the seventh stanza omitted. In The Hymnal 1940 Companion
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(67), the version included by Urban VIII in his reform of

the Roman Breviary (1632), shows the effects of having a

committee of monks, assigned in 1629 to "purify" the hymns,

on the original Latin: "Quod non fecerunt barbari, fecerunt

Barbarini" 'what was not done by the barbarians was done by

the Barbarini [committee]" (Douglas 196).

The glossator has many things to deal with that were

typical of Latin poetry: metaphor, allusion, and theology,

as well as lesser matters. As Adey points out, earlier

hymns were more focussed upon response to the Resurrection

in the world of nature than is Ad cenum Agni providi. In

the Byzantine rite, the emphasis was on "ritual and

typology," but in the Western version, the ends of stanzas

1, 2, 5, and 7 introduced the human response to the event

(Adey 65). Most modern lovers of the hymn, however, would

find the work of the four Jesuit scholars a thoroughgoing

disaster. They produced an initial line Ad regias Agni

dapes 'to the evening-party of the kingly Lamb'--hardly

classical Latin and certainly far from the original meaning

(Hymnal 1940 Companion 67). The glossator, though the

committee might have considered him a barbarian, seems to

have constituted a committee of one, and his Latin as well

as his heart was relatively pure.

Stanza I

1.1 Read aloud, this line is perhaps the most musical

of the glossator's efforts. However, he had two
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difficulties. fen-gereordunga 'evening feast' is

not exactly a match for cenum, with its overtones

of 'evening meal' or 'supper,' and the Feast of

the Passover, with its connotation of a

significant occasion.

Providi may mean either 'looking forward to' or

'foreknowing,' but fore-gleawes has only the sense

of 'knowing beforehand what is tohappen,' the

only possible translations of the Anglo-Saxon.

None of the major dictionaries has an infinitive

form from which a participle might have been made.

It is difficult to know how the glossator might

have translated the word into Modern English,

given the -es ending.

1.2 Here the glossator had two choices: gyrlum

(dative) which is a reasonable gloss of stolis 'in

a long outer garment (dative)' and gerelum,

'apparel.' It may have been that he was thinking

of the stoles worn by celebrants at the Eucharist,

but Walpole notes that the Latin word refers to

the white garments of those baptized at the Easter

Eve service that were worn until the evening

services of the first Sunday after Easter (Walpole

350, n. 2) Walpole adds that the word stola

originally had three syllables--istola--so that

the glossator simply took the et at face value,
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perhaps not realizing that it was in the text from

which he was working only as an attempt by some

early scribe to correct the metre. Metre, of

course, was of no interest to the glossator. This

is a good example of how written language becomes

corrupted, to the eventual corruption of the

spoken word.

1.3 The glossator may have made a deliberate play upon

words in this line. The Anglo-Saxon ofer-f&reld

'a passing-over' is a satisfactory gloss for the

Latin transitum, but foreld, alone, also refers to

the Jewish Passover. Thus the 'white and shining'

garments may have called up the garments of those

elect who had been washed "in the blood of the

Lamb," an echo of the Red Sea passage in Exodus.

1.4 Again, the glossator makes a word-for-word gloss,

without any attempt to produce a syntactically

correct Anglo-Saxon line. At this point, the

first human response to the Resurrection is

included in the hymn.

1.5 The Latin corpusculum 'little body (or the

affectionate diminutive, 'precious body')' had no

counterpart in the Anglo-Saxon.

1.6 Walpole suggests the insertion of est in the

Latin: 'whose sacred body [is] roasted/On the

altar of the cross.' The glossator follows the

1, i - "I. 
NOWWOPA"Wo. 46 1 400011-4
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pattern with gebridne 'roasted' (strong adjective,

to agree with lichoman, accusative singular).

11.7&8 Since line 7 is a run-on line, the two should be

taken together, transferring the Latin Gustando

'with the tasting' to the first place in the

sentence.

Roseo 'rosy' in the Latin becomes readum 'red' in

Anglo-Saxon, defusing the pathetic image of the

last drops of blood, which James Mason Neale

insists would be light in hue (Neale, Mediaeval

Hymns, vii, quoted in Walpole 351). The

glossator, preserving the dative of the Latin

Cruore and even adding mid in the gloss, brings in

the human response to the Resurrection again.

Onbyrgendum 'with the tasting' is listed in

Bosworth and Toller only as a reference to

onbirgan, but the majority of the examples use the

spelling with y rather than i, a West-Saxon

preference over e or i.

1.9 Walpole defers again to Neale in suggesting that

Protecti 'protected' be preceded by sumus 'may we

be' (Walpole 351). But it seems quite as likely

that protecti/gescilde should simply be adjective

participles agreeing with 'we' in vivimus/we

libbap in 1. 8.

-

-
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The glossator uses eastran 'on Easter' to equate

Pasche 'on Easter' (ablative).

1.10 The major dictionaries list angel as a variant,

referred to engel, yet most of the examples are

spelled angel. The allusion to the destroying

angel would have been familiar to the glossator.

1.11 Erepti/generode seem to follow whichever pattern

the glossator understood in 1. 9.

Of 'from' is followed by the dative superlative of

heard 'hard.'

1.12 The glossator's use of d&oful (deofles) 'of the

devil's' is interesting, because the word Pharaoh

was part of even the most elementary Bible-study

in the monastic system of education, but this

seems to have been a common gloss for demon,

diabolus, Pharao, and zabulus (Chapman 135), as

they are found in the Hymnarium, as well as

elsewhere. Anweald 'sole power' is a perfect

match for the Latin imperio. The tyrant (in its

original sense of supreme ruler), whether

benevolent or cruel, was well known in both

cultures.

1.13 The word order in this line is satisfactory Anglo-

Saxon.

1.14 Here the word-order is chaotic. By rearranging

the line in regard to the grammatical

01--m-4- 4w
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relationships, the glossator might have produced a

conventional statement: Lamb is se pe geoff red

'the Lamb is he who [is] sacrificed.'

1.15 This line is made more difficult through an error

by the glossator. As Chapman points out, wearf

'exchange' should have been 6eorf 'unleavened' to

gloss the Latin azima. The glossator was no doubt

thinking of the Lord's flesh as 'the unleavened

bread of sincerity and truth,' but the bread was

not "offered up," as Walpole notes (351-52), and

somehow the thought of 'exchange' grew out of the

memory of the freedom from the "leaven of malice

and wickedness." Was it deliberate fusing of the

two ideas into one imperfect gloss, or did the

glossator unconsciously confuse them?

Syfernyss [in Chapman "'sjfernyss, see

sefernyss'"] 'purity' is shown in Bosworth and

Toller as well as in Hall and Merritt, but without

the idea of 'sincerity,' if that was in the mind

of the glossator.

1.16 The word-order of the Anglo-Saxon is of course

subordinated to the word-for-word gloss.

1.17 The glossator returns to the more formal address

of earlier Anglo-Saxon, but omits the usual 6,

even though it appears in the Latin.
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Walpole's and the Canterbury's versions of the

hymn have uera [vera] rather than the Hymnarium's

vere. This latter form is an error, but the

glossator glosses it correctly soplice 'truly.'

Onsmgednys 'victim' appears as 'what is

sacrificed' in Bosworth and Toller, and two

examples of its, use refer to victims and hostia.

1.18 This line refers to the harrowing of hell, when

Christ descended to the dead and brought out those

who had lived blameless lives before his coming or

who had repented and sought forgiveness.

Da 'whom' is dative and is feminine singular to

refer to feminine on sgednyss.

Chapman shows helle as nominative plural 'infernal

regions' to gloss the plural tartara. To brocene

synt/fracta sunt 'are broken open' agrees with

'regions.' Synt is one of the many variant

spellings of sind 'are.' The past participle in

each verb completes the passive construction. The

glossator did not follow his model this far.

1.19 It is possible that sunt/synt in line 18 are meant

to be the peg on which the meaning of redempta/

alysed 'redeemed' of this line and Reddita/agyfan

'given back' of the next depends. Walpole

deplores this reading and prefers the rugged
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bursts of the phrases without conjunctions and

without auxiliary verbs (Walpole 352 note 20).

1.20 It is an irrelevant, though interesting

observation that in this rhymed hymn; premio

'gift' [or 'prize'] could rhyme with the following

three lines across the stanza division; or if it

were premia, as in Canterbury, it could rhyme with

the three preceding lines. The glossator was not

concerned with rhyme.

1.21 According to Stevenson's footnote in the

Hymnarium, consurgit 'arises' was originally cum

surgit; also cum was in an older form quom 'when,'

but quom itself is listed in Cassell's New Latin

Dictionary as guum. It is not clear why the Latin

uses the present tense, but the glossator follows

his model's lead, though in other hymns he refused

to do so, choosing to cast his gloss in the past

tense. On appears in Bosworth and Toller at "on

III (2)" with the meaning 'from' and as requiring

the dative.

Byrgen is listed in Bosworth and Toller as merely

'sepulcher,' 'tomb,' etc. But in Hall and Merritt

byrgen is defined as 'grave.' The Latin tumulus is

'mound,' not the kind of burial place described in

the Scriptural account. It would not have been

AN
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'mound' in the gloss.

1.22 This is a straightforward gloss.

Walpole notes that the barathrum was a deep pit in

Athens where criminals were thrown (Walpole 352

note 22), but it was also used to indicate a

dungeon or hell.

Victor may be either noun or adjective, but the

glossator interprets it as an adjective [and

Chapman agrees] and provides the pronoun he for

the verb he hwerfde 'he returned.'

11.23-24 In line 23, the glossator appears to have departed

from his manuscript. Wml hreowne [one word in

Bosworth and Toller] is an adjective form which

Chapman notes as accusative singular. Waelhreowne,

whether one word or two, is always designated

adjective 'blood-thirsty' (except in Hall and

Merritt, where it is labeled feminine and is

defined as 'cruelty'). In the gloss, its ending

would indicate a strong adjective, masculine,

accusative. Tyrannum, accusative, 'usuper,

despot, tyrant' is found in major dictionaries,

except in White, where under "c.," the definition

is a reference to the works of Cicero and of Livy:

"With the idea of cruelty or oppression."
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Following the participles trudens/bescufende

'thrusting'Pshoving,' the dative vinculo/bend

'into bondage' completes the line, which runs on

into line 24. Reserans 'unbolting' is reasonably

well matched by geopenigende 'opening.'

Neorxnewange 'paradise' is spelled so many

different ways in Bosworth and Toller that it is

no surprise to find that the glossator has

invented his own version--neoxnewang. The

dictionaries sometimes list this word as one,

sometimes two.

1.25 Except for the glossator's use again of the formal

6 eala pu ealdor ealra '0 lo! Thou Lord of all.'

In the process, he has produced another musical

line, not perfectly alliterated, since the final

syllable of the B-line should not ordinarily

alliterate with the A-line, but it is not out of

the realm of possibility.

1.26 Toller lists gefein, dative singular, feminine,

'joy,' and Chapman agrees.

The form 6issere, dative singular, 'this,'

agreeing with gefen, is not unknown in Old

English, but it is also found in Early Middle

English. In Late Middle English, it had become

generally [is by inflectional reduction of the

case form of 6-s. On is again the West-Saxon
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11.27-28

11.29-32

form. Easterlican and Paschali 'Easter (adj.)

agree with gefein/qaudio.

Anglo-Saxon word-order had to give way once more

to the Latin model in line 27.

The optative in both Latin and Anglo-Saxon

defendas/bewerige 'mayest Thou defend' interrupts

the phrase Tuum . . . populum/pin . . . folc--

standard practice in Latin but foreign to the

Anglo-Saxon mind.

Walpole remarks that this stanza is a "kind of

doxology," a statement supported by evidence of

hymns to which the first words of the stanza or

the whole stanza were added (Walpole 353 note

25f.). However, a more conventional doxology was

added to this particular hymn.

In line 31, the glossator employs the definite

article pan (probably a scribal error for pam

dative singular), inflected to agree with gaste

'[with] the Holy Spirit,' masculine, dative

singular. This was a form that was not found in

Moore and Marckwardt until Early Middle English

and did not appear at all in the declension of Old

English definite articles (Moore and Marckwardt

96). Possibly, the form [on instrumental,

probably pronounced about the same in Old English,

might have influenced the glossator in an
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inattentive moment. But more likely, he was

reaching beyond his traditional grammar into a

developing form which would become standard as

more scribes made use of it. In any case, was

a transitional form which would give way to the

invariable e in Late Middle English.

The richness of allusion, metaphor, and shade of

meaning in this hymn gave the glossator more opportunities

to push his skills toward their limits than any other in the

Hymnarium. Corpusculum was beyond him. Anweald matched

every quality of imperio 'supreme ruler,' but wearf

'exchange,' may be seen as an outright error for 6earf

'unleavened' to gloss azima, until Walpole suggests how the

glossator shows himself involved, even innovative. Perhaps

something in his own past may have triggered this vigorous

response, whether consciously or not.

W,'A M tug PAIN ONINNIAM PAAWMAANN appagaga, Inaam-.wwwwwal".
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Vox clara ecce intonat

etefn beorht efh spog)
'ox clara ecce intonat.

forsporcennyasa gohpuice boo preaj
Obscura queque increpat

heo adrafo feorran spefnu
Pellantur2 eninus sompnia
fri rodere crist Kcink

Ab there Christus promicat.
mod eallunga arisa 1 Slape

Mens jamn resurgat torpida
- uid horupe punap gepmht

Que sorde extat saucia
tungul scinp nu nipe
Sidus refulget jam novum

bit nyme m!c Ping deriendlices
Ut tollat omne noxium.

ufane lamb vs as-nd
E sursui agnus ittitur

foryian toyzrfs gylt
Laxare fgratis debitum

calle fur niltsuuze
Ones pro induigciitia

stcfuo uton sclikm mid tearum
.VoceI demus cum lacrimis.

oper sipan Jxvt J'anne scinP
Secuiido ut cum fulserit

-j middaneard o::a bufe l
Alundumque hoi-ror cinxerit

n. for scyido lie gerittige
Non pro reatu puniat

ac arfxst us p.vu hie gescilde
Scd pius nos tune protegat.

Deo Pati sit gloria.

Fig. 6



Translation of Vox clara. ecce intonat
Latin
Hark a clear voice sounds,

Reproves whatever darkness [is]

Let dreams be driven far away.

From the cloudless sky Christ shines.

Let the sluggish mind now rise

That with filth is stricken.

A new star glitters now

That may take unto itself all things

hurtful.

From on high the Lamb is sent

To freely remit the debt,

All for kindness[' sake].

Let us repay the voice with tears.*

When for the second time it shines forth

then

And horror seizes the world,

May He not punish us according to

our guilt,

But may He the pitying one protect

us then.*

To God the Father

Anglo-Saxon
Lo! a loud voice sounds,

Rebukes [any] darkness whatever.

May it drive dreams far away.
From the heavens Christ shines.

Let the mind that is become sluggish

now rise

That with filth is wont to be overflowed.

A new star shines now

That it may take upon itself every

hurtful thing.

From above the Lamb is sent

To remit the sin as a gift,
All for pity['s sake].
Let us repay the voice with tears.

For the next time that it shines forth

then,

And terror seizes the world,

May He not punish us according to

our guilt,

But may He the benevolent one protect

us then.

be glory.

* 11.11-12 In return for kindness [' sake]. / Let us repay the voice with tears,

11.13-16 So that when for the second time it shines forth / And horror seizes the

world, / He may not punish us according to our guilt, / But the pitying

one may protect us then.
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An Advent hymn, Vox clara ecce intonat (#9 in the

Hymnal 1940 and #59 in the Hymnal 1982), is based upon the

Advent Epistle, Rom. xiii. llf. (for the first Sunday in

Advent, then daily, until Christmas Eve) and the Gospel for

the 2nd Sunday in Advent, Lk. xxi. 25f. In the Canterbury

Hymnal, the use is prescribed for Lauds, Advent (Wieland

58); but Walpole gives it for Mattins in Advent and adds

that in the Mozarabic Rite of Spain, it is for Vespers on

Wednesdays in Advent. In the Hymnarium, the designation is

Ymnus Ad Matutinas, and Walpole notes, with considerable

support, that the use "varies" (Walpole 304).

Literature in which this hymn appears includes the

following: The Analecta Hymnica Li, 48, and xxvi p. 65; the

Hymnarium p. 37; Gneuss Chaucer and Middle English 301;

Walpole 304-05; Adey 41-42; Canterbury 35; Hymnal 1940

Companion 9; Durham MS B.III.32. f.ll (VIII century); BM MS

Vespasian A.l. (VIII); Cambridge 23; BM Harley 2961 (XI); BM

Julius. A.VI (X); BM Add. 3757 (X); BM Vespasian D.XII (XI);

Oxford B Misc. Lit 297 (XII), 30848 (XI); and BM Add. 18301

(XII).

Vox clara ecce intonat is often assigned to Ambrose,

but many scholars think not. It first appeared in monastic

hymnals of the sixth century, as Adey notes, but by the

seventh and eighth centuries, it had joined other hymns--

both older and newer--which had consolidated the images

associated with the Christ. Especially in this hymn there
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is the image of the sacrificial lamb with its "parallel

between the Passover and the Passion" (Adey 41-42).

The glossator finds himself more at odds with his Latin

model in this hymn than in many others, most of which are

outside the scope of this study. Both lexically and

grammatically, he sometimes goes his own way, as a line-by-

line analysis reveals.

Stanza 1

1.1 Although the Latin ecce permits the translation

'hark' in this context (Smith and Hall, under

'behold' 1.), the Anglo-Saxon interjection efne

seems to be less flexible, 'Lo!' or 'behold' being

the most reasonable translations.

1.2 When the glossator decides to include the personal

pronoun heo 'she' before Preap 'rebukes,' the

feminine singular stefn 'voice' is still the

subject.

Forsworcennyssa 'darknesses' (accusative plural)

appears in Toller as a form of forsworcenness, an

example taken from the Hymnarium (Toller "Hy.

S[urtees].23, 31; 37, 4)," '[any kind of]

darknesses [whatever].' Gehwilce, like gueque

'whatever, whichever,' seems to produce the

meaning 'any [darknesses] whatever.'

1.3 As Wieland notes, Pellantur 'were driven' was

originally pellat 'may it drive.' Whether the
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glossator knew the older form and deliberately

chose to ignore the passive or whether he simply

decided to maintain stefn as his subject for three

third-person verbs (adrafe optative third-person

singular 'may it drive'), he departed from his

model.

Feorran 'far away' gave the glossator no

difficulty, though the Latin line should have

indicated somehow that eminus 'far away' would

have been a trisyllable with pellet, but a

disyllable with pellantur (Wieland 58, line 3;

Walpole 305, note 3). Whatever the basis of the

gloss, sompnia/swefnu 'dreams' maintained the same

plural form.

1.4 This line is a straightforward gloss, although the

Anglo-Saxon scinp 'shines' fails to express the

idea of promicat 'sparkles' or 'shimmers.'

1.5 Mens/mod express equally the idea of 'inner

being.' Resurgat/arisa are both in the optative

'let [it] arise.'

Torpida 'sluggish' is a simple adjective, feminine

singular; but - slawe 'that may become sluggish'

is third singular, present subjunctive. It is not

clear why the glossator did not simply follow his

model with the adjective slawe (Bosworth and

Teller).
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1.6 There are no discrepancies in meaning between p
mid horwe/Que sorde 'that with filth.'

Then the Latin uses extat 'is' from exto III

(White 225; see also Walpole '=is' 305, note 6).

The glossator chooses wunap 'they continue.' But

surely this should read wuneb 'continues' [mod . .

wunep].

Saucia 'injured' and gewaht 'overflowed,'

'overwhelmed' [drowned?] (Toller under gewatan) do

not have much in common besides a general idea.

The glossator does, however, appear to be thinking

independently rather than glossing mechanically.

1.7 Both the Latin and the Anglo-Saxon assign neuter

gender to Sidus and tungel 'star'; thus novum/niwe

'new' are also neuter singular. The glossator

follows his model here in a conventional Latin

word-order for poetry, where the stress can

dictate the position of the word in the line.

Refulget 'flashes back,' 'glitters' (White,

Cassell's), connotes an intensity that the Anglo-

Saxon scinp 'shines' does not. Bosworth and

Toller define scinan by using the Latin

candescere, fulgere, splendere and others which

all have the sense of intense, moving light.

Perhaps the glossator did not use scimrian 'to

glisten' because he felt its other meaning 'to
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shimmer' diluted its effect. Scinp was

sufficient.

1.8 The theological idea that on the cross Christ took

upon himself the sins of the world is well

expressed by both tollat and nyme 'it may take

upon itself,' although in Latin the word is

applied to the action of a father who picks up the

new infant that has been laid at his feet as a

sign that he 'takes' it as his own. Bosworth and

Toller do not give a similar bit of folklore to

explain the glossator's use of niman. Only once

is nyme spelled with y in Bosworth and Toller

among copious examples. In Toller, among several

times as many citations, only a handful are so

spelled. Perhaps this implies the glossator's

proclivity for West Saxon spelling.

The Latin scribe had no reason to include the

personal pronoun before tollat, but the glossator

did so, using the nominative singular neuter hit

'it' (Chapman) to refer to the nominative singular

neuter tungel.

The abbreviation 2 'in such a way that' and Ut 'in

such a manner that' introduce the present

subjunctive tollat/nyme 'may it take upon itself.'
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Elc ping derigenlices 'every kind of injurious

thing' and omne noxium 'all [kinds] of offenses'

are reasonably parallel.

1.9 A straightforward gloss has only one notable

feature, the spelling of is as ys. This may again

be the West-Saxon influence.

1.10 In Anglo-Saxon,, the alliteration proves imperfect,

but the Latin syllabic feature is flawless.

1.11 The ablative indulgencia 'kindness' in Latin

becomes the dative miltsunge 'pity's sake' in

Anglo-Saxon, each the object of a preposition pro

'for' (White III.1.) and for 'for.'

1.12 This line is a literal gloss without notable

features, lexical or grammatical.

1.13 The adverbial secundo/oper sipan 'the second/next

time' refers, of course, to the Second Coming of

the Christ.

Panne, coming after the verb, would be 'then' even

without the prompting of cum [quum] 'when'

(Cassell's quum).

Fulserit future perfect 'it shall have flashed

[forth)' has the sense of future time already

accomplished, but the glossator makes use of his

all-purpose scinp, not having such a set of

flexible tenses as there are at the disposal of

the Latin poet.
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1.14 The inclitic -que is, as usual, ignored by the

glossator, who employs his abbreviation 7 'and.'

Mundum/middeneard 'earth/world' are accusative,

the subject being horror/oga. Again, the

glossator must depart from his model in the matter

of tense.

Cinxerit 'shall have surrounded, girdled' is, like

fulserit future perfect, but befehp 'seizes' must

be simply present indicative.

1.15 Pro/for 'according to' require the ablative reatu

'offense' and the dative scylde 'guilt'

respectively.

The optative puniat/gewitnige 'may he [not]

punish' produces the same meaning in both

languages. The glossator has at this point

dropped the pretense that tungel is the literal

subject and uses he referring to the Christ.

1.16 Pius is treated in a note by Walpole in which he

remarks that the word "has nearly reached the

sense of piti6, 'pity'" in similar medieval

contexts (Walpole 305 note 16).

Arfmst 'merciful' and pius both have the

connotation of 'for pity's/mercy's sake.'

The Doxology Deo Patri sit gloria, etc.

So many deviations from the straightforward gloss in a

number of other hymns make the reader wonder whether the
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glossator was at this point rebelling against the tyranny of

the Latin or against the strictures of what he may have

considered an authoritarian view of the hymn's content.
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Splendor Paterne gloriae

eala 6 Su beorhtnyss fxderlices puldres
Splendor paterne glorim

of leohte leoht forN-brincende
Do luce lucein proferens
leoht leohtes 1 pell leCohtes

Lux lucis et fons luinims
dxg dagena onleohtende

Dies dicrum inluminans.
1 gos sunne onaslid

Verusque sol illabere
scinende on beorhtnysse ecere

Micans nitore perj)eti
- leoma Pxs halkan tastes

Jubarque Sancti Spiritus
onasend urum andzyturu

Infunde nostris sensibus.
mid gepilnungG pe cian Pe ftder
Votis vocemus to Patrem

ftder eces puidres
Patreni perennis gloriae

f:cder miltigre gyfe
Patreni potentis gratiac

gilt he geprite sliporne 1 fuine
Culuarn relizet Jubricam.

he gehipige dxtla strmil ict
IniorHICt actus stream 1105

te lie xtsteutop Ts tieau
Dentes retundat invidi
mislimp lie gesundfullige wtarte
Casus secundet asperos
lie Vle to done gy fe
Donet gereudi gratia.

mod he begeme - he gepissige
Mentemr gubernet et regat

P4 clxnan releaffullan lichoman
Csto fideli corpore
geeafa on lactar penile
i/ides calore ferveat

facnes attru hit nete
Fraudis venena nesciat.

- crist us sv 
Christusque nobis sit cibus
- drcnc ure Sy gle-afa

Potusque noster sit fides
blipe uton drincan seferlice
Leti bibamnus sobriain
Druncennisso gates
Ebrietatem spiritus.

blipe dxg es grpite
Letus dies hic trans-at

clxnurss sy spa spa wrnte :meroe:
Pudor sit ut diluculuni
gelcafa spa spa middg
Fides velut ineridies
refen glommunge mod nyte
Crepusculum ncus nesciat.

degrima rynas upalynp
Aurora cursus provehit

corendel call forbsteppe
Aurora tota prodeat
on faeder call se suna
In Patre totus Filius
-, call on porde fxder

Et totus in Verbo Pater.
gode fxzder sy pidor
Dco Patri sit gloria.

Fig. 7



Translation of Splendor Paterne gloriae

Anglo-Saxon

Splendor of the Father's glory

Light from light bringing forth

Light of light and fount of light

Daylight of days illumining.

And true-sun slip in[to our souls]

Glittering in eternal brightness

And the glow of the Holy Spirit

Pour over our understanding.

With vows let us invoke Thee, Father,

Father of eternal glory,

Father of mighty grace

That He may bind deceitful sin.

May He shape [our] strenuous deeds,

May He blunt the teeth of the envious,

May He sharp mishap adjust,

May He grant to give [His] grace.

The intellect may He govern and

direct.

In the clean faithful body

May He cause faith to seethe with

warmth.

May it be ignorant of the

poisons of deceit.

o Thou brightness of the Father's glory

Light from light bringing forth

Light of light and well of light

Day of days illumining.

And true sun slip in[to our souls]

Shining in eternal brilliance

And the gleam of the Holy Ghost

Implant in our understanding.

With vows we invoke Thee, Father,

Father of eternal glory,

Father of mighty grace,

That He may suppress slippery and

foul sin.

May He shape [our] strenuous deeds,

May He blunt the teeth of the

envious ones,

May He turn sharp mishap into

prosperity,

May He offer to give [His] grace.

The intellect may He govern and

direct.

Then in the clean faithful body

May He cause faith to seethe with

warmth.

May it not be ignorant of the

poison of deceit.

Latin
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And Christ be food to us

And our faith be drink.

Joyful ones, let us drink soberly

Exaltation of the spirit.

May this glad day go by

May [its] purity be like dawn,

Its faith even as midday.

Dusk may the soul never know.

Dawn's progress moves forward

May the perfect Dawn show itself

In the Father, perfect the Son,

And perfect in the Word, the

Father.

To God the Father be glory.

And Christ be food to us

And our faith be drink.

With joy let us drink soberly,

Exaltation of the spirit.

May this glad day go by

May [its] purity be like the early

morning,

Its faith like midday.

Evening gloaming may the soul

never know.

Dawn's progress goes forward.

May the perfect dawn show itself

In the Father, perfect the Son,

And perfect in the Word, the

Father.

To God the Father be glory.
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Another popular hymn of the fifth century is Splendor

Pattern glorim. Fulgentius (468-533) quoted from the hymn,

naming Ambrose as the author, thus insuring its being

included among those still ascribed to the latter (Hymnal

1940 Companion 115). The Venerable Bede (673-735) also

records this hymn as one by Ambrose, but Walpole, basing his

opinion on the stylistic and textual departures from the

hymns before and after this one, conjectures that since it

was among those forced on the churches under the Carolingian

reforms (ninth century), it may have been written by Alcuin

or one of the other scholars gathered around Charlemagne

(Walpole 264). In Hymns and the Christian "Myth", Adey

points out that the chief image is of "the Father as the

hidden sun and invisible source of light manifested in

Christ." He goes on to quote Nietzsche to the effect that

Christian hymns of this sort had gone back to the ancient

pre-Christian hymns to the sun for their imagery and had

thus become "Apollonian" once more (Nietzsche, Chapter I,

passim, quoted by Adey 38).

The use of Splendor Paterng gloria is given in Walpole

as Mattins designated by Aurelian to be alternated with

Eterne lucis conditor (Walpole 35). The Hymnal 1940

Companion elaborates upon this assignment, noting that it

was used for Matins "from the third Sunday after Pentecost

until the Sunday nearest the Calends of October," counting

I ' - IN W ON "IN
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back by the Roman custom (115). Wieland in the Canterbury

Hymnal cites Lauds, Mondays (38).

Other literature containing mention or discussion of

this hymn is full and varied: Blume's Analecta Hymnica, 50,

11; Gneuss 281; Sz6vbrffy 51, 55f., 58, 65f., 145, and 214;

Douglas 166; and Mearns 81. In the Hymnal 1940, the number

is #158; in the Hymnal 1982, the number is #5.

Stanza 1

1.1 Although the Latin does not overtly indicate that

these first two stanzas are addressed to Christ

(Walpole 35b), the glossator correctly begins his

line with the formal, though variant eala 6 6u

'behold, 0 Thou.' In Canterbury as here, the

scribal abbreviation (for _) appears, but not in

Walpole or the Analecta hymnica. The phrase 'of

the Father's glory' refers to the idea that the

Son is related to the Father through the rays of

light from the source of all light--a favorite

theme of the Early Christian writers (Walpole

35a).

Beorhtnysse 'brightness' equates Splendor

'brightness' ['splendor'] in both meaning and

form--nominative singular--but the Latin adds

vocative as the mode. Chapman follows the Latin

designation. [The spelling of 'brightness'

varied, but this form is labeled West Saxon in the
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Middle English Dictionary (under bryhtnesse).]

Fmderlices 'of the Father' is an example of what

occurred at some point after the fifth century:

the Anglo-Saxon scribe and scholar--poet or not--

discovered gelicast 'most like' as a means of

expressing comparison and later learned to turn

adjectives into similes by means of the suffix

-lic 'like' [later -1y] (J. Campbell 198a).

11.2-3 Proferens/for6-bringende 'bringing forth' are not

exactly the same shade of meaning.

The glossator, in insisting upon leoht 'light' and

its various forms (leohtes 'of light' and

enleohtende 'lightening') to translate both Lux

'light' and luminis 'of light' and inluminans

'enlightening,' loses somewhat the shades of

meaning available to the Latin poet, though the

glossator could have used the present participle

of the verb gelyhtan (gelyhtende 'enlightening'--

two meanings: 'illuminating' and 'giving light to

the mind or heart'), if he had wished to preserve

the polyoptoton (Bede's interpretation) of his

model (Tanenhaus 244a).

1.4 Here the glossator follows the lead of his Latin

version in dierum 'of days' with dagena 'of days,'

whether he was aware or not that in Latin,

participles used as adjectives regularly take the
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genitive. According to Walpole, the reading of

modern editors (1922), diem dies i, is not present

"in any of the early manuscripts" (Walpole 36a).

1.5 The appearance of the deponent verb inlabor 'slip

in' brings up an interesting comment on the

"Apollonian" aspect of the hymns. Walpole quotes

from Vergil's Aeneid: [Eneas to the god Apollo]

"da pater augurium atque animis inlabere nostris"

'give the augury, Father, and then [perhaps

'suddenly'] slip into our souls' (Walpole 36b).

Ambrose was much opposed to classical allusions as

substitutes for Christian figures, but the author

seems to appropriate this terminology for this

particular line, though not referring directly to

Apollo.

Inlabor here is in the imperative singular:

illabere in both Canterbury and the Hymnarium, but

in Walpole's manuscript, it is inlabere.

Cassell's Latin Dictionary gives "ill- for words

compounded from in/l . . ., see inl-. " White

gives only illabor. The glossator's onaslid 'slip

in' or 'glide in' does not appear in Bosworth and

Toller, Toller, Hall, nor Hall and Merritt, but

under aslidan, the meaning appears as an exact

match for the Latin. Under on-, the meaning of

intensifier, continuing movement, etc., allows the
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glossator to produce an accurate translation of

inlabor/illabor.

The metaphor of the Sun for the Son was no doubt

perfectly familiar to the glossator. He was still

unable to bring himself to put 7 'and' after the

adjective so6.

1.6 This line is a straightforward gloss.

1.7 Jubar/leoma have the idea of 'radiance' in common,

although Walpole translates jubar (iubar) as 'ray'

(36b).

1.8 The glossator did not find an exact match for

Infunde singular imperative 'pour into/over' in

onasend singular imperative 'implant in'/'impart

to.'

Stanza 3

1.9 In this line, the Latin Votis 'with vows' is the

ablative plural, which the glossator renders mid

gewilnungu with the scribal bar over the d to

signify -um dative plural 'with vows.'

For vocemus 'let us invoke,' the glossator chooses

we cim6, from cigan, not a rare word, but perhaps

not the first that comes to mind. Walpole

supplies dashes at the end of this line and line

12, with a comma after gratie, signifying that the

sense of lines 9 through 12 is 'Let us call upon

the Father . . . to banish afar guilt with its
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snares.' His analysis of the relationship between

releget, in its dependence upon vocemus, and te

Patrem, produces the "indirect jussive mood" and

passes "insensibly into the precative use." None

of this, if known by the glossator, seems to have

had any effect upon the gloss (Walpole 37a).

11.10&11 The glossator follows his model, but if he had

been working with the Canterbury, he would have

encountered perhennis in line 10, rather than the

more usual perennis 'eternal.'

He probably recognized Patrem . . . Patrem . . .

as a brief anaphora, as Bede describes the figure

(Tanenhaus 242a).

1.12 Bosworth and Toller acknowledge gilt 'guilt' as a

variant spelling of gylt, but give no examples of

any but the latter spelling. Toller gives one

example among several; Hall and Merritt cite gilt

only as a variant of gylt.

Although the Latin lubricam accusative singular

has the meaning 'slippery,' as Walpole notes, its

place at the end of the line emphasizes its

connotation of danger (37a). The glossator

appears to feel that sliporne accusative singular

'slippery' needs more support, so he adds 7 fulne

'foul.'

4, 4, , . ; * , , 4 , , , , ; , - , I . , a I z ., 7-" - P . - ", " L :.. , , 4, , - - wwww -"-& - -
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Gewri~e optative third singular 'may He suppress'

(or 'bind') follows religet in mood.

Stanza 4

1.13 Dmda accusative plural 'deeds' matches actUs in

the Latin; informet 'may He form or shape' has at

least two other Anglo-Saxon verbs that would have

been a more direct gloss, e.g., scyppan, sceppan,

but he chose gehwige, with its connotation of 'may

He transform' (Bosworth and Toller). The

accusative plural stranglice 'strenuous'

(adjective in Chapman) fails to satisfy Walpole,

who translates the Latin as 'may He shape our

actions into energy.' It is possible that the

glossator could have felt this shade of meaning

and could have chosen his verb for its quality of

on-going action.

1.14 Bosworth and Toller do not show astandan as

anything but 'stop,' 'rest,' 'stay,' etc., which

have nothing to do with retundat 'may He blunt' or

'hammer back.' Chapman, who sometimes seems not

to have read the hymn at all, chose aestandan as

his reference. Hall and Merritt give

"atstentan=wstyntan 'to blunt,'" which appears in

Toller.

The rest of the line, 'Teeth . . . of the

envious,' is straightforward, with invidi/TDas
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mfestigan used as substantives. Walpole, however,

translates invidi as 'of our foe [the serpent]'

(Walpole 37a note 14).

1.15 Casus . . . asperos/mislimp . . . tearte 'sharp

mishaps' are accusative plural, the objects of the

transitive verbs. However, the verbs themselves

are not quite so easily paralleled in the two

languages. Gesundfullige 'may He make prosperous'

is in Bosworth and Toller, but secundo is not in

Cassell's, except as 'assist.' In White, the

meanings 'direct favorably, adjust, adapt,

accommodate' were more nearly what the glossator

evidently understood secundo to mean.

1.16 Both the glossator and the Latin poet produced an

eight-syllable line.

The verb sellan was also spelled sillen and

syllan. The West-Saxon y for i appears again

among the glossator's choices: he sylle 'may He

grant.' Gero 'to exhibit or manifest' (White) is

in the form of the gerund: gerendi gratiam/to

donne gyfe 'to do mercy' or 'to give grace'

(Bosworth and Toller).

Stanza 5

1.17 Chapman cites begman as the infinitive for beg-me

'may He govern,' but Bosworth and Toller list only

the past participle begimed with the reference to
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beg5yman; Toller adds begiman. Arthur S. Napier,

in his Old English Glosses Chiefly Unpublished,

refers to begyman in Aldhelms' Latin De laudibus

virginitatis (11. 1993 and 4353) and in his

translation of Isador, Contra Judaeos (1. 24)

(Napier 240b).

The glossator follows the mood of the Latin in

begime and gewissige 'may He direct.' Again he

inserts the personal pronoun, contrary to his

word-for-word purpose. Walpole furnishes a

semicolon after corpore 'in body,' as does Wieland

in Canterbury; the Hymnarium has no punctuation,

but the semicolon might logically come after

regat/gewissige.

1.18 It is still not clear why the glossator felt the

need of the adverb pE 'then' to precede his line.

Otherwise, he follows the Latin ablative singular

Casto fideli 'in the pure faithful' with his own

dative clmnan geleaffulan 'in the pure faithful.'

In either language this appears to be a rare

instance of two adjectives unconnected by et/and

(ond). Walpole comments on its rarity, though he

gives two other instances of the use in other

hymns of the Hymnarium (38a). There is no

evidence that the glossator found it odd, since he

did not supply the conjunction.
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1.19 Fides/geleafa now appear as the subjects of this

sentence in the optative '[may] faith in warmth

boil up [seethe].'

Wealle is listed in Bosworth and Toller as 'well

up' or 'bubble up' when applied to liquids, but

under "VI. other than liquids," the meaning is

'boil'; Hall and Merritt add 'seethe.' For

ferveo, under III A. 'foam' is another possibility

(White).

1.20 Chapman gives attor 'poison' as the source of

attru accusative plural to parallel venena

'poisons.' Bosworth and Toller provide a range of

spellings at ator; Hall and Merritt cite "atter,

attor=ator," where the entry is "at(to)r, (i),"

followed by compounds with only one -t-.

Attru appears to be the older form among the minor

declensions of adjectives (Moore and Marckwardt

23).

The Latin venena 'poisons' is obviously plural,

but because it is the poetic plural, Walpole

translates it as if it were singular (38a).

It is interesting to see how many Indo-European

languages form a wide range of negative verb forms

by attaching n- or ne- to the first syllable of

the word. Here, both Latin and Anglo-Saxon follow

this procedure: nesciat [ne sciat] 'may [it] not
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know'/hit nete [ne witan 'not to know'] 'may it

not know.'

Walpole quarrels with another scholar (Steier)

over the subject of nesciat. In Latin, there is

no way to ascertain whether it is invidia feminine

(from line 14--Steier's choice)--or Fides

feminine, Walpole's candidate (38a n. 20). The

glossator compounds the problem by using hit

neuter nominative singular 'it' as the subject of

nete. In Anglo-Saxon, all the possible referents

are either masculine or feminine or plural.

Stanza 6

11.21&22 These lines are a straightforward gloss; sit/sy

are both in the present subjunctive, expressing

the optative 'let . . . be.'

1.23 The glossator had several adjustments to make in

this line. Leti nominative plural masculine

'joyous [ones]' (using the adjective letus [leti]

as a substantive) was no problem. Blipe could be

used the same way.

The phrase uton (from wutun followed by an

infinitive--here drincan) was a conventional

expression of the mild or invitatory imperative

'let us [drink].' The Latin bibamus first plural

present subjunctive 'let us drink' served the same

purpose.
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Sobriam (from sobrius adjective 'sober') is

accusative singular feminine to agree with

ebrietatem. Here a difficulty arises, as

acknowledged in a note in the Hygmnarium: "The end

of this word has been altered in the Durham MS"

(Hymnarium 16.11). After the entry for sobrius in

Cassell's, the adverb form is given sdbrii.

The Canterbury shows sobrie (without macrons), but

Walpole's manuscript has sobriam, evidence of

faulty copying from the same manuscript as the

Hymnarium. Since Walpole's copy often shows

archaic forms, it may be the older of the two.

The sense is not difficult to understand, since

the gloss appears to furnish that: 'let us joyful

ones drink soberly.'

1.24 Ebrietatem/druncenisse, both accusative singular

feminine 'intoxication' ['exaltation' in Bridges'

Yattendum Hymnal 1899 (1920 ed.), quoted in Hymnal

1940 Companion 116) and spiritUs/gastes, both

genitive singular, complete the parallel lines.

Walpole points out that the phrase 'sober

intoxication' caught the imagination of medieval

poets as a "bold phrase," often used (Walpole

38b).

1.25 With only a slight dislocation of Anglo-Saxon

syntax, the glossator follows his model, choosing
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the present subjunctive third person singular

ewite to translate transeat 'may pass by.' Nis

would, of course, ordinarily precede the

adjective-noun phrase.

11.26&27 Swii swi 'as . . . as' is an adverbial conjunction

which Bosworth and Toller define and exemplify in

seven categories and many sub-categories. As part

of a complete clause, it could be translated into

Modern English 'like' ['as is'?]--'like the early

morning'/'as the early morning's . . . is.' Both

Latin poet and glossator seem to agree that the

early morning is pure. Chapman cites 'early

morning' as one word, though Bosworth and Toller

provide such forms as _rmargin, armorgen, and

irmyrgen.

The line is followed by a comma at the end in

Walpole and Wieland's Canterbury, indicating that

line 27 depends upon sy 'may . . . be' in line 26

for its verb. The Hymnarium has, as usual, no

punctuation.

ut in line 26 and velut in line 27 may be

translated 'as' and 'even as,' but the glossator

seems to have no qualms about the flexibility of

swa swa.

1.28 Crepusculum 'twilight (of evening)' may also mean

'the light just before dawn.' The glossator felt
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the need evidently to distinguish the time, since

'twilight' alone might mean either. His ffen

glommunge 'evening twilight' (spelled with only

one m in the major dictionaries) is treated as one

word in Chapman.

Walpole translates mens as 'the soul.' Mod also

may be 'soul' or 'inner man' or 'spirit of man.'

Nesciat 'may . . . not know' is still the choice

of the Latin poet, but the glossator chooses nyte

[ne witan] 'may . . . not know,' rather than nete

as in line 20, though the Latin verb is the same.

This may be another instance in which his possible

West-Saxon background is indicated by his

spelling.

Stanza 8

1.29 It is odd to find the goddess Aurora in the midst

of a Christian hymn, even though it is intended

for matins. Even more odd is that the author

should have used this pagan reference when one of

Ambrose's most stringent caveats was against

mixing of pagan and Christian terminology.

The word degrima nominative singular 'day's rim,'

'dawn,' not only provides a gloss but perhaps a

glimpse of sturdy independence or a pious aversion

to things pagan in the glossator.
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The Latin uses accusative plural cursus 'courses'

or 'journeys' (White) and the glossator follows

his model. However, Walpole notes that the plural

was often used in the singular sense, quoting

examples from Ambrose, Vergil (in the Aeneid),

Lucullus, Dreager, Schmalz, and Steier (Walpole 39

a&b). Bosworth and Toller add the meanings of

'orbit' (ryne II) and 'uninterrupted progress'

(ryne IIa). If, as Walpole interprets the use, it

was in a singular sense, the glossator gives no

clue to his own interpretation.

Chapman requires the reader to look in the list of

Latin words for provehere 'to advance' in order to

find the Anglo-Saxon equivalents, upalym (up +

al 7man.

1.30 The glossator seems to move even father away from

the pagan Aurora. Eorendel 'first light' is

referred to earendel in Bosworth and Toller and

vice versa in Toller. Although the glossator

gives no hint that eorendel has now become Christ,

the optative is a clue.

The adjective tota 'perfect' is echoed in eall

'perfect' in the Anglo-Saxon. Walpole points out

that the gender of totus (masculine to modify the

Son) is handled as was the reference to ipse petra

in Eternj rerum Conditor, 11. 15&16.

-*
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Prodeat/for6st#ppe 'may . . . show itself' are

again in the optative.

11.31&32 Syntax is not disturbed in the Latin, although the

Anglo-Saxon has perhaps a less secure order: 'The

Son perfect in the Father,/And the Father perfect

in the Word.' Walpole recalls the line of Ps.

XXXVI. 37 (sic): "Pater deus totus in Filio est

et Filius in Patre 'God the Father is perfect in

the Son, and the Son in the Father.'"

The Doxology To God the Father be glory, etc.

The glossator's work on this hymn seems to be

interrupted, or his acceptance of his model has grown less

enthusiastic. The difficulties posed by infunde/onasend (1.

8), Ebrietatem/druncenisse (l. 24), and several others

attest to a wish on the part of the glossator to go his own

way, and to ignore an allusion to the pagan goddess.
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Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes

on nyhte ariseude uton paci:w Palle
Nocte surgetites vgilius olts

svnle on scahn-sangum utun smenen andi
Sciuper in Psaluns mediteiur atque
mid rnxgen cealli driltne uton singan
Viribus totis Domino caannius

perod!ice lof-sannas
Dulciter ymnIIOS.
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Fig. 8



Translation of Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes

Anglo-Saxon

Rising in the [middle of] night,

let us all keep watch.

Also upon psalms may we meditate,

and also

With all [our] strength to God let

us sing,

Sweetly, hymns

That to the Holy King together

singing

With His saints may we deserve the

court

To enter [the court] of heaven

and together

To lead the blessed life.

May He grant this [thing] to us,

Godhead blessed,

Of the Father and of the Son and no

less of the Holy

Spirit, of whom [Glory] resounds

throughout

[Glory] the world.

Amen.

In [the] night arising, let us all

be watchful.

Always in Psalm-singing may we

meditate, and also

With all [our] strength let us sing

to God,

Sweetly, hymns

That to the Everlasting King

together singing

With His saints may we deserve the

court

To enter [the court] of heaven

and together

To lead the blessed life.

May He grant that [thing] to us,

Godhead blessed,

Of the Father and of the Son and

no less of the Holy

Spirit, of whom [Glory] resounds

in all

[Glory] the world.

Thus be it.

Stanza 3, Adey's translation:

Grant this to us, blessed be the Godhead-of the Father and of the son and no less

of the Holy Spirit--of whom glory resounds throughout the world (39).

Latin

135
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A hymn that was "new" in the glossator's day provides

several features not found in the Earlier Latin Hymnal.

Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes is thought by many scholars

to have been written by Alcuin (Walpole 265), but St.

Gregory also has his partisans (Routley #144 in Panorama

61). Walpole's chief point of evidence is the fact that

Alcuin wrote several examples of Sapphics--verse with a

meter of 11.11.11.5., quite a departure from Ambrosian

meter. There are other Alcuinesque characteristics, such as

the use of cuncta in this hymn and in other authenticated

works of Alcuin, besides the special uses of pio, aula,

pariter, and rutilans (Walpole 265). Of such "fingerprints"

scholars make more or less positive identifications.

The use of Nocte surgentes is for Nocturns, Sundays,

during summer in its earliest assignment, when that service

was sung in the middle of the night (Hymnarium 7; Canterbury

28). Later, it was designated for matins when, as Adey

remarks, there was a "shift of the poet's gaze from the

supernatural and monastic to the natural and lay worlds,"

and the hymn was prescribed for daybreak (Adey 39). In the

Analecta hymnica, the three titles all specify nocturns:

"Item hymnus die dominica ad nocturn," "In aestate ad

nocturn," and "In dominica ad nocturnum" (Blume 27). The

translation, however, changed from 'rising by night' to 'now

the night is over' (Hymnal 1940 Companion 114).
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Literature containing Nocte surgentes or commentary

upon it is wide-ranging in both time and content. Besides

the Durham MS B III 32. D, fol. 3b 105v, there are Vespasian

D XII. B. f. 6b; Julius A VI. C. f.3; and Harley 2961. F.

219. In the Analecta hymnica, it is in 51.24; in the

Hymnarium, 7; in Walpole, 265; in Gneuss, 273. It is #3 in

the Canterbury Hymnal, p. 28; in the Hymnal 1940,

translation by Percy Dearmer (1906), it is #157; in the

Hymnal 1940 Companion, 113-14; the Hymnal 1982, #2,

plainsong, Mode 3. In Hymns and the Christian "Myth", Adey

discusses the changed nature of the hymn and provides a

translation of the thorny second stanza other than that in

Routley (Adey 39).

Although this hymn is short, much discussion of its

content, allusions, and diction prove its importance.

Stanza 1

1.1 Nocte surgentes 'in (the] night [upon] arising'

seems to pose no difficulty for the glossator.

On nyht 'in [the] night' betrays two West-Saxon

forms--on rather than in, and nyh:e, rather than

nihte.

The phrase uton wacian--uton (from wutun) 'let us'

wacian '[to] be watchful'--is the conventional

invitatory imperative.

Chapman designates ealle as nominative plural

masc/neut/fem.
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1.2 Only under simble is symle 'always' available in

the major dictionaries. Chapman classifies simle

as an adverb, as do Bosworth and Toller, but in

the latter, symle and simle are only variant

spellings of simble.

Sealm-sangum 'in psalm-songs'/'psalm-singing' are

dative plural, variously spelled--'psealm, psalm--

though there are numbers of main entries in all

the major dictionaries with sealm- as the first

element of words having to do with psalms,

psalmsingers, psalm authors, etc. Chapman lists

the two words as one: sealmsang.

Unlike Ambrosian hymns, which were written in

lines mostly self-contained in their eight

syllables, Sapphic hymns might start the next

phrase or clause in the last syllables of the

line, regardless of all but the fact that each of

the first three lines of the stanza contained

eleven syllables and kept the metre intact.

Atque/and 'and also'/'and' belong with the next

line.

In Walpole's manuscript, meditemur 'may we

meditate' is followed by a comma, but not in

either Wieland's Canterbury Hymnal or the

Hymnarium.
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1.3 Totis, as Walpole points out, is the equivalent of

omnibus 'with all [our strength],' which is echoed

faithfully by the glossator in mid megenu eallui

'with all [our] strength(s).'

Each scribe employs the dative dominU/drihtne 'to

God,' and each expresses the invitatory imperative

in canamus/uton singan 'let us sing.'

1.4 For English perceptions, the adverb werodlice

'sweetly' and the direct object of uton singan--

lof-sangas accusative plural 'hymns'--should be

reversed. The glossator simply follows his model,

except for the syllable count.

In Walpole, a comma follows line 4.

Stanza 2

1.5 Ut/n may signify 'in order that, ' introducing a

clause of result, dependent upon canamus/uton

singan 'let us sing' ['may we sing'].

For some reason, the glossator felt the necessity

of inserting pam dative singular (pDm) 'to the.'

Arfestan adjective dative singular weak declension

'merciful' or 'gracious' is not an effective gloss

for pio dative singular 'holy' (Adey's

translation). Riddle cites pius as a translation

of 'holy,' although all the other dictionaries,

except Cassell's and Hall and Merritt (24), seem

to avoid the term.
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Regi/cynige are both dative singular.

Pariter/samod 'together,' the latter of which,

broken into its component parts, becomes sam '[of]

one' mod 'mind,' is an interesting gloss.

Canentes/singende 'singing' are both, as Walpole

points out, modified by pariter/samod (Walpole

265b).

1.6 Ut/f 'in order that' should be called back in this

(for modern minds) convoluted word-order to

precede this line.

Sanctis/halgum 'with saints' are ablative/dative

plural, following cum/mid.

Mereamur (a deponent verb from mereor) optative

first person plural 'may we earn' [deserve?] is

glossed we geearnian optative first person plural

(Chapman) 'may we earn,' although this would seem

to be merely the infinitive.

Aulam/healle accusative singular 'court' are the

objects of mereamur/geearnian.

11.7&8 Here the Latin poet's conventional device of

separating a noun from its modifier or modifying

phrase appears to have caused the glossator to

hold his nose and adhere to his purpose of word-

for-word translation.
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Ingredi/ingan 'to enter' is followed directly by

cali/heofones 'of heaven,' a genitive to modify

aulam/healle.

Worse still, beatam/eadig accusative singular

'blessed' are separated from their noun vitam/lif

accusative singular 'life' by the intervening

infinitives Ducere/adreogan 'to lead,' of which

they are the object.

It is not often that the diphthong ae appears in

this optative form Praestet 'may He grant.' Either

the e is deemed sufficient or the scribal

abbreviation ; is used.

Either the glossator did not know the implication

of the Latin poet's hoc or he did not feel it

necessary to find a circumlocution to reveal it.

Hoc as 'this' is explained by Smith's Smaller

Latin-English Dictionary at "hic, haec, hoc . . .

III d. Often it refers to what is explained by a

Relat. (qui [in this case cuius, line 3], guod, or

ut) Clause . . .. "

Hoc can as easily be glossed pat, which the

glossator proceeded to do, but the meaning is

obscured. Fat itself seems to be a conjunction,

but the word-for-word gloss of the whole stanza is
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so crabbed that too much must be presumed if that

is to be the interpretation.

Only in Smith's English-Latin Dictionary and in

Riddle can deitas 'godhead' be found. Chapman

lists the gloss as godcundnyss nominative singular

'Godhead.' Hall and Merritt use the same spelling

as the glossator--godcundnes also nominative

singular.

Eadige nominative singular feminine 'blessed'

agrees with godcundes to form the gloss 'blessed

be [the] Godhead' with the imperative s7.

1.10 The adjective phrases Patris/fmderes 'of the

Father' and Nati/suna 'of the Son' and Sancti

Spiritus/p5s halgan gastes 'of the Holy

Spirit/Ghost; are simple glosses.

Paritergue 'and no less' (Walpole 266b) was

adequately glossed 7 sarnod 'and likewise,' though

without quite the force of pariter adverb, from

par 'equal' or 'alike.' Samod, of course, is

capable of all these meanings and more (Bosworth

and Toller).

1.11 Cujus (cuius) genitive singular feminine 'of whom'

agrees with deitas, feminine singular. But the

glossator uses 8as masculine or neuter singular

'of whom [whose],' which does not agree with

godcundnes feminine singular, although he had used
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pasdefinite article in the line above to agree

with tastes genitive masculine singular. There

seems to be no clue to the discrepancy except that

he was still thinking of the Latin.

Reboat should grammatically be reboatur

[reboatitur] third singular future passive 'will

be echoed' (Walpole 266b), but so many syllables

would destroy the metre.

As Walpole also remarks, reboat (from reboare "a

rare and poetical word") may serve, being used

intransitively and in the present active, as the

verb to the noun gloria in the next line: 'glory

echoes (resounds).' Chapman provides hlynnan, and

Bosworth and Toller gloss it as 'to resound,'

among other synonyms. Toller adds "hlynp reboat

Hy[mn] S[urtees or Stevenson?]. 8. 13."

On 'in' continues to be the glossator's choice.

Eallum adjective dative strong short stem is

masculine singular 'in all' to agree with

middenearde '[in] the world' in the next line. In

omni . . .mundo is obviously the model.

1.12 Gloria/Wuldor are nominative singular, subjects of

reboat/hlynp.

Amen/sy hit sw 'thus be it'

The glossator, like the modern reader, appears to

simply hang on tight to his original word-for-word
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intention, despite the oddity of having ideas overflow the

line. But it is also possible that this hymn in sapphic

stanzas was so familiar to the glossator that it no longer

had the power to inspire him with the desire to anglicize

it. As a "new" hymn it seems to be much admired and to have

been prescribed for a variety of "hours."
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Nunc sancte nobis Spiritus

nu o cala pt halige us gnst
Nutic sacte Inobis Spiritus

an f:edres mid suna
Unus Patris cun Filio,
gemcdema hred lbcon ontbcroht
.Digu arc prollijtus iugcri

urum geondgoten breoste
Nostro refusus pectori.

mus tunzc mod andget stranzk
Os lingua ineus scnsus vigV

andetnvssc spree
Coiifessionezl persiOnict
hrvne I bladrsifve o tire? ' I InIt

ontende fcrpyt I bryne COneoxi
Accendat ardor proximos

citija fxder Ju nrfhstesut
Presta Pater piissime.

Fig. 9



Translation of Nunc sancte nobis Spiritus

Anglo-Saxon

Now [us] Holy Spirit,

One [essence] of the Father

together with the Son,

Think [us] worthy, [Thou] ready to

hand, to be impressed upon

Our overflowing hearts.*

Mouth, tongue, mind, feeling,

strength--

[Let them] confession sound forth,

[Let] true love be set on fire,

[Let] passion set on fire [those

who are] nearest.

Grant, Father most holy

Now [us] 0 behold! Thou Holy Ghost,

One [essence] of the Father

together with the Son,

Think [us] worthy [Thou] ready at

hand, to be brought to bear upon

Our out-pouring hearts.

Mouth, tongue, mind, feeling,

strength-

[Let them] confession sound forth,

[Let] true-love burn and blaze in

fire,

[Let] yearning and burning set on

fire [those] nearest.

Grant, Father, Thou most gracious

One

* 11. 1-4 Now, Holy Spirit,

One with the Son of the Father,

Prompt[ly] deem worthy to be put upon us

Overflowing our breast(s).

Latin

146
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Another hymn for the hours of the daily Office is Nunc

sancte nobis Spiritus 'Now to us Holy Spirit,' better known

in J. M. Neale's translation, "Come Holy Ghost with God the

Son/And God the Father, ever One." It is another of the

hymns of Ambrose, although the doxology was added later than

the earliest MSS (Hymnal 1940 Companion 118). Hincmar (857)

ascribed the hymn to Ambrose; Walpole rejects that notion on

Hincmar's evidence, but nevertheless accepts the hymn as

authentic because of the prosody, vocabulary, "concentrated

force of language," thoughts, and theology--all of which

coincide with Ambrose's other works (Walpole 109). Although

in later days, it appeared in the service books owned by

Dunstan (909-988) when he was sent to Glastonbury, the

Hymnal 1940 Companion maintains that it was not part of the

Benedictine use, but of the Anglo-Irish (Hymnal 1940

Companion 118).

For the use of Nunc sancte, the Hymnarium prescribes it

for "Ymnus ad tertiam," as does the Canterbury Hymnal, which

adds "daily except for Lent and Pentecost" (Wieland 30).

Tertiam or terce was celebrated about 9:00 A.M.

As with the other short hymns of the daily Office, this

one has generated a great deal of literature. In the

Hymnarium, it is p. 10; the Durham MS B III 32. D. fol. 4

(106r); Vespasian D XII. B. f. 7; Julius A VI. C., f. 6; and

Harley 2961, 220. In the Analecta hymnica, it appears in

51.24; in Walpole, 108-10; in Gneuss, "Latin Hymns in
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Medieval England," 407-24; in the Canterbury Hymnal, #7 30;

in the Hymnal 1940 Companion, 113-14; Hymnal 1940,

Translation by John M. Neale, #160; in Hymnal 1982, #19,

plainsong Mode 5, Verona MS, twelfth century. In Routley's

Panorama of Christian Hymnody, 60a-61a, and on 60b, there is

a thorough discussion of the hymn, its translation, and its

background. Chapter 8 of Adey's Hymns and the Christian

"Myth", 73-82, is a full and interesting discussion of the

concept of the Holy Spirit and its place in this and others

of these hymns.

Stanza I

1.1 The Latin sancte singular vocative 'holy' is to be

expected in an address to the Holy Spirit.

Both nouns and adjectives like amicus noun

masculine and magnus adjective masculine have

the -e ending in the vocative mode (Wheelock's

Latin 380 note 1). The glossator, according to

Chapman, identified the vocative and used the form

halige nominative vocative singular. Chapman also

identifies gast as nominative vocative singular

'Ghost.' In Old English the vocative seldom shows

an inflectional distinction from the nominative.

Nobis/us 'us' dative plural has no place between

an adjective and its noun in Anglo-Saxon syntax,

although it is acceptable in Latin and often used

in poetry to equalize the lines of a stanza in

..................
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metre and accent. Tanenhaus notes Bede's example

of this trope--known to medieval rhetoricians as

Tmesis--as she quotes it in Bede's De schematibus

et tropis: Hiero quem genuit Solymis Davidica

proles 'Jeru- whom the descendent of David has

brought forth for -salem' (Tanenhaus 238a note 8).

Although this example involves the interruption of

a noun phrase, the principle is the same. The

glossator reverts at the beginning of the line to

his use of the formal 6 eala pU '0 behold Thou.'

1.2 As Walpole points out, unus/an are not only

translated 'one' but also taken to mean one

essence' (Walpole 109a; also Toller "an XI.

marking union, indivisibility.").

Walpole also goes on to cite Ambrose's frequent

quotation or allusion to John x.30: "ego et Pater

unum sumus 'I and the Father are one'"; the

significance of this term in this hymn is that it

asserted the Trinitarian as opposed to the Aryan

doctrine--Ambrose's great mission (109a).

Walpole's manuscript shows unum, as does Routley's

for A Panorama of Christian Hymnody.

Patris/federes 'of the Father' is not followed by

another genitive. Cum Filio/mid suna ablative/

dative singular 'together with the Son' has the
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effect, again, of expressing indivisibility

(Bosworth and Toller "mid II 'in company with'

(with dative or instrumental)"; Cassell's "cum . . .

a preposition governing the ablative 'together

with'").

1.3 The imperative dignare/gemedema 'think . . .

worthy' may now have nobis/us inserted in the

usual order 'think us worthy.'

Hrmd is identified as an adjective, 'quick,'

'prompt,' etc., in Bosworth and Toller, and Toller

adds "III 'of prompt action' (1) by persons" and

cites this line from the Hymnarium.

Cassell's gives 'ready, at hand.' Both, of

course, agree with Spiritus/gast. If they are

translated as substantives '[Thou] quick [one]' or

'[Thou] ready [one],' there is no harm done to the

meaning.

Walpole considers Ingeri to have almost the sense

of infundi 'to pour into', 'to pour over' (Walpole

109b) , but ingero has, in this line, more the

idea of 'press upon,' perhaps 'leave an imprint

upon' (Cassell's).

In a similar way, beon ongebroht appears to mean

'imposed upon' (Bosworth and Toller, Hall, Hall

and Merritt). Chapman supplies the infinitive

oneanbringan. Not illogically, the Holy Spirit
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imprinting itself upon the hearts of believers

calls up an echo of the "Spirit brooding upon the

waters" in the Creation story.

1.4 The word refusus, one of Ambrose's favorites,

connotes 'overflowing' (White; Smith at refundo),

although this interpretation is difficult to find.

Geongoten, past ,participle geondgeotan (Chapman)

'overflowed,' could also have been 'suffused' or

'soaked,' 'overfilled' or 'filled in every part'

(Bosworth and Toller).

Stanza 2

1.5 Ambrose greatly admired the stylistic device of

stringing nouns or verbs together without

conjunctions. It was thought that the "battering"

effect of the short, blunt words had more impact

if they stood alone. Bede called the device a

form of "Dialyton, or Asyndeton" (Tanenhaus 244b).

Walpole notes the difficulty of distinguishing

between os (oris) 'mouth' and lingua 'tongue.'

However, the mouth, as part of the body, and the

tongue, as language, are distinct enough without

Walpole's suggestion that os indicated 'singing'

and lingua referred to the 'words' (Walpole 109b).

In Bosworth and Toller under tunge, "11.2.," the

definitions of "words, speech, language" parallel

the remark in the major Latin dictionaries that
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lingua is 'tongue' "in all senses of the English

word" (Cassell's English-Latin section). In this

same connection, os (ossis) indicates 'gateway' or

means of entry, and in the Anglo-Saxon

dictionaries, mii6 has also the same meanings, but

without a second form. The glossator interpreted

the pair mensus/mod as 'mind/understanding' and

sensus/andget (andgit) as 'feeling,' although

Walpole, who was not concerned with the Anglo-

Saxon gloss, translates mens as 'heart and soul'

and sensus as 'mind' ['thought process'] (Walpole

109b). Chapman cites strengD, as do also Hall and

Hall and Merritt, but the latter follow the

citation with "=strengp." Bosworth and Toller and

Toller both cite strengp and strengiY, of which

the former is labelled "undeclinable." The Latin

vigor has an additional shade of meaning, 'the

strength to endure strain.'

1.6 Personet/swege optative singular 'let .

resound' have as their objects confessionem/

andetnysse, variously defined in the Latin as

'confession [of faith] or acknowledgment'; but in

the Anglo-Saxon, the range of meanings is wider--

'giving of praise, honor, etc.,' as well as

'confession of faith' (Cassell's/Bosworth and

Toller, Hall, Hall and Merritt).
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Walpole's manuscript shows personent, as does

Routley's Panorama, but both the Hymnarium and the

Canterbury maintain the singular, personet. The

result of the discrepancy will produce a slightly

different interpretation. With personet there is

a somewhat more emotional utterance, since the

previous line, if it were punctuated, should end

with a dash perhaps: 'Mouth tongue [language]

mind feeling strength--/Let [all of these] resound

[or echo] acknowledgement.'

1.7 Although Walpole, Routley, and the Canterbury all

have the spelling Flammescat, the Hymnarium shows

Flammascat 'let . . . become inflamed.' In

Riddle, inflammI-re is 'to kindle,' which seems a

more logical gloss for the situation than the

former, but perhaps 'flame up' would be still more

expressive: Flammascat [flammescat] 'let true

love flame up into fire.' The glossator seemed to

feel that neither beornan [byrnan] 'to burn' nor

bladesigan [bladesian] 'to blaze' properly

expressed his interpretation of flammescere, thus

he adds the abbreviation I (vel)--'either . .

or' (Cassell's).

Karitas 'disinterested love' betrays its Greek

origin in the preservation of the K from the most

ancient history of the Latin. Karitas was also an
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important concept in medieval philosophy/theology,

poised as it was between amor 'erotic love' and

cupiditas 'ambition or avarice.'

Igne/on fire, as Walpole points out, refer to the

tongues of flame above the heads of those who were

present at the Pentecost, as recorded in Acts ii.

3.

1.8 Accendat 'let . . . set on fire' (Cassell's)/

ontende 'let . . . set on fire' (Hall and Merritt)

are well matched. But ardor 'passion [of the

emotions]' or 'heat' [of the inspiration of the

Holy Spirit] may have seemed to the glossator a

concept too complex for either ferwit (fyrwit,

ferwyt) 'yearning' or bryne (beorne) 'burning,'

but to be a combination of both.

Proximos is accusative plural 'those nearest.'

Chapman refers the reader to neah for neaxtan

accusative plural 'those nearest.' Hall and Hall

and Merritt give the degrees of comparison at

neah--nEara, niehsta--from which one can go back

along the path of development to neoxtan.

The Doxology

gitipa fader pu arfmsta

Presta Pater Piisime

This Doxology has been translated and analyzed

elsewhere in this study.
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From the ancient to the medieval periods, as Adey

points out, the emphasis shifted from the primitive "mythic"

(objective) events toward the moral and ethical meanings in

them (74). Routley notes in his A Panorama of Christian

Hymnody, that Nunc sancte nobis Spiritus crystallized the

Christian belief in the indwelling of the Holy Spirit with

agape 'Christian love' "as its witness" (Routley 56a&b).

From our perspective, the fourth century may seem remote

from the first, a long stretch of time for the development

of abstract concepts, but the period from the fourth to the

twenty-first has not been long enough to explore all of

their complexities and their implications.
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Lucis Creator optime

Icohtes 6 aa Pu scyppend sE saJosta
Lucis Creator optieic

Icoht dagena forMbrincndc
Lucemn dierum profeirens

Onaginnu leohtos nipcs
Prirnordiis lucis nove
mideardes goarcigende ordfrumnan
MLundi parans origincin.

so wrncmergen goeodtics xfoanos
Qui nmane junctui vesperi

dxg boon gccired Pu bubetst
Diem vocari precipis

speart rosmn onaiit
Tetrum chaos inlabitur,

geher bona mid pnpum
Audi prices CUIIm fletibus.

Sne moi geheft-od midI i b:-
No ins grarata erimulin'

lies sy (ti:1a lce
Vitc sit exul uniwI re

Pn J1hit nalit ecelices gt'Mnc5
D.1)un ii il pQrC'CII cogitat
-1 hit self gyItum hit ozprij
Seseque culpis illbzat.

14oofona cnrsse o incunde
Celorum pulset intimum
jIllic hit nimne md

Vitale tollat premium
- ro forbuzan xic Ping dericendlices
Iitemus omnc noxiwm
-* pc afcormian call 4 persto

I)urgemnus onlll 0pcssiinuin
gitiSa frtder 6 Pitn rcstcstc

Presta Pater piissinic.

Fig. 10
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Translation of Lucis Creator optime

Latin
Of light Creator best,

Light of days bringing forth,

At the first beginnings of new light

Of the world making ready the

origin:

[Thou] Who early morning joined

to evening

Day to be called dost order.

Foul chaos is sliding in [away].

Hear entreaties [made] with

weeping.

Let not any mind made heavy with sin

Of the gift of life be deprived

While it thinks not at all of

[things] eternal

And it itself in sin it entangles.

May it beat against the inmost

part of heaven,

May it carry away the prize of life.

Let us avoid every hurtful thing

[In order that] we may cleanse away

all that is most evil.

Anglo-Saxon

o behold, thou best Creator

of light

Light of days bringing forth

At the beginnings of new light

Of the world making ready the

origin:

[The joining] of early morning to

evening

Day to be called Thou dost order.

Gloomy darkness slides away.

Hear entreaties [made] with

weeping.

That no mind made heavy with sin

Of the gift of life be deprived

While it in no way thinks of

eternity

And itself in sins it ties up.

May it beat against the inward

part of heaven,

May it carry away the living reward.

That we may avoid each hurtful thing

In order that we may cleanse away

all [that] is worst.

Grant, Father most Holy, etc.
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An appropriate topic for meditation in the sixth and

next-to-last hour of the daily Office--about nightfall--is

heaven as a Christian concept. Lucis Creator optime,

perhaps by Gregory (Ryden 31), supplies this need. It is

also an example of how the common man's idea of that place

(or state) had changed from Ambrose's Eterna Christi munera,

where the images are of the city and the courts, to a

stronghold, from which the Christian has been exiled by sin

and into which he must batter his way to the "living prize"

(Adey 91-92)

The use of Lucis Creator is prescribed in the

Canterbury for vespers on Sundays. The Hymnarium cites it

merely Ymnus ad vesperum. The Hymnal 1940 Companion notes

that it is the first or Sunday hymn from a group of seven

for the days of the week in the Anglo-Irish cycle at

Evensong or Vespers (Hymnal 1940 Companion 118).

The literature in which Lucis Creator is present or is

discussed includes the Durham MS B III 32. D, fol. 5b

(106v); the Canterbury does not list sources in Vespasian,

Julius, or Harley 2961. In the Analecta hymnica, it is

included in 51.34; in the Hymnarium, 13; in Walpole, 280; in

Gneuss, 279; in Sz6verffy, 142 and 214. This hymn is #9 in

the Canterbury; in the Hymnal 1940 Companion, 118-19; trans.

by John Mason Neal in the Hymnal 1940, #163, where it is

also designated Sarum plainsong Mode VIII, 6th century; in

Hymnal 1982, #27, trans. Anne K. LeCroy. In Chapter 9 of

ffimt -,k, ,,,,-j,- -- ,- 
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Adey's Hymns and the Christian "Myth", 91-92, there is an

interesting discussion of the medieval man's view of his

soul and its relationship to his heavenly home as well as

the generally changing concept of man's place in the

Creation. Ryden gives a glimpse of the place of this hymn

in the Gregorian reform of the liturgy (Ryden 31).

Although the glossator's task was not so frustrating in

this gloss as in many others, for the reader who is

translating both Latin and Anglo-Saxon, the dictionaries and

the glosses of other works provide numerous interesting

sidelights on the meanings and usages of both languages.

Stanza I

1.1 Once again, in the vocative, the Latin nominative

singular optime agrees with Creator nominative

singular, because vocative masculine singular

adjectives end in -e (Wheelock 380).

The glossator uses the formal 6 eala yU '0 behold

Thou,' though at other times, he reduces this

phrase to 6 or 6 DU.

1.2 There is a shade of difference between the Latin

pr~ferens and the glossator's choice of the

participle forobringende. Although both may be

defined as 'bringing forth,' pr5ferens may also be

translated 'reveal' when the meaning 'bring to

light' is involved (Cassell's prdfero (I) b).

- _-_
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1.3 Onaginnud is the scribal abbreviation (to prevent

the confusion of so many similar strokes) of the

dative plural 'from the beginnings.' Primordiis

is ablative plural 'from the beginnings.'

The Latin n adjective feminine gentive (to

agree with lucis genitive singular feminine) is

the scribal abbreviation for novae 'new.'

1.4 Mundi/mideardes genitive singular provide a

satisfactory match 'of the world [mankind].'

However, mideardes is a spelling found only in

Hall and Hall and Merritt and in none of the

glosses.

The present participles parans/gearcigende

'preparing' are closely parallel, but the Anglo-

Saxon poses an interesting question for the

reader: from what sources does Chapman obtain his

grammatical forms? He cites the infinitive of

gearcigende as gearcigan, but none of the major

dictionaries has any form other than gearcian.

Often, Chapman shows an infinitive in -gan to

indicate the palatal.

Originem/ordfruman accusative singular 'origin'

are well matched in meaning.

Walpole furnishes the reader with a colon at the

end of this line.
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Stanza 2

11.5-6 In a typical example of Latin syntax, the verb of

the main clause is found at the end of lines 5-6:

precipis [praecipis] present indicative 2

singular/bebeotst '[Thou] dost command.' Qui/s&

'who [the one who]' are the subjects of the above

verbs.

It is possible to see mane/junctum as appositives,

since both they and the Anglo-Saxon aernemergen/

ge6eodnes [geeodnyss--Chapman] are also

accusative singular, the objects of bon geciged

'to be called'; just so, mane/junctum accusative

singular are the objects of vocari present passive

infinitive.

Diem/dag 'day' are complimentary accusatives of

vocari/b on geciged.

Vesperi, according to Walpole, is the dative

singular of vespere nominative singular 'to

evening'; Cassell's and Smith give vesperi as

locative; White shows vesperi as genitive. The

glossator evidently understood this last as the

case for his gloss &fenes genitive singular

(Chapman) 'of evening.'

1.7 Tetrum [taetrum] chaos/sweart prosm nominative

singular furnish the subjects, with their

adjectives, of inlibitur/onaslit 'sinks away.'

- _______________
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The glossator's problem with this grammatically

straightforward line is that the Anglo-Saxon had

no word for chaos--a concept far more ancient than

the Romans or the Greeks of their late period. He

found it necessary to call upon his education for

an approximation: prosm nominative singular

(Chapman, et al.) 'a dark space' (at II under

prosm Bosworth and Toller; Toller omits; Hall and

Hall and Merritt give only the first meaning in

Bosworth and Toller 'smoke, vapour'). Bosworth

and Toller quote this line from the Hymnarium as

an example, along with one other from a Tomasian

Homily, where it appears to have the meaning of

'abyss.' At the end of this line, Walpole

provides a semicolon; the Canterbury, a colon.

Onaslit present indicative third person singular

'sinks (or slides) away' is cited in Chapman from

onIslidan. Inlabitur deponent verb third person

singular present indicative 'sinks down' is from

inlab5r, not from inlab~r5, and is so spelled

except in White, where the old form illab&r alone

is given.

1.8 This line is a straightforward gloss. Only the

accusative plural bena 'prayers' is a less-

familiar gloss, having as it does the meanings

'entreaties, requests' (Bosworth and Toller).
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Stanza 3

11.9&10 Ne/ ne are both translated 'lest' or 'let not

[any]' (ne: White 'lest,' 'that not' II; 'let not'

Smith; Cassell's "conj., with subj[unctive].,

'lest.'"; Bosworth and Toller II. a. 'lest.').

Mens gravata feminine singular 'a mind made heavy

(burdened)'/mod gehefod neuter singular required

only that the glossator adjust the gender of his

adjective (Chapman) to gloss the phrase.

(Gehefigian is the only entry in Bosworth and

Toller. In Toller, the gloss is 'to be weighed

down.')

Crimine/mid leahtre ablative/dative singular 'with

sin' is a straightforward gloss, although the

glossator does seem to feel the need to add a

preposition.

Sit exul[exsul]/sy iitlaga subjunctive third person

singular after t ne have as their complement Vite

.0..munere/lifes . . . lace 'of the gift of

life.'

1.11 Dum/pon 'while' have many translations in both

languages (White, Cassell's, Hall and Merritt).

In the Anglo-Saxon it is also spelled in a number

of ways, but with the tilde-like mark over the n,

the glossator intends the reader to recognize the

scribal abbreviation for 6onne.
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The glossator inserts hit (to agree with mod)

neuter nominative singular 'it,' as the subject of

ge6anc6.

Nil [nihil]/naht [ni wiht] 'not at all' adverb

(Cassell's/Hall and Merritt) modify the verbs

c~gitat/ge8mnc8 '[it (the mind)] thinks.' But

there are shades of meaning in the Anglo-Saxon

that are not expressed in the major Latin

dictionaries. In Cassell's, 'to think [about]'

(with the ablative), 'to reflect,' and 'to

consider' are possibilities. White adds 'to

meditate upon,' 'to ponder well.' Smith includes

'to picture to oneself.' In the Anglo-Saxon, Hall

and Merritt give 'long for,' 'desire'; Bosworth

and Toller add 'to bear in mind,' 'to conceive

[of].' Any of these would adequately gloss

cdgitire, but might provide a wider range of

connotation.

Perenne (perhenne in the Canterbury) adjective

accusative singular [used as a substantive] 'of

[the] everlasting' is matched in every way by the

Anglo-Saxon ecelic.

1.12 The reflexives sese and hit self 'itself' still

refer to mens/mod. The enclitic -que 'and,' as

always, comes attached to the first word in the

Latin clause, and is glossed by the scribal

4 0 (*40WONM .", , , "', , - - - , , - I --
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Stanza 4

1.13

abbreviation 7 'and' (often 'ond' when the

glossator spells it out).

Culpis/gyltum ablative/dative plural 'with sins'

or 'with faults' produce a close gloss. The

glossator inserts hit neuter singular nominative

in the phrase hit gewrip 'it ties up.' The Latin

has no need of the pronoun with illigat [inligat

in Walpole] third person singular present

indicative '[it] entangles.'

The subject in the mind of the glossator may be

either mod or leoht, but that will not become

apparent until the pronoun hit neuter singular

'it' appears in line 14.

Pulset/cnysse optative present third person

singular 'let . . . beat [against]' or perhaps

'batter' match well on many different levels of

meaning.

In typical Latin style, celorum [celorum in the

Canterbury; caelorum in Walpole] genitive plural

'of heaven' is separated from the word it modifies

--intimum accusative singular 'the inmost part,'

object of pulset third person singular optative--

and produces 'let it beat [against] the inmost

part of [the] heavenss]'
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The glossator reproduced the line grammatically,

but he inserted the definite article 1aem 'the'

before incunde accusative singular neuter 'inmost

part,' showing that the usual adjective form

'inner' is being used as a substantive. Without

the macron, Det is neuter singular accusative to

agree with incunde.

Walpole furnishes a comma at the end of this line.

1.14 As Walpole points out, "vitale answers to vita in

[line] 10. The Latin idiom freely uses adj.'s in

this way . . ." (Walpole 281a&b).

Vitale adjective accusative singular 'of life'

must have given the glossator a little pause

before he glossed vitale as liflic adjective

accusative singular to agree with mede accusative

feminine singular 'prize,' 'reward.' This yields

Vitale . . . premium [premium in the Canterbury;

praemium in Walpole] 'of life the prize

[reward]'/liflic . . . mede '[the] living prize.'

Tollat optative present third person singular 'may

it carry off' was replaced in late Latin by the

gloss 'may it receive' (Walpole 281b). In the

Anglo-Saxon, however, the word niman implied a

more active role for the subject. Bosworth and

Toller show 'receive' but also 'get' (at I.),

'take'; at VII., 'to take forceably,' 'to seize,'
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'to carry way,' etc. The proof of the vitality of

the word is in the fact that it appears in

Shakespeare's works as "nim" 'to steal.'

Walpole supplies a semicolon at the end of this

line, showing that the subjects of the verbs are

now the individualized Christian.

1.15 Vitemus/t we forbugan optative present first

person plural 'May we shun' is again capable of

either a rather passive or a somewhat more active

role for the subject. Both languages share 'shun'

and 'avoid.' The Anglo-Saxon adds 'bend away

from,' 'pass by,' 'decline,' but it progresses in

initiative to 'eschew' and 'flee [from].'

Omne accusative singular 'every thing' finds its

noun at the end of the line: noxium neuter

accusative singular 'hurtful.' But here, the

glossator parts company with his model and

produces mlc ping accusative singular 'every

thing,' and at the end of the line, derigendlices

[deriendlices] genitive singular used as a

substantive 'of the hurtful [kind].'

1.16 Purgemus/P we afeormian [afeormigan Chapman]

optative present first person plural 'May we

cleanse away' is a close gloss.
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Omne/ealle accusative singular neuter or feminine

'all' are not separated from the noun by some

other grammatical form.

Pessimum/' werste adjective used as a substantive

accusative singular superlative '[most] evil'/

'[the most] evil.' Again, the glossator uses the

definite article to signal the substantive use of

the adjective.

The Doxology Grant, Father most holy

This doxology is found at the end of several other

hymns.

Here, the glossator seems more in accord with his model

than in many other hymns. Even when he must find a

satisfactory gloss--sweart prosm 'a dark space'--for an

ancient Greek concept which had long before come into the

Latin as Tetrum chaos 'foul chaos,' he uses the sense of the

Anglo-Saxon in a creative way. His aim is better realized

in this hymn, although he has to reach deep into his

language for several parallels.

For the writer, it is a happy coincidence that this is

the hymn that triggered the initial interest that led to

this study and that it is also the one with which the study

closes, although that was not in any way part of the plan of

organization. Perhaps it is not a coincidence at all that

the "light," at first a mere flicker, led to an illumination

of long-held interests--language, history, religion, music,
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and poetry. The gain has been a personal one, for which I

again thank the Creator optime.



CHAPTER THREE

EXPLICITS

"What's past is prologue." Shakespeare's well-worn

thesis finds its confirmation in the next age, of course,

but the past of the past was also prologue. The examination

of Early Old English prepares the student for the Old

English of the ninth and tenth centuries, just as the latter

period prepares for the conclusions to be drawn about the

status of Late Old English.

In this study, there are several observable levels of

development in glossing Anglo-Saxon hymns of the tenth

century. An important element is the lexical ability of the

Anglo-Saxon to find in the language, as it existed then, a

grammar and a word-hoard better than adequate to make a

word-for-word gloss of the Latin. Without anglicizing the

Latin, there were words enough to express most ideas, even

though the abstract had not been a large consideration in

what appears in the surviving manuscripts of early date.

Beyond the concepts of loyalty, generosity, courage, and

Fate, there is not a significant inventory of abstract

ideas. At this level of development, the language is aided

by the glossator, who stands between the uneducated, or the

insufficiently educated, and the Anglo-Saxon poet who was

already writing such original works as The Dream of the

170
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Rood. The glossator's task was not to use the language for

his own purposes, but through it to make available the most

powerful ideas in the medieval world, as they were presented

in Latin prosody. He was still sometimes using the

terminology of the old Germanic stories--warriors, the

elders, the hall--to gloss the words for Christian heroes

and heaven in Latin hymns; but he was also manipulating the

old language to embrace ideas for which there had been no

words in the pagan past. In the process, the gloss revealed

the means by which the new ideas were apprehended--the

schema with their figures and the rhetorical devices with

their structures; and the gloss added to the blunt

alliterative line new insights into the possibilities of

grammar and lexicon.

In the matter of grammar, the glossator had three

significant gaps to bridge between his language and the

Latin. Long before, the ablative had disappeared from

Anglo-Saxon, leaving the dative to express both. As

prepositions began to substitute for the ablative endings,

the problem of exact relationships was, if not solved, at

least resolved. The glossator, however, had difficulty in

glossing the Latin crimine 'with sin' without supplying mid

'with' before the dative leahtre 'sin' (Lucis Creator 1. 9).

In this line, he must add a word in the gloss, although in

the case of cum sanctis 'with saints,' his mid halige 'with

saints' does not disturb his word-for-word purpose (Nocte
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surgentes 1. 6). At this point, however, another problem

arises. In the Latin, Sancte . . . Spiritus 'Holy Spirit,'

Sancte shows the vocative singular ending -e, rather than

the expected -us; the glossator provides halige . . . gast

'Holy . . . Ghost' in imitation of the Latin, though halig

would have been correct Anglo-Saxon. Campbell would see

this as another instance in which the glossator or

translator, imitating his model (Campbell 192b).

Another grammatical gap is the lack of the vocative.

The glossator often goes back to the traditional phrase 6

eala pu '0 behold! Thou . . .' (Eterna Christi 11. 1, 21;

Veni Creator 1. 1; Ad cenum 1. 25; Nunc Sancte 1. 1), but he

also shortens or changes it, though the Latin retains the

vocative form. Sometimes it appears as pu 6 leoht 'Thou 0

light' (Lternrerum 1. 29), eala Du 'Behold thou' (Ad cenum

1. 17), or 6 weafud, 6 onsmgednyss '0 altar, 0 victim'

(Vexilla 1. 29). In abandoning the conventional phrase, the

glossator does his part in making possible other changes as

the language develops.

A third gap in the grammatical resources available to

the glossator was in the number of tenses and other verb-

forms the Anglo-Saxon provided, compared with the full

panoply of the Latin conjugations. The passive was no

problem. The glossator moved easily between the forms for

'to be,' adding the past participle to translate, for

example, refunditur 'is returned' as bip ongean gesend 'is
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sent back again' (Etern2rerum 1. 22); revertitur 'is

returned' as ongean gecyrryd [gecyrre6] '[is] returned'

(Etern2 rerum1. 24) , and solvitur 'is dissolved' as byp

tolysed 'is dissolved [absolved]' Etern rerum 1. 28).

Elsewhere, he uses eart 'Thou art' rather than bist 'Thou

art,' as in Qui diceris 'thou who art called,' glossed pu De

eart gesad 'thou who art called' (Veni Creator 1. 5).

The hortative [adhortative] is also well provided for

in the Anglo-Saxon. The glossator may use wutun [wuton]

plus the infinitive in the form uton 'let us,' as in

surgamus, glossed uton arysan 'let us arise' (Etern rerum

1. 17) from bibamus, uton drincan 'let us drink' (1. 23);

from vigilemus, uton wacian 'let us be watchful,' from

meditemur, uton smeagan 'let us [may we] meditate,' and from

canamus, uton singan 'let us sing' (Nocte surgentes 11. 1-

3).

Tenses, as noted earlier, posed some difficulties for

the glossator. Where the Latin poet used tenses which

Modern English translates as present or past perfect, the

glossator substituted the preterite. The Latin reddidit is

third singular perfect 'gave [has given] back,' but the

glossator supplies ageaf, third singular preterite 'gave

back' (Vexilla regis 1. 32) , no doubt satisfied that a

completed past action could be thus expressed. In this same

vein, deluit 'washed away,' third singular perfect, is

glossed adyligode or 'obliterated' preterite (Etqrne rerum
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1. 16). Occasionally,.the glossator ignores the Latin order

and asserts his preference in his own language. Immolatus

est 'has been [was] sacrificed' becomes ws geoffrod 'was

sacrificed (offered],' although he might have followed the

Latin with geoffrod wms without doing violence to the Anglo-

Saxon (Vexilla regis 1. 8). In this and many other small

ways, the glossator asserts the integrity of his own

grammar.

In other situations, the glossator submits to the Latin

word order in which the modifier is separated from its

referent by another word or words. Eterna . . . munera

'eternal gifts' is matched by ece . . . lac 'eternal gifts'

(Eterna Christi 1. 1) mereamur/we geearnian 'may we deserve'

interrupt the phrases aulam . . . caeli/healle . . .

heofones, while mereamur . . . ingredi/ingan 'may we deserve

to enter' are also interrupted by aulam/healle '[into the]

court [of heaven]' (Nocte surgentes 11. 6-7), presenting the

glossator with an example of the well-loved Anglo-Saxon

characteristic of interlace; at the end of that stanza,

ducere/adreogan 'to lead' separate the adjectives beatam/

eadig 'blessed' from their nouns vitam/lif (11. 7-8);

Celorum . . . intimum/heofona . . . p incunde 'of heaven .

. the inmost part' are divided by pulset/cnysse 'may it

beat' (Lucis Creator 1. 13). One further example is found

in Vexilla regis prodeunt: Pr&dumtulit [in this line,

Prmdumque tulit] is glossed 7 upe I reaflac 'and [either]
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rifles or plunders' (1. 24). In some languages, this would

prove to be a syntactic nightmare, but the glossator found

his Anglo-Saxon equal to the task as he made his way nimbly

through these crabbed structures, evidently not dismayed by

them. He simply followed the grammatical lead of his model,

proving again the flexibility and adaptability of the Anglo-

Saxon to preserve the sense of the Latin.

The use of adjectives as substantives was no novelty

for the glossator. From the old oral-formulaic days, such

adjectives made from past participles--gehroden 'gold-

adorned,' for instance--were common. The accusative

singular intimum 'inmost [part]' matched p incunde '[the]

inward [part]' (Lucis Creator 1. 13) as neatly as accusative

singular 5 werste the most evil' glosses pessimum '[the]

most evil,' where again the glossator uses f [Dawtl 'the' to

signal the use of an adjective as a substantive (Lucis

Creator 1. 16). A further example of the use of one part of

speech as another is from a line in Vexilla regis prodeunt,

where for some reason the glossator makes a variation of the

Latin line rather than a straightforward gloss. Here, he

uses the dative plural noun wurpfullu(m) as an adverb to

gloss digno 'worthy,' giving the line a meaning slightly

different from the Latin translation: 'chosen from a worthy

trunk'; Anglo-Saxon translation: 'chosen worthily from a

bough' (Vexilla regis 1. 19). Did he misread digne?

I ir, A,+ !I -;- I, -, -- , --- . -', P, 'Am -1- 1 1 1 
NOWNWKWIM&
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The syncopation of verb forms is represented in such

instances as awec8 'awaketh [awakes]' (Atern rerum 1. 18),

gehwer6 'returns' rather than the older and more predictable

gehwerfe6 (1. 21), bebeotst 'dost order' rather than

bebeotest, sweg8 'cries out' rather than swege6 (1. 5),

scin6 'shines' rather than scine6 (Vox clara 11. 4 and 13),

sweg8 again (Nunc sancte 1. 6), gebanc8 'thinks' (Lucis

Creator 1. 11), and many more.

Occasionally the glossator appears to be reaching

beyond tenth-century forms, as in the phrase Pan halgan gast

'the Holy Ghost' masculine dative singular: Dan (for pam)

does not appear until Early Middle English (Ad cenum 1. 31).

But he is as likely to reach far back into a rare usage--

ecere 'until the end of time' to gloss the Latin perpeti,

passive infinitive used as an adverb 'to endure to the end'

(Veni Creator 1. 16).

In the grammar of these ten hymns, the glossator has

two lapses of attention, not perhaps outright errors. In

one (Veni Creator 1. 21), the Latin is confusing because it

is not clear whether di is the imperative singular of do

'give' or dd 'gift.' The glossator does nothing to help,

because sele [selle] in Anglo-Saxon is imperative singular

'give' or sele [selle] 'gift.'

The matters of word-choice and word-formation are rich

with insights into the state of the language at the end of

the tenth century. The overwhelming evidence is that the
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Anglo-Saxon had developed side-by-side with the Latin as

education had provided scribes who knew both languages well

so that, so far as the glossator of the hymns was concerned,

his translations and interpretations of meaning were better

than adequate. For example, in Lucis Creator optime,

vitemus 'let us avoid' is duly glossed - we forbugan 'that

we may avoid,' but this rather passive connotation takes on

a more vigorous aspect when the meanings 'eschew' and 'flee

from' are taken into consideration. In the same line, the

glossator translates omne noxium as alc ping derigendlices,

an exact translation 'every thing of [the] hurtful kind' (1.

15).

In Ad cenum Agni providi, there is an interesting

exchange between the Latin poet and the Anglo-Saxon

glossator in the matter of tumulus 'funeral mound' and

byrgen 'grave' (1. 21). If the glossator had wished to

follow his model strictly, he should have chosen beorg

'mound'; but the puzzle is why the Latin poet did not use

sepulcrum 'tomb.' For this, there seems to be no Anglo-

Saxon gloss. Other difficulties in this hymn are in the

choice of Efen-gereordunga 'to the evening feast' to gloss

Ad cenum 'to [the] evening meal, supper,' and in the same

line, foregleawes 'knowing beforehand [what will happen]' to

gloss providi 'looking forward' (1. 1). The term

corpusculum 'precious [little] body,' with its connotations

of compassion and tenderness, seemed not to move the
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glossator as he chose the non-committal lichoman 'body' (1.

5).

In many instances, the glossator's reach is very long.

In Splendor Paterng gloriae, informet 'shape or form'

becomes Gehwige 'may He transform' rather than the

predictable scyppe or sceppe 'may He shape,' an improvement

(1. 13); the gloss of onaslid for illabere [inlibor] 'slip

[slide] into' is further intensified by the prefixes on- and

a- (1. 5). This intensification continues in upcuman

[upilym8] 'moves forward' to gloss provehit 'advances' (1.

29), but onsend 'imparts to' does not provide a more

energetic form of infunde 'implant in,' since the match is

simply not there (1. 8). Even such a complex model as

ferveo 'seethe, foam up,' called up an effective gloss,

wealle 'well up, bubble up, seethe' (1. 19). When the

glossator had the concept of lubricam 'slippery' to

interpret for his native audience, he could not find a

single term, but offered two to include as many aspects of

the word as possible: slipporne 7 fulne 'slippery and foul'

(1. 12). With such a conscientious gloss as this, it is odd

that he used only the more common forms of leoht 'light' to

gloss the shades of meaning in Lux 'light' and inluminans

'enlightening,' when he had at hand forms of gelyhtan with

its two meanings, 'enlightening' and 'illuminating' (11. 2-

3).

. Aftaoi.
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The glosses in Nunc sancte nobis Spiritus are in many

ways more revealing. There are choices offered to the

native priest in bryne I bladesige '[either] burn or blaze'

to gloss Flammascat 'be set on fire' (1. 7) and ferwyt I

bryne '[either] yearning or burning' to gloss ardor

'passion' (1. 8). It may be that he improves upon ingeri

'to be imposed [pressed] upon with beon ongebroht 'to be

impressed on [with an image]' (1. 3). In the Latin

confessionem 'confession' does not have the range of

andetnyssa 'confession [of faith],' which also had the

notion of 'honor' and 'praise' (1. 6). The stately and

powerful line, Unus Patris cum Filio 'one [essence] of the

Father [together] with the Son' is echoed in every facet of

its meaning and the inflections in which it is expressed by

an 'marking union, indivisibility,' as Toller puts it in the

Supplement, and bearing the meaning 'one essence'; mid

'together [with],' requires the dative (as cum requires the

ablative in the Latin) rather than another genitive as in

Patris/fmderes (1. 2). Ambrose's beloved word refusus

'overflowing' is not so successfully glossed in geongoten as

'out pouring' or 'suffused,' 'saturated' (1. 4); and the

gloss for karitas 'disinterested love' is likewise

anticlimactic: sop lufu 'true love,' not necessarily

disinterested (1. 7)

The glosses in Veni Creator Spiritus are also of mixed

quality, although Paraclytus 'Holy Spirit' did maintain its
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Greek meaning of 'comforter' and 'intercessor.' Frofer gast

'comfort ghost' is literal, if not elegant (1. 5). Much

better, at least more scholarly, is the choice offered by

the glossator to define munere 'through [the] gift'; lace

'through the gift' is from lac, an ancient word with a

complex history, having spiritual or religious connotations,

whereas gyfe 'through the gift' denotes a concrete object

that is given in a more mundane way (1. 9). The most

obscure choice of the glossator is senna 'sins' to gloss

peccamina 'sins,' when he had used synn and its forms in

many other places. The only clue is that this form was

being used in King Alfred's Boethius, the Bickling Homilies,

and the Vespasian Psalter. Perhaps the glossator was widely

read or ahead of his time (1. 27).

After all the examples of the formulaic 6 eala and its

variations, the interjection efne 'lo' as the gloss to ecce

'behold [in this case 'hark!']' is a surprising choice.

Perhaps because ecce was being used in the unusual sense,

the glossator felt obliged to look about for a rare

substitute (1. 1). However he had no need to improvise in

the case of quegue 'any kind of,' because the Anglo-Saxon

had a match for it in gehwilc 'any kind of' (1. 2). Still

more surprising than efne is the insistent use of the common

verb scinan 'to shine' as a gloss for promicat 'sparkles'

(1. 4) and for refulget 'flashes back, glitters' (1. 7),

although the Anglo-Saxon has synonyms for both.
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The glossator made two notable choices in Etern rerum

conditor. As far as can be determined there was no exact

match for negantes 'nay-sayers, deniers,' but there was no

real problem, since the verb wi6sacan 'to deny' was already

in the language. As with the verb slapan 'to sleep,' from

which slapolan 'those addicted to sleep' was derived,

wibsacendan 'deniers' was easily formed (1. 20). For the

word chorus, which, as Walpole notes, Ambrose uses elsewhere

with connotations of 'a gang,' the glossator chooses werod

'mob,' a new development in Late Anglo-Saxon from the old

form weorod 'roving band' (1. 11). The glossator was not a

hide-bound conservative.

Although in the matter of spelling the glossator

gravitates toward West Saxon forms and those that appear in

Late Old English and Early Middle English, these choices in

no way hamper his use of his language. Beorhtnysse

'brightness' was a spelling that survived well into Middle

English, though bryhtnesse was the finally acceptable form

(Splendor Paterne 1. 1). Also, sylle 'offer' (also spelled

sille and selle) is labelled West Saxon because of the y,

which most often replaced the i in that dialect, and the

frequent spelling of gyfe 'to do mercy' (1. 16); in

addition, the Early West Saxon contraction nyte [ne wite]

'may not know' (1. 28) was preceded by the Late West Saxon

nete 'may not know' (1. 8). In Vox clara intonat, the

spelling of YS 'is' betrays a West Saxon influence (Vox

woo
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clara 1. 9), as do symle [from simple] 'always' (Nocte

surgentes 1. 2); (j [hit swi 'be [it thus], Amen' (Veni

Creator 1. 33); and nyme 'it may take upon itself' (Vox

clara 1. 8). Examples of spelling that shows a tendency

toward Middle English are sca6a [from Old English scea6a]

'enemy, brigand' (Etern2 rerum 1. 23); and forpsteppap [from

Old English forpstzppap] 'go forward' (Vexilla regis 1. 1).

Some spellings owe their oddity to scribal abbreviations

that were designed to prevent too many similar strokes in

sequence. For example, the scribe uses a macron in

onnaginnu 'from the beginnings' (Lucis creator 1. 3) and mid

megeni . . . eallii 'with all [our strengths]' (Nocte

surgentes 1. 3). Occasionally, misspellings seem to be the

result of haste, as with forms not found in major sources--

neoxnewange [neorxnawang] 'paradise' (Ad cenum 1. 24); wunap

[wunep] 'dwells [here, 'is' to gloss extat 'is, continues

(to be)'] (Vox clara 1. 6); on [West Saxon for in] 'in'

(Veni Creator 1. 1); and wearf [error for 8eorf

'unleavened'] 'exchange' (Ad cenum 1. 15); mideardes

[middangeardes] '[the] earth' (Lucis Creator 1. 4); to sceac

[tosceac] 'disperse' (Eterng rerum 1. 30); cum [elsewhere

cim] '[imperative] come' (Veni Creator 1. 1), among many

others. Considering the fluid state of orthography in the

Old English period, the total number of aberrant spellings

in the glosses is not significant. The glossator's ability
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to cope with the Latin is affected in only the one instance-

-wearf--and that is perhaps a lapsus stili.

Campbell's remark about the rhetorical devices in The

Wanderer ("Learned Rhetoric in Old English Poetry") applies

to the general topic of how the glosses prepared the way for

the poets of a later time. Referring to the couplet in

lines 108-109, he quotes:

Her bi8 feoh line, her bi6 freond line

Her bi6 mon line, her bi8 meg line

(Here, property is transitory, here friend is

transitory

Here man is transitory, here kinsman is

transitory)

His comment follows: "Rhetoric of this kind did not come

ready-made with the Old English poetic language. No simple

singer created such a passage . . . " (J. Campbell 200b).

The rhetorical devices learned by the scribe in his school

days, and translated by means of glosses of all kinds in his

adult career, unlocked the tremendous possibilities of his

already agile language.

The progression in one stanza of ;EternQ rerum conditor

from the highest heaven to the world of sinful man is only a

hint of the sweep of successive figures in the rest of the

hymn: from the cosmos, to night and day, the seasons, the

cock's crowing in the world of nature, the world of men, the

Christ, and finally to the Light as it draws mankind toward
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the eternal in a great closing circle. It must have been an

exciting thing to find that these sweeping matters were not

confined to the prestigious Latin, but were as available in

the old language and that the schema and tropes worked quite

as well in Anglo-Saxon.

Among many examples of the compact hypozeuxis several

are found in Veni Creator Spiritus: fons vivus ignis

karitas/Et spiritualis unctio is glossed will liflic fyr so8

lufu/7 gastlic smerung living well, fire, [true love,/and

spiritual unction' (11. 7-8). Another more extended figure

is the zeugma, where several elements depend for their

meaning on one word. In Vexilla regis prodeunt, the

adjectives decora, fulgida (1. 7), ornata (1. 18), Electa

(1. 19), beata (1. 21), and facta (1. 23) glossed as witlig,

scinende, gefretwod, gecoren, , and geworden

'beautiful, shining, adorned, chosen, blessed, made' all

depend upon arbor/treow 'tree.' Also in this hymn is a

shorter figure, fundens/ageotende 'diffusing or pouring

forth' (1. 25), vincens/ofer swithende 'surpassing or

overpowering' (1. 26), portans/berende 'bearing' (1. 28).

In line 27, the Latin poet forsook the pattern of present

participles (See Chapter Two Vexilla regis prodeunt for

explanation) and made a difficulty for the glossator. The

persistently rhyming inflectional endings of the words are

classified as homoeoptoton which Bede defined as "a figure

in which several words end in like sounds," as Tanenhaus
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translates it (243b). In Veni Creator Spiritus, the series

lace I gyfe 'gift' (1. 9), finger (1. 10), behat 'promise'

(1. 11) are all dependent upon gast in line 1. In Ad cenum

Agni providi, there is a brief zeugma: sunt/synt 'are' (1.

18) control fracta/tobrocene (1. 18), redempta/alysed

'redeemed' (1. 19), and reddita/agyfan 'give back' (1. 20).

See Chapter Two Ad cenum Agni providi 11.18-20, for another

reading.

The figure asyndesis is exemplified by the repeated on

pisum . . ., on pisum . . ., etc., in Eterna Christi munera

(11. 17-19); by pisum . . ., pisum . . . , etc., 'At this

[note] (11. 9-15) , and by hana, cocc, etc., (11. 18-21) in

Eternp rerum conditor; and by swege 'resound' (1. 6), bryne

I bladesige 'burn or blaze' (1. 7), and ontende 'set on fire

(1. 8) in Nunc sancte nobis Spiritus. One compact line in

Vexilla regis prodeunt is a striking example in both

languages: Salve ara salve victima/Hal si pu 6 weofod hal

sy pu 6 onsagednyss 'Hail 0 altar, hail 0 victim' (1. 29).

Also in this hymn, manus vestigia/handa fotswa~u 'hands

feet' produces a sharply focussed picture--tendens/

apenigende 'stretching [apart] hands [from] feet' (1. 6). A

still more striking instance is in os lingua mens sensus

vigor/mu6 tunge mod andget straeng6 'mouth, tongue, mind,

feeling, strength' (Nunc sancte 1. 5), where Bede's

definition and
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examples of dialyton--elements not connected by conjunctions

--are exemplified (Tanenhaus 244b).

Antonomasia, giving a name to something otherwise not

named, was no great difficulty for the glossator and his

language. In Eterna Christi munera, Mundi . . . principem/

midden-geardes . . . ealdor 'Prince of [this] world' was a

phrase to substitute for 'Satan' (1. 12); vera mundi lumina/

sole middaneardes leohta 'true lights of the world' stood

for the principes, duces, and milites (ealdras, herelogan,

and cempan) 'princes, war-leaders, and warriors' (11. 5-8);

servulos/peowtlingas provided a name for 'monks,' the humble

brothers whom Ambrose saw with compassion (1. 23);

conditor/scippend 'Author'/'shaper' were names for God

(Iterne rerum 1. 1); Egris/adligum '[the] sick' supplied a

name for a category of people (1. 22); and lux/leoht 'light'

equated the Christ (1. 29). Another of these anonomasiae

for the Christ was Pretium . . . saecli/wur6 . . . worulde

ransom for the world' (Vexilla regis 1. 22). At no point

was the language unequal to the translation of the words as

well as the ideas.

Bede took particular pains to explain metonomy as "a

kind of substitution of names" in his De schematibus et

tropis (Tanenhaus 246a). Examples in the hymns are

pectora/breost 'hearts' (Veni Creator 1. 4), dextre Dei

digitus/swioran godes pu [eart] finger 'thou the forefinger

of the Right Hand of God' as a substitution for the Holy
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Spirit (1. 10), sensibus/sefum 'in (our] minds' for 'in

[our] understanding' (1. 13), and cordibus/heortum 'in [our]

hearts' for 'feelings' (1. 14). Tanenhaus translates Bede's

definition of synecdoche as "a designation [of] the whole by

means of a part" (247b): Sermone ditas guttera/sprece Du

gewelgas protan 'through speech Thou enrichest [the]

throats' (1. 12), and thus from the throats, the whole

evangelistic process is set in motion. Bede also defines

metonomy as a trope which "reveals the effect of an action

through its cause"; thus, the activity of gefirrmden

'journeying,' literally 'far-riding [together],' comes to

mean 'close companionship,' as satisfactory gloss for

consortio (Eterna Christi 1. 22) another of Bede's favorite

words (Tanenhaus 246b).

The richest category of tropes is, of course, metaphor.

Bede calls this a "transference of qualities . . . effected

in four ways": from one "animate creature" to an "inanimate

object," from one "animate creature" to another, from one

"inanimate creature" to another, and from an "inanimate

creature" to an "animate creature" (Tanenhaus 244b). In Ad

cenum Agni providi, the chief metaphors seem to be the

effect of the crucifixion: ara . . . toridum/on weofod . .

gebredne 'on the altar . . . roasted' (1. 7); gustando/

onbyrgendum 'upon tasting [receiving the chalice at the

Eucharist]' (1. 8); Pharaonis/deofles 'of Pharaoh' (1. 12);

and azima/wearf [6earf] 'unleavened [bread],' signifying the
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supper eaten before the Passover--one of the few outright

errors made by the glossator (1. 15, see analysis of this

line in Chapter Two).

In Splendor paterng gloriae, fons luminis/well leohtes

'fount/well of light' transfers the quality of water to that

of light and both to the glory of the Father (1. 3);

Christusque nobis sit cibus/7 crist us sy mete 'may Christ

be food for us' (1. 21); Potusque noster sit fides/7 drenc

ure sy geleafa 'and faith be our drink' (1. 22) ; Ebrietatem

spiritus/druncenisse gastes 'intoxication of the spirit' (1.

24); Pudor . . ut diliculum/clannys . . . swa swa &rne

mergen 'purity like early morning' (1. 26), and Fides velut

meridies/geleafa swa swa middag 'faith like midday' (1. 27),

similes. In Lucis Creator optime, perenne/ecelices 'of

eternal [things]/of eternal-like [things]' (1. 11) show the

effects of learning to use -lic as a suffix to create

similes. Indeed, many an erst-while scop, having learned to

write (and so to record his rich heritage of kennings),

appended to his more-or-less-original works the phrase, swa

us ge writu ci7 a6 'thus you make known to us in writing' (J.

Campbell 194a). Other examples of similes, no longer

depending upon the first step in their development--gelic,

gelican, to express comparison--are lifIic to gloss vitale

'living [life-like]' (Lucis Creator 1. 14) and gastlic

smerung to gloss spiritualis unctio 'spiritual unction'

(Veni Creator 1. 8).
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Other metaphors are represented by mentis somnum/modes

slap 'sleep of the soul' (Etern rerum 1. 30); ligno/treow

'tree,' now renaming the altar [cross] (Vexilla regis 1.

16), Arbor/treow for 'altar' (1. 17), purpura/godewebbe

'[the] purple,' used as in "born to the purple" (1. 18),

stipite/boge 'trunk/bough,' substituting for the cross (1.

19), and unda sanguine/v$ of blonde 'wave of blood' (1. 12).

In Veni Creator optime, Bede's principle of transference

(Tanenhaus 244b-245b) is at work in the sequence 'light'

(inanimate) to 'mind' (function of the animate) to 'love'

(inanimate) to 'heart' (part of animate) as the Old English

follows the Latin: lumen/leoht to sensibus/sefum to

amorem/lufe to cordibus/heortum (11. 13-14). J. Campbell

exemplifies the Anglo-Saxon idea of eqnima (199b) in

"fer6locan and hordcofan, both meaning 'mind' or 'thought of

the mind'," a figure that must be explained by the text

before it can be fully understood. In Vexilla regis

prodeunt, where crucis mysteria/rode geryne echo the same

meaning, 'mysteries of the Cross'/'rites of the Cross,' the

words are really not translatable until the explanation is

given (See also 1.2 in Vexilla regis, Chapter Two). Even

here, the Old English is able to follow the model.

In another kind of special usage, allusion, the

glossator sometimes follows his model with outright

borrowing of the Latin word, sometimes refuses to

acknowledge the reference. David is retained in the fourth
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stanza of Vexilla regis prodeunt (1. 14), but in Splendor

Paterng gloriae, at the reference to Aurora, the pagan

goddess of the dawn, the glossator exhibits what Ambrose

often enjoined his followers to observe--avoidance of all

pagan allusions. For Aurora, here and elsewhere, the

glossator substitutes dwgrima 'rim of day' (itself a

metaphor) and eorendel 'first light' (11. 29-30). Other

pagan allusions are tetrum chaos 'foul, shapeless mass out

of which the world was made' (Cassell's), glossed sweart

prosm 'dark, vapor, space, abyss' (major dictionaries)

(Lucis Creator 1. 7) ; Lucifer/dag steorre 'sun' (Eterng

rerum 1. 9); the line containing tartare/hell 'hell,

infernal regions' refers to the Harrowing of Hell by the

Christ, but Tartarus itself is a pre-Christian concept (Ad

cenum 1.18; also Vexilla regis 1. 24); though sol may refer

to Apollo, it may also connote the Light of the World, and

sunne may refer to 'sun,' but also to the 'Son,' thus

splitting the pagan/Christian categories (Splendor paterng

1. 5). Among the unmistakably Christian allusions are

Paraclyto/frofer gaste 'to the Paraclyte/comfort ghost [Holy

Spirit]' (Veni Creator 1. 30); petra/stan 'rock/stone'

alludes to St. Peter ("on this rock") and his denying Jesus

three times, whereupon the cock crew, and he wept for shame,

thus washing away his guilt in tears (Etern rerum 1. 15),

as the reference in fletugue culpa solvitur/7 mid wope gilt

bip tolysed (1. 28); also Tu lux/pu 6 leoht 'Thou Light/Thou
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o Light,' referring to the Christ (1. 29). In Ad cenum Agni

providi, the allusions are stolis/gyrlum 'in white robes

(worn after Easter baptism)' (1. 2); transitum maris

rubri/ofer-fareld s& readre 'after Passover (passing over)'

and 'passing over the Red Sea' as well as being washed in

the blood of the Lamb (after baptism) (1. 3); Crurore . .

roseo/mid blood . . . readum depends upon

gustando/onbyrgendum 'with tasting of the pale red/red

blood,' referring to the last drops from the wound, though

the glossator uses only the usual word for 'red' (11. 7-8).

In Vox Clara ecce intonat, secundo/oper sipan 'for the

second [time] /for the next [time]' refers, of course, to

the Second Coming of the Christ (1. 13) and the implied

subject of fulserit/scinp 'that [it] flashes forth/out' is

sidus . . . novem/tungel . . . niwe 'new star' (1. 7), in

other words, the Christ. With more than twice as many

Christian references as pagan, the glossator appears to have

heeded Ambrose's caveats against mixing the two, or at least

he has been more successful at changing their nomenclature

by substituting an acceptable gloss. Nowhere, however, is

he at a loss for words to unlock the meaning.

The close reader will find many other examples of the

adequacy of Old English to deal with the grammar, rhetoric,

and concepts foreign to the glossator, but under the rubric

of "representative," those listed above will perhaps be

adequate. As prologue to such tours de force as The Pearl,
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Piers Plowman, and The House of Fame, the glosses of the

tenth century might seem remote and thin. It remained for

the French to introduce rhyme, a debonair attitude, and an

avalanche of new vocabulary. But there were a number of

contributions that the glosses made to the seed bed from

which such lush growth could spring. First of all, from the

end of the sixth century onward, the new mind-set of

Christian philosophy freed the Anglo-Saxon poet from the

fatalistic submission to Fate, the only significant survivor

of the old Germanic pantheon. As E. E. Wardale explains,

until the Romans returned, the prevailing attitude made

enjoying today illogical, because tomorrow was beyond one's

control; the main thing was to leave behind "a good name,"

whatever the price, and it was better to "avenge a friend

than to mourn too greatly" (Beowulf, 1. 1385). This stiff-

upper-lip approach to life began to soften as successive

glossators put into their own language the attitudes and

beliefs of the Church--the forgiveness of sins washed away

with tears of repentance, the comfort of the Holy Spirit,

the love of the Father, the atonement of the Christ. So

with the knowledge of Latin, the way was prepared for the

literature that was being brought in from the Continent,

with its more optimistic outlook (Wardale 12).

The glossator's second contribution was to carry on the

ninth-century work of King Alfred and his scholars as they

were "struggling to develop the language as a vehicle for
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the expression of complicated narrative and abstract

thought" (Mitchell and Robinson 61). The glossing of

theological and psychological abstractions in the hymns

provided examples for both contemporary and future writers

in their own language.

Another gift of the glossator was loosening of the

somewhat rigid verb-systems of Old English. The knowledge

of Latin, with its plethora of tenses, infinitives, passive

constructions, and associated matters, opened up new

possibilities for the native writer. As an example, the

glossator became nimble in his use of the resolved tenses

(Mitchell and Robinson 109 199), made from a participle or

an infinitive preceded by the verb beon 'to be' or habban

'to have' or by a modal such as magan 'may,' willan 'will,'

cunnan 'can,' and so forth. What made these forms important

was not that they were entirely new, but that they were used

in increasingly creative ways.

Perhaps most surprising of all is the glossator's

constant discovery of new uses for words already in the

lexicon of Old English. Here, again, the oral-formulaic

resources of the scop stood the glossator in good stead.

With the intensifiers a- and on-, up- and ofer-, the

glossator could match the sometimes more particularized

Latin meanings. Manavit 'he shed forth' gave the glossator

the opportunity to supply the choices of ut-fleow I arn

'[either] flows out or runs' (Vexilla regis 1. 12);
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Flammascat 'let . . . become inflamed'/bryne I bladesige

'[either] let . . . burn or blaze' (Nunc sancte 1. 7). He

was not always satisfied with the resources of his own

language, sometimes recognizing the Latin poet's device of

putting a word at the end of a line in order to give the

connotation of danger (Walpole 37a). When he finds lubricam

'slippery' in that position, he glossed it as sliporne I

fulne '[either] slippery or foul' (Splendor paternm 1. 12),

though he might have used the abbreviation 7 'and' to better

effect. Often he reaches far back into rare and ancient

words to produce what is to him an acceptable gloss; for

instance, he makes a distinction between lac 'gift' with its

ancient and spiritual or religious connotation and gifu

'gift' as a concrete object (Veni Creator 1. 9). On one

occasion, he apparently becomes so involved in his own

thought-processes that he substitutes one word for another--

wearf for 8earf 'exchange/unleavened' to gloss azima

'unleavened' (Ad cenum 1. 15), as Walpole rationalizes in

his notes on the hymn (351b-52a).

In a far greater degree than one might expect, the

glossator could keep step with his model and even

occasionally surpass it. A. C. Partridge, in his Companion

to Old and Middle English Studies, discusses the

significance of Old English, quoting from R. C. Trench's

English Past and Present (21-22):
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Anglo-Saxon is not so much one element of the

English language as the foundation of it, the

basis. All its joints, its whole articulation,

its sinews and its ligaments, the great body of

articles, pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions,

numerals, auxiliary verbs, all smaller words which

serve to knit together and bind the larger

sentences, these, not to speak of the grammatical

structure of the language, are exclusively Saxon

(Partridge 165).

Without doubt, the chief vehicle for the revelation of

the richness of Old English, the sufficiency of its lexicon

and the adequacy of its grammar, was the art of writing.

The scribe, having once learned to write Latin in the

trivium and having advanced through the quadrivium to the

reading and copying of the great classics of the Western

world, was thoroughly practiced in his craft. The fact that

he was Anglo-Saxon was significant: he was the product of a

people in love with words, rhythms, variations upon themes--

all running through his mind as the stories of the scops

sounded in his memory. In a country with two dominant

languages, his alternating between them was natural. As the

Church reached down into the native population in its work

of spreading the Word of God, the translation of liturgy

into the vernacular of all countries grew in importance.

The Anglo-Saxon scribe simply followed the trend. That he
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was so successful was inherent in his background, the age in

which he lived, and the history of the Roman Church in

Anglo-Saxon England. As his inheritors, modern speakers of

English might find the study of the glossator's work a way

"to build [their] knowledge of the present upon the laughter

and tears of the past: [it is] the highest privilege of the

philologist to study the medium through which those

generations of human beings have tried day by day to express

their ideas and realize their talents, i.e. their language"

(Kaiser viii).

This study has been concerned with a way-station on the

journey from the spoken, but unwritten, word to the steady

cascade of ink and paper that is contemporary English

literature. The hand that glossed the Latin manuscripts was

not disembodied, but firmly attached to a mind and a heart.

Like a tree in the spring winds, the mind was shaken and

made strong to draw up from its roots the nourishment for

new growth. Resources the glossator had never dreamed of

were revealed in his effort to make the word unlock the

Word. At this distance, it is possible for us to estimate

the degree of his success and to congratulate ourselves as

beneficiaries of his word-hord.
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